
A buyer’s premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. at 20%) of the hammer price
is payable by the buyers of all lots.
Cheques to be made payable to "Knight’s Sporting Limited". 
Credit cards accepted. Payments by Visa and Access/Mastercard will
be subject to a surcharge of 3% (+ VAT) of the total amount
payable.
For full terms and conditions see overleaf.
Postal bids are welcomed and should be sent to: Knight’s Sporting
Ltd, Cuckoo Cottage, Town Green, Alby, Norwich  NR11 7PR 
Office: 01263 768488 
Mobile: 07885 515333 
Email bids to tim@knights.co.uk

Please note: All commission bids to be received no later than 6pm
on the day prior to the auction of the lots you are bidding on.

Auction results will be available by telephone from the Tuesday
following the auction.

Postage and packing will be charged at current rates for all postal
deliveries. Packing will be charged at £3.00 (+ VAT) per customer. 

Live telephone bidding can be arranged by contacting the auctioneer
at least two days prior to the day of auction. We have a mandatory
minimum lot estimate of £80. Please see conditions of sale and for
full details. Please call 01263 768488 prior to 12th May 2016.

Many additional images of lots are available on our website
www.knights.co.uk

Online bidding

Knights Sporting Limited are delighted to offer an online bidding
facility at our auctions for bidders who cannot attend the sale. Bid on
lots and buy online from anywhere in the world at the click of a mouse
with the-saleroom.com's Live Auction service. 

Full details of this service can be found at www.the-saleroom.com

In completing the bidder registration on www.the-saleroom.com and
providing your credit card details and unless alternative arrangements
are agreed with Knights Sporting Limited you authorise Knights
Sporting Limited, if they so wish, to charge the credit card given in part
or full payment, including all fees, for items successfully purchased in
the auction via the-saleroom.com, and confirm that you are
authorised to provide these credit card details to Knights Sporting
Limited through www.the-saleroom.com and agree that Knights
Sporting Limited are entitled to ship the goods to the card holder name
and card holder address provided in fulfilment of the sale.

Please note that any lots purchased via the-saleroom.com live auction
service will be subject to an additional 3% commission charge + VAT
at the rate imposed on the hammer price.

knights
WISDEN CRICKETERS’ ALMANACKS, 

CRICKET & SPORTING MEMORABILIA
including Part Four of the Cricket Collection of the late Maurice Blunden

Saturday and Sunday 14th & 15th May 2016

11.00am start on both days

Venue: The Premier Travel Inn (Fosse Park)
Braunstone Lane East, Leicester LE3 2FW

Viewing: Friday 5pm to 8pm and Saturday & Sunday 8am to 11am

Approximate rate of sale – 140/160 lots per hour

** Please note we are no longer accepting commission bids by fax **

Complimentary tea, coffee & mineral water will be available.
Please bring any items along during viewing times for a free valuation with no obligation
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CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. A buyer’s premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. @ 20%) of the hammer price is payable by the buyers of all lots.
2. Cheques to be made payable to ‘Knights Sporting Limited’.
3. Knights Sporting Ltd, Registered Office, The Thatched Gallery, The Green, Aldborough, Norwich, Norfolk. NR11 7AA
4. Postage and packing will be charged at current rates for all postal deliveries.
4a Postage and packing is subject to V.A.T. at 20%.
5. The seller warrants to the Auctioneer and to the buyer that he is the true owner or is properly authorised to sell the property by the

true owner and is able to transfer good and marketable title to the property free from any third party claim.
6. The highest bidder to be the buyer. If during the auction the Auctioneer considers that a dispute has arisen he has absolute authority 

to settle it or re-offer the lot. The Auctioneer may at his sole discretion determine the advance of bidding or refuse a bid, divide any
lot, combine any two or more lots or withdraw any lot without prior notice.

7. The buyer shall pay the price at which a lot is knocked down by the Auctioneer to the buyer (the hammer price) together with a
premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. @ 20%) of the hammer price, all of which are hereafter collectively referred to as ‘the total sum due’.
By making any bid the buyer acknowledges that his attention has been drawn to the fact that on the sale of any lot the Auctioneer
will receive from the seller commission at its usual rates in addition to the said premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. @ 20%) and assents to
the Auctioneer receiving the said commission.

8. The buyer shall forthwith upon the purchase give in his name and pay to the Auctioneer immediately after the conclusion of the
auction the total sum due.

9. If the buyer fails to pay for or take away any lot or lots the Auctioneer as agent for the seller shall be entitled after consultation with
the seller to exercise one or other of the following rights:
i) Rescind the sale of that or any other lots sold to the buyer who defaults and re-sell the lot or lots whereupon the defaulting buyer
shall pay to the Auctioneer any shortfall between the proceeds of that sale after deduction of costs of re-sale and the total sum due.
Any surplus shall belong to the seller.
ii) Proceed with damages for breach of contract.

10. Ownership of the lot purchased shall not pass to the buyer until he has paid to the Auctioneer the total sum due.
11. The seller shall be entitled to place a reserve on any lot and the Auctioneer shall have the right to bid on behalf of the seller for any

lot on which a reserve has been placed. A seller may not bid on any lot on which a reserve has been placed.
12. All unsold lots will attract a fee per lot of £10.00 + VAT.
12a. Where any lot fails to sell, the Auctioneer shall notify the seller accordingly. The seller shall make arrangements either to re-offer the

lot for sale or to collect the lot.
13. Any representation or statement by the Auctioneer in any catalogue, brochure or advertisement of forthcoming sales as to

authorship, attribution, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price is a statement of opinion only.
Every person interested should exercise and rely on his own judgement as to such matters and neither the Auctioneer nor his servants
or agents are responsible for the correctness of such opinions. No warranty whatsoever is given by the Auctioneer or the seller in
respect of any lot and any express or implied warranties are hereby excluded.

14. Notwithstanding any other terms of these conditions, if within fourteen days of the sale the Auctioneer has received from the buyer
of any lot notice in writing that in his view the lot is a deliberate forgery and within fourteen days after such notification the buyer
returns the same to the Auctioneer in the same condition as at the time of the sale and satisfies the Auctioneer that considered in the
light of the entry in the catalogue the lot is a deliberate forgery then the sale of the lot will be rescinded and the purchase price of
the same refunded. ‘A deliberate forgery’ means a lot made with intent to deceive.

15. A buyer’s claim under the above condition shall be limited to the amount paid to the Auctioneer for the lot and for the purpose of
this condition the buyer shall be the person to whom the original invoice was made out by the Auctioneer.

16. Lots may be removed during the sale after full settlement.
17. All goods delivered to the Auctioneer’s premises will be deemed to be delivered for sale by auction unless otherwise stated in writing

and will be catalogued and sold at the Auctioneer’s discretion and accepted by the Auctioneer subject to all these conditions. By
delivering the goods to the Auctioneer for inclusion in his auction sales each seller acknowledges that he/she accepts and agrees to
all the conditions.

18. The Auctioneer shall remit the proceeds of the sale to the seller no later than forty days after the day of the auction provided that
the Auctioneer has received the total sum due from the buyer. In all other cases the Auctioneer will remit the proceeds of sale to the
seller within seven days of the receipt by the Auctioneer of the total sum due. The Auctioneer will not be deemed to have received
the total sum due until after any cheque delivered by the buyer has been cleared. In the event of the Auctioneer exercising his right
to rescind the sale his obligation to the seller hereunder lapses.

19. In the case of the seller withdrawing instructions to the Auctioneer to sell any lot or lots, the Auctioneer may charge a fee of the lot
withdrawn and any expenses incurred in respect of the lot or lots.

20. Live telephone bidding
i) Live telephone bidding can be arranged (subject to paragraph 20iii) below) by contacting the Auctioneer two days prior to the day
of the Auction.
ii) Knight’s have a mandatory minimum lot estimate of £80.00 on all live calls.
iii) The arrangement referred to in paragraph 20i) above will be at the buyer’s risk and no guarantee can be given by the Auctioneer
that telephone facilities will be available or working on the day of the Auction.

21. These conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English Law.

Online Bidding. 
In completing the bidder registration on www.the-saleroom.com and providing your credit card details and unless alternative
arrangements are agreed with Knights Sporting Limited Ltd you: authorise Knights Sporting Limited Ltd, if they so wish, to charge the
credit card given in part or full payment, including all fees, for items successfully purchased in the auction via the-saleroom.com, and
confirm that you are authorised to provide these credit card details to Knights Sporting Limited Ltd through www.the-saleroom.com
and agree that Knights Sporting Limited Ltd are entitled to ship the goods to the card holder name and card holder address provided
in fulfilment of the sale. Please note that any lots purchased via the-saleroom.com live auction service will be subject to an additional
3% commission charge + VAT at the rate imposed on the hammer price’



THE WISDEN COLLECTION OF A
GENTLEMEN WHO SOURCED MANY
COPIES IN THE 1970/80’S FROM
BOOKSHOPS 

1 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1864-
1878. Fifteen facsimile editions
published by John Wisden & Co Ltd,
London 1991. Limited edition
368/1000. Brown hard board covers
with gilt lettering to covers and
spine. In original Wisden yellow
presentation box. VG - cricket 

£400/500

2 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1879.
Willows softback reprint (1991) in
light brown hardback covers with
gilt lettering. Limited edition
333/1000. Un-opened condition
with white band attached as issued.
EX - cricket £50/70

3 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1880.
Willows softback reprint (1987) in
light brown hardback covers with
gilt lettering. Limited edition
379/500. Un-opened condition with
white band attached as issued. EX -
cricket £50/70

4 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1881.
Willows softback reprint (1989) in
light brown hardback covers with
gilt lettering. Limited edition
264/500. Un-opened condition with
white band attached as issued. EX -
cricket £50/70

5 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1882.
Willows softback reprint (1988) in
light brown hardback covers with
gilt lettering. Limited edition
347/500. Un-opened condition with
white band attached as issued. EX-
cricket £50/70

6 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1883.
Willows softback reprint (1988) in
light brown hardback covers with
gilt lettering. Limited edition
256/500. Un-opened condition with
white band attached as issued. EX-
cricket £50/70

7 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1884.
Willows softback reprint (1984) in
light brown hardback covers with
gilt lettering. Limited edition
489/500. VG  - cricket £40/60

8 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1885.
Willows softback reprint (1983) in

light brown hardback covers with
gilt lettering. Un-numbered limited
edition as issued. Un-opened
condition with white band attached
as issued. EX- cricket £50/70

9 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1886.
Willows softback reprint (1985) in
light brown hardback covers with
gilt lettering. Limited edition
438/500. Un-opened condition with
white band attached as issued. EX-
cricket £50/70

10 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1887.
Willows softback reprint (1989) in
light brown hardback covers with
gilt lettering. Limited edition
322/500. Un-opened condition with
white band attached as issued. EX-
cricket £50/70

11 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1888.
Willows softback reprint (1989) in
light brown hardback covers with
gilt lettering. Limited edition
241/500. Un-opened condition with
white band attached as issued. EX-
cricket £50/70

12 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1889.
Willows softback reprint (1990) in
light brown hardback covers with
gilt lettering. Limited edition
305/500. Un-opened condition with
white band attached as issued. VG  -
cricket £50/70

13 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1890.
Willows softback reprint (1990) in
light brown hardback covers with
gilt lettering. Limited edition
367/500. VG  - cricket £40/60

14 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1890.
27th edition. Original paper
wrappers with replacement yellow
spine paper with printed details.
Wear with loss to front wrapper
extremities and greater loss to rear
wrapper. Breaking to spine block,
some wear with loss to two rear
pages, tape to some internal pages,
minor foxing. The book complete
but only in fair condition. Viewing
essential - cricket £30/50

15 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1891.
28th edition. Original paper
wrappers with replacement spine
paper with printed details. Minor
foxing to book block edges and to a

lesser extent to internal pages,
crease to corner of front wrapper
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£50/80

16 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1892.
29th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Staining to spine paper
and edges of wrappers near to spine
from removed old tape. Light
vertical crease to front wrapper,
minor wear to wrapper extremities,
minor loss to spine paper otherwise
in good condition - cricket £60/90

17 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1893.
30th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Staining to spine paper
and edges of wrappers near to spine
from removed old tape. Some
soiling to wrappers otherwise in
good condition - cricket £60/90

18 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1894.
31st edition. Original paper
wrappers. Staining to spine paper
and edges of wrappers near to spine
from removed old tape. Almost total
loss to spine paper, some soiling to
wrappers and wear to wrapper
extremities, tape to inside front
wrapper along spine, minor foxing
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£50/70

19 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1895.
32nd edition. Original paper
wrappers. Staining to spine paper
and edges of wrappers near to spine
from removed old tape. Some wear
to spine paper, minor soiling to
wrappers and minor wear to
wrapper extremities, minor foxing
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£60/90

20 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1896.
33rd edition. Original paper
wrappers with replacement spine
paper with printed details. Small
lower corner loss to front wrapper
otherwise in good/very good
condition - cricket £70/100

21 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1897.
34th edition. Bound in green boards
with titles in gilt to front board and
spine Lacking original wrappers
otherwise complete. Lacking
photographic plate otherwise in
good condition - cricket £40/60
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22 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1898.
35th edition. Original paper
wrappers with replacement yellow
spine paper with printed details.
Soiling and some minor wear to
wrappers, contents good to very
good condition - cricket £50/70

23 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1899.
36th edition. Original paper
wrappers with replacement yellow
spine paper with printed details. Old
tape marks to wrappers. Minor age
toning and some minor wear to
wrappers, contents good to very
good condition - cricket £40/60

24 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1900.
37th edition. Original paper
wrappers with replacement yellow
spine paper with printed details.
Minor old tape marks to wrappers,
tape to inside front wrapper along
spine. Minor age toning and some
minor wear to wrappers, contents in
good condition - cricket £50/70

25 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1901.
38th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Worn and stained
wrappers and spine paper, evidence
of old tape marks to spine paper and
edge of wrappers, loss to spine
paper and splitting to spine block,
odd tape repairs internally, minor
foxing to inside pages. Only fair
condition - cricket £30/50

26 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1902.
39th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Old tape to spine and
edge of wrappers, minor light toning
to edge of wrappers otherwise in
very good condition - cricket 

£50/70

27 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1903.
40th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed details, wear and age
toning to wrappers, page block a
little soiled otherwise in generally
good condition - cricket £40/60

28 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1904.
41st edition. Original paper
wrappers. Old tape to spine and
edge of paper wrappers, breaking to
spine block and some loss to spine
paper, lacking photographic plate
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£40/60

29 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1905.
42nd edition. Original paper

wrappers. Old tape to parts of spine
and edge of paper wrappers, minor
breaking to spine block,odd minor
faults otherwise in good condition -
cricket £40/60

30 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1906.
43rd edition. Original paper
wrappers. Old tape to spine and
edge of paper wrappers, minor
breaking to spine block, odd  faults
to wrappers otherwise in good
condition - cricket £40/60

31 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1907.
44th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, old tape to edge
of paper wrappers, minor breaking
to spine block, odd tape repairs to
inside pages, odd faults to wrappers
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£40/60

32 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1908.
45th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Very minor wear
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £100/150

33 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1909.
46th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Very minor wear and odd
faults otherwise in very good
condition - cricket £100/150

34 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1910
and 1911. 47th & 49th editions.
Original paper wrappers. Old tape to
spines and edge of paper wrappers,
odd faults to wrappers otherwise in
good+ condition. Sold with a edition
for 1913 rebound in quarter leather,
lacking original wrappers and
adverts at front and rear. Qty 3 -
cricket £60/90

35 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1912.
49th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Minor soiling to wrappers,
odd minor faults otherwise in
good/very good condition - cricket 

£80/120

36 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1914.
51st edition. Original paper
wrappers. Very good condition -
cricket £100/150

37 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1915.
52nd edition. Original paper
wrappers. Old tape to spine and
edge of wrappers otherwise in
good+ condition - cricket £50/70

38 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1916.

53rd edition. Original hardback.
Faded front board and spine gilts,
minor wear to head and base of
spine otherwise in very good
condition, internal pages in very
good condition. A rare wartime
hardback edition and probably the
rarest of the 20th century editions -
cricket  £3000/5000

39 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1917.
54th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Old tape marks to spine
and edge of wrappers, further small
old tape mark to page edge, minor
wear to head of spine otherwise in
good/very good condition. Rare
war-time edition - cricket £130/160

40 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1918.
55th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Wear to spine paper with
loss to head, minor staining and
soiling to wrappers otherwise in
good/very good condition. Rare
war-time edition - cricket £150/200

41 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1919.
56th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Minor old tape mark to
head and base of spine paper, tear to
top of rear cover with old tape
marks, normal page browning
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Rare war-time edition -
cricket £100/150

42 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1920
and 1921. 57th & 58th editions.
Original paper wrappers. The 1920
edition with papered-over front
wrapper and replacement spine
paper with printed titles otherwise in
good condition. The 1921 edition
with old tape to spine and edge of
paper wrappers, some wear to
wrappers with small loss to two
corners to front and rear otherwise
in good condition. Qty 2 - cricket 

£50/70

43 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1922
and 1923. 59th & 60th editions.
Original paper wrappers. Both
editions with old tape to spine and
edge of paper wrappers, the 1922
edition with replacement spine paper
with printed titles  otherwise in good
condition. Qty 2 - cricket £50/70

44 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1924.
61st edition. Original paper
wrappers. Slight bowing to spine
and minor staining to spine paper
otherwise in good condition - cricket
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£60/80

45 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1925
and 1929. 62nd & 66th editions.
Original paper wrappers. Both
editions with old tape to spine and
edge of paper wrappers, the 1922
edition with replacement spine paper
with printed titles  otherwise in good
condition. Qty 2 - cricket £50/70

46 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1926.
63rd edition. Bound in green boards,
with original paper wrappers, with
date to spine paper, red speckled
page edges. Sold with a rebound
edition for 1927, lacking wrappers
and adverts to front of the book.
Qty 2. G - cricket £70/100

47 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1928.
65th edition. Bound in blue boards,
with original paper wrappers, with
titles to spine paper, red speckled
page edges. Minor soiling to original
wrappers. G - cricket £50/70

48 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1930
and 1932. 67th & 69th editions.
Original paper wrappers. Both
editions with old tape to spine and
edge of paper wrappers, the 1930
edition with replacement spine paper
with printed titles otherwise the
1930 edition in fair/good condition
and the 1932 edition in good
condition. Qty 2 - cricket £60/80

49 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1931.
68th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Minor soiling to wrappers,
very minor wear to spine paper
otherwise in good+ condition -
cricket £60/90

50 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1933.
70th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Very minor soiling to
wrappers, very slight bowing to
spine otherwise in good+ condition -
cricket £60/90

51 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1934.
71st edition. Original paper
wrappers. Very minor soiling to
wrappers, minor old tape marks to
rear wrapper and edge of spine
paper, very slight bowing to spine
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£50/70

52 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1935.
72nd edition. Bound in brown
boards, with original paper
wrappers, with titles to spine paper,
red speckled page edges. Some

soiling to original wrappers
otherwise in good/very good
condition - cricket £50/70

53 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1936.
73rd edition. Original paper
wrappers. Very minor soiling to
wrappers, slight bowing to spine,
minor staining to rear wrapper
otherwise in good+ condition -
cricket £60/90

54 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1937.
74th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Slight bowing to spine,
very minor light fading to spine
paper and minor stain to bottom of
front board otherwise in good
condition - cricket £70/100

55 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1938.
75th edition. Original limp cloth
covers contains cricket bat
bookmark. Bowing to spine, some
minor light fading to spine paper
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£50/70

56 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1939.
76th edition. Original limp cloth
covers contains cricket bat
bookmark. Minor bowing to spine,
some soiling to spine paper
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£50/70

57 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1940.
77th edition. Original limp cloth
covers contains cricket bat
bookmark. Slight crease to spine
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£70/90

58 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1941.
78th edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 3200 paper copies
printed in this war year. Slight mark
to front cover, very minor bowing to
spine, odd minor faults otherwise in
good+ condition. Rare war time
edition - cricket £140/180

59 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1942.
79th edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 4100 paper copies
printed in this war year. Lancashire
County & Manchester Cricket Club
stamp to front and rear cover, and
first advertisement page, tiny sticker
and inscription to top of front cover.
Breaking to front internal hinge
otherwise in good condition. Rare
war time edition - cricket £80/120

60 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1943.
80th edition. Original limp cloth

covers. Only 5600 paper copies
printed in this war year. Minor age
toning to covers otherwise in very
good condition. Rare war time
edition - cricket £100/140

61 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1944.
81st edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 5600 paper copies
printed in this war year. Stamped to
first advertisement page ‘Frank G.
Ringe, Bank Chambers, Lester
House, Brentwood, Essex’ in green
ink otherwise in very good
condition. Rare war time edition -
cricket £80/120

62 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1945.
82nd edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 6500 paper copies
printed in this war year. Blue ink blot
to rear cover, sticker to first
advertisement page ‘E. F Hudson,
The Worlds Booksellers’ in blue,
inscription to header of the page
otherwise in good condition. Rare
war time edition - cricket £60/90

63 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1946.
83rd Edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Minor age toning to covers
and spine otherwise in good+
condition - cricket £50/70

64 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1947.
Original limp cloth covers. Odd
minor faults otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/50

65 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1948-
1950. All with original limp cloth
covers. The 1948 has minor staining
to front and rear covers and page
block edges, slight bowing to spine
and normal browning to pages.
Ownership inscription inside front
cover and breaking to internal
hinges at pages 44 and 460. The
1949 and 1950 have very minor
bowing to their spines  and odd
minor faults otherwise in good +
condition. Qty 3 - cricket £40/60

66 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1951-
1953. All with original limp cloth
covers. The 1951 has some minor
bowing to spine and breaking to
front internal hinges, odd minor
faults otherwise all in good
condition. Qty 3 - cricket £30/50

67 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1954
& 1955. Both in original limp cloth
covers. Both in very good condition.
Qty 2 - cricket £30/40
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68 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1956.
Original hardback. Very good
condition - cricket £25/35

69 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1957
& 1958. Both in original limp cloth
covers. The 1957 has visible crease
to spine, otherwise both in very
good condition. Qty 2 - cricket 

£30/40

70 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1959.
Original hardback. Bump to front
board corner, odd minor faults
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £20/30

71 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1960.
Original hardback. Odd minor faults
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £30/40

72 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1961.
Original hardback. Odd minor faults
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £30/40

73 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1962.
Original hardback. Odd minor faults
otherwise in very good condition. -
cricket £20/30

74 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1963
& 1964. Original limp cloth covers.
Very good condition - cricket 

£25/35

75 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1965.
Original hardback with dust
wrapper. Odd minor faults otherwise
in very good condition - cricket 

£30/40

76 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1966.
Original hardback with dust
wrapper. Odd minor faults otherwise
in very good condition - cricket 

£30/40

77 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1967.
Original hardback with dust
wrapper. Tape stain over minor tear
to top corner of dust wrapper, odd
minor faults otherwise in very good
condition - cricket £30/40

78 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1968.
Original hardback with dust
wrapper. Very good condition -
cricket £30/40

79 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1969.
Original hardback with dust
wrapper. Very good condition -
cricket £30/40

80 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1970.
Original hardback with dust

wrapper. Odd minor faults otherwise
in very good condition - cricket 

£30/40

81 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1971.
Original hardback with dust
wrapper. Odd minor faults otherwise
in very good condition - cricket 

£40/60

82 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1971
& 1972. Original hardbacks with
replacement dust wrappers. The
1972 has its original dust wrapper in
poor condition and staining to page
block edge. Some odd minor faults
otherwise both in good condition.
Qty 2 - cricket £25/35

83 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1972.
Original hardback with dust
wrapper. Odd minor faults otherwise
in good condition - cricket £30/40

84 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1976,
1977 & 1979. Original hardbacks
with dust wrappers. The 1976 has
scuff marking dust wrapper and
front board, some odd minor faults
otherwise all in good condition. Qty
3 - cricket £30/40

85 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1981-
2010. Original hardbacks with dust
wrappers, some odd minor faults
otherwise all in good condition. Sold
with copies of ‘A Wisden Collection
Vol 2’, ‘An index to Wisden
Cricketers Almanack 1864-1984’ &
‘Wisden England - Australia Cricket
Quiz Book’. Qty 33 - cricket 

£100/150

PAPER WRAPPERED, CLOTH
COVERED & REBOUND EDITIONS-
VARIOUS COLLECTIONS

86 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1896.
33rd edition. Bound in dark brown
leather boards, with original paper
wrappers, titles in gilt to spine paper.
Some damage and soiling to front
wrapper, soiling to rear wrapper, odd
minor faults otherwise in good
condition - cricket £80/120

87 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1899.
36th edition. Original front paper
wrapper, replacement rear wrapper
and spine paper, with printed details.
Original front wrapper soiled and
with repairs to edges, browning to
page edges otherwise in good+
condition - cricket £50/80

88 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1902.

39th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed details, soiling and wear
to wrappers, corner repairs to front
wrapper and rear wrapper, small
piece missing from rear wrapper,
browning to page edges otherwise
in good condition - cricket £60/80

89 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1908.
45th edition. Original wrappers.
Minor foxing, minor age toning to
spine paper, slight bumping to spine
otherwise in generally very good
condition  - cricket £100/150

90 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1923.
60th edition. Bound in brown
boards, with original paper
wrappers, titles in gilt to spine paper.
Water/damp damage to book
resulting in warping to entire book,
some soiling and staining to
wrappers otherwise in generally
good condition. Viewing essential -
cricket £30/50

91 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1935.
72nd edition. Original paper
wrappers. Some age toning and
wear to spine paper with small loss,
minor wear to wrappers otherwise in
good condition - cricket £60/80

92 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1946.
83rd Edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Minor bowing to spine and
break to front internal hinge
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/40

93 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1946.
83rd Edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Minor bowing to spine
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£40/60

94 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1947.
84th Edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Minor creasing to spine and
wear to top edge of spine block
otherwise in good/very good
condition - cricket £40/60

95 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1947.
84th Edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Some minor bowing and
wrinkling to spine paper otherwise in
good condition - cricket £40/60

96 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1948.
Original limp cloth covers. Bowing
and some wrinkling to spine
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£40/60
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97 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1948.
Original limp cloth covers. Minor
bowing to spine and break to central
internal hinge, normal browning to
pages otherwise in good condition -
cricket £25/35

98 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1949
& 1950. Original limp cloth covers.
Both with odd minor faults
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Qty 2 - cricket  £30/40

99 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1949
& 1951. Original limp cloth covers.
Both have bowing to spines, along
with some odd minor faults
otherwise in good condition. Qty 2 -
cricket  £20/30

100 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1950-
1953. All original limp cloth covers.
1950 has minor marks to spine block
edge,1953 has a light crease to
spine,  with very minor faults
otherwise all in good condition. Qty
4 - cricket £40/60

101 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1950,
1955, 1956, 1957, 1974 to 2001,
2003 to 2005. Original paper covers.
Sold with a softback edition signed
to photographic plate by the late
Bob Woolmer, one of five ‘Cricketers
of the Year’. Odd faults otherwise in
good condition. Qty 36 - cricket 

£50/70

102 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1951,
1952 & 1953. Original limp cloth
covers. All with odd minor faults
otherwise in good condition. Qty 3 -
cricket £25/35

103 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1952,
1956 & 1957. Original limp cloth
covers. The 1952 has some fading to
spine gilts, broken front and rear
internal hinges and minor foxing to
page block edge. Some minor
bowing to spine and fading to spine
paper, breaking to front internal
hinges of the 1956 edition with
some odd minor faults otherwise in
good condition. Qty 3 - cricket  

£30/40

104 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1954,
1955 & 1956. Original limp cloth
covers. Some minor foxing to spine
of 1955, all with odd minor faults
otherwise in good condition. Qty 3 -
cricket  £20/30

105 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1957,
1958 & 1959. Original limp cloth

covers. Some bowing to spine of
1957, all with odd minor faults
otherwise in good condition. Qty 3 -
cricket £25/35

106 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1959
& 1960. Original limp cloth covers.
Some minor bowing to spine and
light fading to spine paper, with
some odd minor faults otherwise in
good condition. Qty 2 - cricket  

£20/30

107 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1960,
1961 & 1962. Original limp cloth
covers. Some bowing to spine of all
three books, and odd minor faults
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Qty 3 - cricket £25/35

108 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1963,
1964 & 1965. Original limp cloth
covers. Some bowing to spine of the
1963 edition, and odd minor faults
otherwise in  good condition. Qty 3
- cricket £25/35

109 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1964,
1967 & 1969. Original limp cloth
covers. Some bowing, light fading to
front board and spine paper of 1964,
wrinkling to spine of others, with
some odd minor faults otherwise in
good condition. Qty 3 - cricket  

£30/40

110 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1966,
1967 & 1968. Original limp cloth
covers. Some very minor faults
otherwise in good condition. Qty 3 -
cricket £25/35

111 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1969,
1970 & 1971. Original limp cloth
covers. Some minor bowing to
spines of the 1969 and 1971
editions, odd very minor faults
otherwise in good condition. Qty 3 -
cricket £25/35

112 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1972,
1973, 1974 & 1975. Original limp
cloth covers. Some very minor
bowing to spines of 1972-1974
editions, odd very minor faults
otherwise in good condition. Qty 4 -
cricket £30/40

113 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1972,
1975, 1976 & 1977. Original limp
cloth covers. Some light fading and
bowing to spine (2) with odd minor
faults otherwise in all good
condition. Qty 4 - cricket  £30/40

114 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1976 -
1980. Original limp cloth covers.
Some minor bowing to spine of the
1978 & 1979 editions, odd very
minor faults otherwise in good
condition. Qty 5 - cricket £25/35

115 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1981-
2009. Original limp cloth covers.
Stain to front cover of the 1990
edition. Some very minor faults
otherwise in good condition. Qty 29
- cricket £70/100

116 NO LOT

THE WISDEN COLLECTION OF A
LOVER OF GLOUCESTERSHIRE
CRICKET

117 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1927.
64th edition. Bound in brown
boards, with titles in gilt to spine.
Slight wear to boards, lacking front
and some rear advertisement pages.
Tight irregular trimming of pages
throughout book, evidence of
repairs at page 162, odd faults
otherwise in fair condition - cricket 

£40/50

118 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1928.
65th edition. Bound in dark brown
boards, with titles in gilt to spine.
Contains stained original wrappers,
and staining to page block edge.
Odd faults otherwise in good
condition - cricket £50/60

119 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1929.
66th edition. Bound in brown
boards, with titles in gilt to spine.
Lacking original wrappers and some
advertisement pages. Tight trimming
to early pages, odd faults otherwise
in good condition - cricket £40/50

120 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1930.
67th edition. Bound in light brown
boards, with original wrappers, with
titles in gilt to spine. Odd faults
otherwise in good+ condition -
cricket £50/70

121 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1931.
68th edition. Bound in light brown
boards, with original repaired
wrappers, with titles in gilt to spine.
Some odd faults otherwise in good+
condition - cricket £40/60

122 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1932.
69th edition. Bound in brown
boards, with titles in gilt to spine.
Lacking original wrappers and some
advertisement pages, breaking to
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rear internal hinges, some odd faults
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£40/50

123 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1933.
70th edition. Bound in brown
boards, with original wrappers, with
titles in gilt to spine. Some breaking
to rear internal hinges, some odd
faults otherwise in good condition -
cricket £50/60

124 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1934.
71st edition. Bound in brown boards,
with titles in gilt to spine. Contains
original wrappers and cricket bat
book mark, some odd faults
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£50/70

125 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1935.
72nd edition. Bound in light brown
boards, lacking original paper
wrappers and some advertisement
pages, some odd faults otherwise in
good condition - cricket £40/60

126 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1936.
73rd edition. Original paper
wrappers, with cricket bat book
mark,  slight wear and bowing to
spine, some odd faults otherwise in
good+ condition - cricket £50/70

127 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1937.
74th edition. Bound in brown
boards, with original wrappers, with
titles in gilt to spine. Some odd faults
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£50/60

128 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1938.
75th edition. Bound in brown
boards, with original wrappers, with
titles in gilt to spine. Some odd faults
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £50/70

129 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1939.
76th edition. Original limp cloth
covers with cricket bat book mark.
Slight bowing and age toning to
spine, minor breaking to central
internal hinges, odd faults otherwise
in good condition - cricket £50/70

130 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1940.
77th edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 8000 paper copies
printed in this war year. Very minor
to front and rear cover, slight bowing
and age toning to spine, minor
breaking to internal hinges, odd
faults otherwise in good condition -
cricket £60/80

131 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1941.
78th edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 3200 paper copies
printed in this war year. Very minor
bowing to spine, odd faults
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£150/180

132 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1942.
79th edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 4100 paper copies
printed in this war year. Slight
irregular trimming to book, visible by
front cover. Odd faults otherwise in
good condition - cricket £120/140

133 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1943.
80th edition. Original hardback.
Only 1400 hardback copies printed
in this war year. Dulling to spine gilts
and scuffs to title gilts. Minor crease
to front and rear boards, odd faults
otherwise in good condition. A rare
wartime hardback - cricket 

£200/300

134 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1944.
81st edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 5600 cloth copies
printed in this war year. Minor age
toning to covers,  slight bowing and
wear to spine. Breaking to front
internal hinge, series of 10 ‘Please
return to B.A.C office’ stamps in blue
ink, odd faults otherwise in good
condition - cricket £80/100

135 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1945.
82nd edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 6500 paper copies
printed in this war year. Minor odd
faults otherwise in good condition -
cricket £80/100

136 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1946.
83rd edition. Original hardback.
Only 5000 copies of the hard back
edition were printed in this war year.
Faded gilts to front board and spine,
some wear to boards, minor
breaking to rear internal hinges
otherwise in good condition. Rare
wartime edition - cricket £40/60

137 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1947.
Original hardback. Minor wear to
boards, fading to gilts to front board
and spine, minor breaking to front
internal hinges, usual browning to
pages otherwise in good condition -
cricket £40/60 

138 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1948.
Original hardback. Very minor wear
to boards, slight fading to gilts to

front board and spine, minor
breaking to rear internal hinges,
usual browning to pages otherwise
in good+ condition - cricket £40/60 

139 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1949.
Original hardback. Minor wear to
boards and spine paper, fading to
spine gilts, slight breaking to rear
internal hinge, foxing to page block
edges otherwise in good condition -
cricket £20/30

140 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1950
& 1951. Original hardbacks. The
1950 edition with some wear and
spotting to spine paper, minor wear
to boards, odd minor staining
otherwise in good condition. The
1951 edition with dulled gilts to
front board and spine and minor
breaking to front internal hinges
otherwise in generally good
condition. Qty 2 - cricket £30/50

141 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1952
& 1955. The 1952 is an original
hardback edition, the 1955 appears
to be a publishers rebind. The 1952
edition with fading to spine gilts and
breaking to front internal hinges,
minor spotting to page block edge
otherwise in good condition, the
1955 edition with faded spine gilts
and some wear to boards otherwise
generally good condition. Qty 2 -
cricket £25/35

142 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1953
& 1954. Original hardbacks. The
1953 with fading spine gilts and
slight bump to edge of front board,
the 1954 edition with bump to spine
and faded spine gilts otherwise both
editions in good condition. Qty 2 -
cricket £30/50

143 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1956.
Original hardback. Minor wear to
boards with odd bump to edge,
wrinkling to spine paper, minor
spotting to page block edge
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£20/30

144 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1957.
Original hardback. Wrinkling to
spine paper, dulling to spine gilts
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£25/35

145 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1958.
Original hardback. Minor dulling to
gilts on front board and spine,
handwritten name of ownership in
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pencil  to first advert page otherwise
in good condition - cricket £25/35

146 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1959.
Original hardback. Odd minor faults
to spine paper, minor staining to
page block edge otherwise in very
good condition - cricket £30/40

147 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1960.
Original hardback. Minor glass/cup
ring stain to front board otherwise in
very good condition - cricket 

£25/35

148 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1961.
Original hardback. Some dulling to
spine gilts otherwise in very good
condition - cricket £30/40

149 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1962.
Original hardback. Crease to spine
paper, odd bump to board edge,
name of ownership handwritten to
inside front board otherwise in good
condition - cricket £25/35

150 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1963.
Original hardback. Minor crease and
wrinkling to spine paper, very minor
marks to rear board otherwise in
good+ condition - cricket £20/30

151 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1964.
Original hardback. Odd very minor
faults otherwise in very good
condition - cricket £30/40

152 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1965.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Minor age toning to spine of
dustwrapper otherwise in very good
condition - cricket £30/40

153 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1966.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Minor age toning and minor wear to
spine of dustwrapper otherwise in
very good condition - cricket 

£30/40

154 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1967.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Age toning and wear to
dustwrapper, tears to top edge
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£25/35

155 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1968.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Fading and age toning to front and
spine of dustwrapper, some soiling
to rear of dustwrapper otherwise in
good+ condition - cricket £18/25

156 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1969.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.

Minor age toning to spine paper and
minor wear and soiling to
dustwrapper otherwise in good
condition - cricket £25/35

157 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1970.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Minor age toning to spine of
dustwrapper, odd minor faults
otherwise in good+ condition -
cricket £25/35

158 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1971.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Some age toning to spine of
dustwrapper otherwise in good+
condition - cricket £40/60

159 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1972.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Some age toning to spine of
dustwrapper, odd nick otherwise in
good condition - cricket £20/30

160 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1973.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Some age toning and minor staining
to dustwrapper otherwise in good
condition - cricket £20/30

161 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1974
& 1975. Original hardbacks with
dustwrapper. The 1974 edition has
some age toning, minor staining and
some wear with nicks to
dustwrapper, the 1975 edition with
minor age toning to dustwrapper
spine otherwise in good condition.
Qty 2 - cricket £30/40

162 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1976
to 1980. Original hardbacks with
dustwrapper. Some nicks to
dustwrappers otherwise in generally
good+ condition. Qty 5 - cricket 

£40/60

163 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1981
to 2005. Original hardbacks with
dustwrapper. Faults to odd
dustwrapper otherwise in generally
good/very good condition. Qty 25 -
cricket £100/150

PETER LEAD, CO-FOUNDER OF THE
WILLOWS PUBLISHING COMPANY

These additional Willows Wisden
reprints are being sold on behalf of
Peter Lead, who with David Jenkins
founded the Willows Publishing
Company Limited in 1983. They
launched the first Willows reprint,
the 1885 un-numbered edition,
together. In late 1984 Peter
withdrew from the partnership and

David continued the reprints into the
success that it has become. As part
of the arrangement for Peter leaving
the partnership it was agreed that
Peter should receive a compli-
mentary un-numbered review copy
of any subsequent reprints prior to
publication. The following books are
Peter’s collection, the majority un-
numbered

164 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1879.
Willows softback reprint (1991) in
light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Un-numbered. A review
copy. VG  - cricket £40/60 

165 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1880.
Willows softback reprint (1987) in
light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Un-numbered. A review
copy. VG  - cricket £40/60 

166 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1884.
Willows softback reprint (1984) in
light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Un-numbered. A review
copy. VG  - cricket £40/60 

167 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1886.
Willows softback reprint (1985) in
light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Un-numbered. A review
copy. VG  - cricket £40/60

168 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1890.
Willows softback reprint (1990) in
light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Un-numbered. A review
copy. VG  - cricket £40/60 

169 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1905.
Willows softback reprint (1998) in
light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Un-numbered. A review
copy. VG  - cricket £40/60 

170 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1909.
Willows softback reprint (2000) in
light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Un-numbered. A review
copy. VG  - cricket £40/60 

171 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1910.
Willows softback reprint (2001) in
light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Un-numbered. A review
copy. VG  - cricket £40/60 

172 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1911.
Willows softback reprint (2001) in
light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Un-numbered. A review
copy. VG  - cricket £40/60 

173 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1913.
Willows softback reprint (2002) in
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light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Un-numbered. A review
copy. VG  - cricket £40/60 

174 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1923.
Willows softback reprint (2006) in
light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Un-numbered. A review
copy. VG  - cricket £40/60

------------------

175 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1885.
Willows softback reprint (1983) in
light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Un-numbered limited
edition. VG  - cricket £40/60

176 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1916.
Willows softback reprint (1990) in
light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Limited edition 865/1000.
G/VG - cricket  £50/70

176a Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1864,
1868, 1870, 1871, 1875 to 1878.
Eight facsimile editions published by
Lowe & Brydone Ltd, London 1974.
The 1864, 1875 and 1877 editions
as published, the 1868, 1871, 1876
and 1878 bound in brown boards,
two copies with protective film to
boards. Odd faults to the 1864
edition otherwise in good condition -
cricket £120/180

A SMALL COLLECTION OF MODERN
HARDBACK WISDENS, THE
MAJORITY, IN FINE CONDITION

177 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1965.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Very minor tear to edge of
dustwrapper otherwise in generally
very good condition - cricket 

£35/45

178 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1966.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Very good condition - cricket 

£35/45

179 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1967.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Old tape mark to top edge of spine
paper otherwise in very good
condition - cricket £30/40

180 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1968.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Very good condition - cricket 

£35/45

181 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1969.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Very good condition - cricket 

£35/45

182 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1970.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Good/very good condition - cricket 

£30/40

183 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1971.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Good/very good condition - cricket 

£40/60

184 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1971.
Original hardback with replacement
dustwrapper. Sold with a similar
hardback for 1972 with replacement
dustwrapper with staining to page
block edge. Good condition - cricket 

£25/35

185 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1972.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Odd faults to dustwrapper otherwise
in good+ condition - cricket £20/30

186 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1976,
1977 & 1979. Original hardbacks
with dustwrapper. Scuff to the front
of the dustwrapper of the 1976
edition otherwise in very good
condition - cricket £30/50

187 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1981
to 2010. Original hardbacks with
dustwrapper. Sold with three Wisden
related publications. Good/very
good condition. Qty 33 - cricket 

£100/150

ORIGINAL HARDBACK EDITIONS-
VARIOUS COLLECTIONS

188 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack-
Australia. Run of the Almanack,
1998 (1st Edition), 1999, 2000-01,
2001-02 & 2002-03. Original
hardbacks with dust wrappers. Qty
5. VG - cricket £25/35

189 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1981-
2014. Original hardbacks with
dustwrappers. Some foxing to page
block edges of 1981-1983, 1986 &
1987.  Odd minor faults otherwise in
very good condition. Qty 34 - cricket

£120/160

190 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1981
to 1998, 2001 & 2002. Original
hardbacks with dustwrapper. Odd
minor faults otherwise in good/ very
good condition - cricket £50/70

191 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1980-
2005. Mix of original hardbacks and
limp cloth covers. 1980-1983, 1985,
1987-1990, 1993 have limp cloth
covers, the 1984, 1986 (no
dustwrapper), 1991, 1992, 1994-

2005 are hardbacks with
dustwrappers. Earlier limp cloth
covers have various levels of light
staining to spine paper, all with odd
minor faults otherwise in good
condition. Qty 26 - cricket  £60/80

192 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1978,
1979 & 1980. Original hardbacks
with dustwrapper. Odd minor faults
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £30/50

193 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1978
& 1979. Original hardbacks with
dustwrappers. The 1978 has some
light fading and foxing to spine
paper, the 1979 has staining and pen
marks to dustwrapper, both with
odd minor faults otherwise in good
condition. Qty 2 - cricket  £20/30

194 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1976-
1980. All original hardbacks with
dustwrappers. Odd minor faults
otherwise in very good condition.
Qty 5 - cricket £50/80

195 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1976
& 1977. Original hardbacks with
dustwrapper. Odd minor faults
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £25/35

196 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1975.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Odd minor faults to spine of
dustwrapper otherwise in very good
condition - cricket £20/30

197 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1975.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Odd minor faults otherwise in very
good condition - cricket £20/30

198 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1974.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Odd minor faults otherwise in very
good condition - cricket £18/25

199 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1974.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Good/ very good condition - cricket 

£25/35

200 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1973.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Odd minor faults otherwise in very
good condition - cricket £20/30

201 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1972.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Some minor age toning to
dustwrapper otherwise in good+
condition - cricket £25/35
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202 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1972.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Odd minor faults otherwise in very
good condition - cricket £20/30

203 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1971.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Some minor age toning and wear to
dustwrapper otherwise in good+
condition - cricket £40/60

204 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1971.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Odd minor faults otherwise in very
good condition - cricket £50/70

205 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1970.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Some age toning to spine of
dustwrapper otherwise in good+
condition - cricket £30/40

206 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1970.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Odd minor faults otherwise in very
good condition - cricket £35/45

207 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1969.
Original hardback with original
dustwrapper and Wisden
replacement dustwrapper. Some
faults to original dustwrapper
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£20/30

208 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1969.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Odd minor faults otherwise in very
good condition - cricket £30/40

209 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1969.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Some light fading to dustwrapper
spine, with odd minor faults
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£25/35

210 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1968.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Odd minor faults otherwise in very
good condition - cricket £30/40

211 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1968.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Good/very good condition - cricket 

£35/45

212 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1967.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Odd minor faults otherwise in very
good condition - cricket £30/40

213 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1966.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Odd minor faults otherwise in very
good condition - cricket £30/40

214 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1966.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Generally good/very good condition
- cricket £40/50

215 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1966
& 1968. Original hardbacks, lacking
dustwrappers. Faded gilts to spine
and childish inscriptions to some
advertisement and internal pages to
the 1968 edition, both editions with
some odd minor faults otherwise in
good condition. The 1968 edition
signed by Ken Higgs. Qty 2 - cricket

£20/30

216 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1965.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Price cut from dustwrapper flap,
some foxing and wear to head of
dustwrapper, slight foxing to hard of
page block, handwritten inscription
to top border of first advertising
page otherwise in good condition -
cricket  £20/30

217 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1965.
Original hardback with dustwrapper.
Odd minor faults otherwise in very
good condition - cricket £30/40

218 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1964.
Original hardback. Odd minor faults
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £30/40

219 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1963.
Original hardback. Odd minor faults
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £30/40

220 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1962.
Original hardback. Odd minor faults
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £30/40

221 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1961.
Original hardback. Odd minor faults
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £30/40

222 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1960.
Original hardback. Odd minor faults
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £30/40

223 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1959.
Original hardback. Very minor
creasing to odd internal pages
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £30/40

224 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1959.
Original hardback. Very good
condition  - cricket £40/50

225 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1958.
Original hardback. Very good
condition - cricket £30/40

226 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1957.
Original hardback. Good/very good
condition - cricket £25/35

227 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1956.
Original hardback. Some wrinkling
to spine of dustwrapper, odd very
minor faults otherwise in good+
condition - cricket £25/35

228 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1956.
Original hardback. Minor wrinkling
to spine otherwise in very good
condition - cricket £20/30

229 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1956.
Original hardback. Some wrinkling
and wear to spine, some odd minor
faults otherwise in good condition -
cricket  £25/35

230 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1955.
Original hardback. Odd minor faults
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £25/35

231 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1955.
Original hardback. Fading to spine
gilts and odd minor faults otherwise
in good condition - cricket  £25/35

232 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1954.
Original hardback. Odd minor faults
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £25/35

233 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1954.
Original hardback. Dulling to spine
gilts and odd minor faults otherwise
in good condition - cricket  £25/35

234 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1949.
Original hardback. Minor fold to
spine paper, very slight dulling to
gilts on spine paper otherwise in
good/very good condition. Sold with
a 1947 softback edition, bound in
brown boards, with titles in gilt to
spine, ex-libris copy, trimming by
bookbinder tight in places otherwise
good condition. Ex Hancock
collection - cricket £30/50

235 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1949.
Original hardback. Some dulling to
spine gilts otherwise in good/very
good condition - cricket £25/35

236 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1923.
60th edition. Original hardback.
Minor marks to boards, light
wrinkling to spine paper, minor
bumping to board extremities, very
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light creasing to rear board
otherwise in good+ condition -
cricket £400/600

236a Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1973-
1976, 1978-1982, 1990, 1995-
2014. Original hardbacks with
dustwrapper. Some faults to the
dustwrappers of the 1970’s editions
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Qty 30. Sold with eight
Wisden related publications
including Anthologies and thirteen
other cricket books including a
signed copy of Ian Botham’s autobi-
ography. Qty 51. In three boxes -
cricket £70/100

THE WISDEN COLLECTION OF A
CRICKET LOVER

237 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1973
to 2008. The 1973, 1977, 1990,
1992 and 1998 to 2008 are original
hardbacks with dustwrapper, the
remainder are soft back editions.
Some wear to spines of
dustwrappers on the earlier editions
otherwise in good condition. Qty 36
- cricket  £60/90

238 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1969,
1970, 1971 & 1972. Original limp
cloth covers. The first three editions
with minor bowing to spines, all with
age toning to spine papers otherwise
in good+ condition. Qty 4 - cricket  

£40/60

239 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1966,
1967 & 1968. Original limp cloth
covers. The 1968 edition with some
bowing to spine, all three with age
toning to spine papers otherwise in
good+ condition. Qty 3 - cricket  

£40/60

240 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1963.
Original hardback. Some minor
marks to boards and spine paper.
Slight dulling to spine gilts otherwise
in good+ condition - cricket £20/30

241 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1962,
1964 & 1965. Original limp cloth
covers. The 1962 edition with
bowing to spine, all three with age
toning to spine papers otherwise in
good/very good condition. Qty 3 -
cricket  £40/60

242 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1959,
1960 & 1961. Original limp cloth
covers. All three editions with slight
bowing to spines and age toning to
spine papers otherwise in good

condition. Qty 3 - cricket  £40/60

243 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1956,
1957 & 1958. Original limp cloth
covers. All three editions with slight
bowing to spines and the 1957 and
1958 editions with age toning to
spine papers otherwise in good
condition. Qty 3 - cricket  £40/60

244 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1953,
1954 & 1955. Original limp cloth
covers. All three editions with slight
breaking to internal hinges and
general wear to covers and spine
paper otherwise in good condition.
Qty 3 - cricket  £30/50

245 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1949,
1950, 1951 & 1952. Original limp
cloth covers. The 1949 with
breaking internal hinges condition,
some bowing to spine and foxing
and soiling to spine paper and
covers, the 1950 edition with foxing
to spine paper and minor soiling to
covers, breaking to central hinge, the
1951 edition with some bowing to
spine, slight breaking to internal
hinges and the 1952 only fair, with
broken front internal hinge, wear
and soiling to covers otherwise in
good condition. Qty 4 - cricket  

£40/60

246 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1947
& 1948. Original limp cloth covers.
Usual browning to post war paper,
lines drawn down the side of the
page block on the 1947 edition, odd
minor faults otherwise in good +
condition - cricket  £30/50

247 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1946.
83rd Edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Some creasing, slight
discolouration and wear to covers,
minor breaking to front internal
hinge, minor faults to odd outer
internal page otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/50

248 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1945.
82nd edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 6500 paper copies
printed in this war year. The book
has a cocked spine, to the right
otherwise in good/very good
condition - cricket £50/80

249 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1944.
81st edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 5600 paper copies
printed in this war year. Some
discolouration to covers, breaking to

internal hinges, minor foxing
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£50/70

250 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1943.
80th edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 5600 paper copies
printed in this war year. Some
staining to book extremities, slight
breaking to front internal hinge, odd
minor faults otherwise in good
condition - cricket £70/100

251 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1942.
79th edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 4100 paper copies
printed in this war year. Odd very
minor faults otherwise in good/very
good condition. Rare war time
edition - cricket £150/200

252 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1941.
78th edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 3200 paper copies
printed in this war year. Odd minor
foxing, odd very minor faults
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £200/300

253 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1940.
77th edition. Original limp cloth
covers. Only 8000 paper copies
printed in this war year. Some
bowing to spin, discolouration and
staining to spine paper, both
wrappers with wear and almost
detached, breaking to front internal
hinges otherwise in generally good
condition. Rarer wartime edition -
cricket £50/70

254 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1938
& 1939. 75th & 76th editions.
Original paper wrappers. The 1938
edition with breaking front internal
hinges and broken rear hinges, the
back cover detached but still
attached to the spine paper, wear
and fading to wrappers otherwise in
good condition, the 1939 edition
with restored spine paper, some
faults otherwise in generally good
condition  - cricket £50/70

255 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1937.
74th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Some bowing to spine,
minor soiling to wrappers, minor
breaking to spine block otherwise in
good+ condition  - cricket £60/90

256 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1936.
73rd edition. Original paper
wrappers. Some breaking to spine
block, minor nick to front wrapper,
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some wear to edges of spine paper,
spine paper a ‘little shiny’ otherwise
in good+ condition  - cricket 

£60/80

257 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1933,
1934 & 1935. 70th to 72nd editions.
Original paper wrappers. The 1933
edition with breaking to page block,
age toning and wear to wrappers,
some loss to head and base of spine
paper otherwise in generally good
condition. The 1934 edition has
replacement wrappers and spine
paper otherwise in good condition
and the 1935 with replacement
spine paper, age toning and wear to
wrappers with some loss to front and
repairs to rear. Qty 3  - cricket 

£50/70

258 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1931
and 1932. 68th & 69th editions.
Original paper wrappers. Page block
broken to the 1931 edition, the book
split into two halves, age toning and
wear to wrappers with slight loss to
front wrapper, minor faults to
internal pages including damp
staining otherwise in generally good
condition. The 1932 edition appears
to have a replacement front wrapper
and spine paper, odd faults to first
few advertising pages otherwise in
good condition  - cricket £50/70

259 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1930.
67th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, minor wear to
wrappers with small loss to
extremities, restoration to top border
of rear wrapper, otherwise in good
condition  - cricket £50/70

260 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1929.
66th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Rear wrapper detached,
some wear to spine paper with small
loss to extremities, page block
breaking, soiling and some wear to
wrappers otherwise in good
condition  - cricket £50/70

261 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1928.
65th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Minor wear with small
loss to spine paper, minor wear and
soiling to wrappers, small loss to rear
wrapper, slight breaking to page
block otherwise in good condition.
Slight warping to book - cricket 

£50/70

262 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1926.
63rd edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, old tape marks
near to edge of wrappers near to
spine, some wear and age toning to
wrappers with small loss otherwise in
good condition. Sold with a similar
paper wrappered edition for 1927 in
similar condition. Qty 2 - cricket 

£50/70

263 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1925.
62nd edition. Original paper
wrappers, old tape marks to wrapper
edge at front and rear near to spine,
small loss to spine paper otherwise in
good condition - cricket £40/60

264 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1924.
61st edition. Original front paper
wrapper, lacking rear wrapper, worn
and stained front wrapper, spine
block broken, almost total loss of
spine paper otherwise in generally
good condition - cricket £40/60

265 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1923.
60th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, worn and stained
wrappers with some repairs,
breaking to internal hinge, odd
minor faults otherwise in generally
good condition. Includes an original
advertising flyer for Wisden tennis
balls and a letter from a sports
supplier on Oxford offering ‘flannels
for the coming season’ - cricket 

£40/60

266 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1922.
59th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, wear to wrapper
extremities with repairs, minor faults
otherwise in generally good
condition - cricket £40/60

267 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1921.
58th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, wear to front
wrapper extremities, stained, worn
and repaired rear wrapper, lacking
first advertising page, wear to first
ten pages at the front of the book,
minor faults otherwise in generally
good condition - cricket £40/60

268 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1920.
57th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, stained, worn and
repaired front and rear wrappers,

minor faults otherwise in good
condition - cricket £40/60

269 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1919.
56th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, stained and worn
front and rear wrappers, minor faults
otherwise in good condition. Rare
war-time edition - cricket £80/120

270 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1918.
55th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, stained and worn
front and rear wrappers otherwise in
good condition. Rare war-time
edition - cricket £100/150

271 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1917.
54th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, replacement rear
wrapper, stained and restored front
wrapper otherwise in generally good
condition. Rare war-time edition -
cricket £80/120

272 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1916.
53rd edition. Original paper
wrappers. Very good+ condition.
Rare war-time edition, rarely seen in
this condition - cricket £600/800

273 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1914.
51st edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles. Some wear and
name of ownership to front wrapper,
piece torn from photographic plate
otherwise in good condition. Sold
with a paper wrappered edition for
1915, replacement spine with
printed titles, lacking rear wrapper,
heavy repairs to front wrapper, tear
to page 197/198 otherwise in
generally good condition  - cricket 

£70/100

274 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1913.
50th (Jubilee) edition. Original paper
wrappers. Some wear to spine paper
with small loss, slight break to spine
block otherwise in good+ condition -
cricket £80/120

275 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1912.
49th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Very minor wear and age
toning to wrappers and spine and
very slight break to spine block
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £100/150

276 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1911.
48th edition. Original paper
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wrappers. Breaking to spine block,
scuff with tear to top of front
wrapper, some minor wear to
wrappers with nick to rear, very
minor loss to spine paper, odd faults
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£60/90

The following seven books from the
collection of Richard Moor Bell who
was a noted cricketer who played
for London County between 1902-
1904 with W.G. Grace

277 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1910.
47th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Very minor wear to spine
paper with small loss, minor age
toning to spine, ink annotation to
top border of front wrapper and odd
internal page in Bell’s hand otherwise
in generally very good condition -
cricket £100/150

278 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1909.
46th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Some wear to head of
spine paper, with loss, minor age
toning to spine and slight breaking
to internal hinges. Ink annotation to
front wrapper and odd internal page
in Bell’s hand otherwise in generally
very good condition - cricket 

£80/120

279 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1908.
45th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Minor wear, with small
loss, to edge of front cover where it
meets the spine, ink annotation to
front wrapper in Bell’s hand
otherwise in generally very good
condition - cricket £100/150

280 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1907.
44th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, odd faults. Ink
annotation to front wrapper and to
odd internal pages in Bell’s hand
otherwise in good/very good
condition - cricket £80/100

281 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1906.
43rd edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, odd faults. Ink
annotation to front wrapper in Bell’s
hand otherwise in generally
good/very good condition - cricket 

£80/120

282 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1905.
42nd edition. Original paper
wrappers. Wear to spine paper with

small loss, front wrapper becoming
loose. Ink annotation to front
wrapper in Bell’s hand otherwise in
good/very good condition - cricket 

£80/120

283 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1904.
41st edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, very minor
creasing to front wrapper. Ink
annotation to front wrapper as well
as odd internal pages in Bell’s hand
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £80/120

284 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1903.
40th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Both front and rear
wrapper neatly detached, some
breaking to spine block, very minor
loss to spine papper otherwise in
good/very good condition - cricket 

£80/120

285 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1903,
1905 and 1911. 40th, 42nd & 48th
edition. All with reproduction
wrappers and spine papers, odd
faults to internal pages otherwise in
generally good condition - cricket 

£60/90

286 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1902.
39th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Minor wear and odd mark
to wrappers, slight splitting to spine
block, small loss to spine paper
otherwise in good/very good
condition - cricket £100/150

287 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1902.
39th edition. Bound in green boards,
with original paper wrappers, titles in
gilt to spine paper. Some soiling and
minor wear to wrappers, ownership
name handwritten to top of
‘Contents’ page, some wear to
green boards otherwise in good
condition - cricket £60/80

288 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1900
and 1901. 37th & 38th editions.
Original paper wrappers. Both
editions with replacement spines
with printed titles. The 1900 edition
with replaced front wrapper with
original parts laid down, heavily
repaired rear wrapper, lacking
photographic plate otherwise in
generally good condition. The 1901
edition has minor faults to the
wrappers with small corner loss
otherwise in good condition. Qty 2 -
cricket £80/120

289 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1899.
36th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Some wear and age
toning to wrappers, with small loss
to base of the front wrapper,
replacement paper to width of spine
paper, old tape marks to edge of
wrappers at front and rear near to
spine otherwise in good condition -
cricket £70/100

290 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1899.
36th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Crease with nick to front
wrapper, annotation and name to
front wrapper, tape to width of spine
paper otherwise in good condition -
cricket £80/120

291 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1898.
35th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Rear wrapper becoming
loose, small corner loss to rear
wrapper, some wear to spine paper
with loss base of spine paper,
handwritten name of ownership in
ink to top border of front wrapper
otherwise in good+ condition -
cricket £80/120

292 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1897.
34th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Rear wrapper neatly
detached with very minor loss, some
wear to spine paper with small loss,
some breaking to spine block, minor
staining and foxing otherwise in
generally good/very good condition
- cricket £100/150

293 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1896.
33rd edition. Original paper
wrappers. Front wrapper almost
neatly detached, some minor wear
to spine paper with small loss, some
staining to last few advertising pages
otherwise in very good condition -
cricket £150/200

294 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1895.
32nd edition (second issue). Original
paper wrappers. Rear wrapper neatly
detached with slight loss to edge,
minor wear to spine paper otherwise
in very good condition - cricket 

£180/250

295 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1894.
31st edition (second issue). Original
paper wrappers. Lacking the
majority of the spine paper, wear
with some loss to edge of both
wrappers, handwritten name of
ownership to top border of front
wrapper, some breaking to spine
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block otherwise in good+ condition -
cricket £120/160

296 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1893.
30th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, some wear and
soiling to wrappers, minor foxing,
handwritten name of ownership to
top border of title page otherwise in
good+ condition - cricket £120/160

297 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1892.
29th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, some wear and
soiling to wrappers, minor foxing,
handwritten name of ownership to
top border of title page otherwise in
good+ condition - cricket £120/160

298 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1891.
28th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, some wear and
soiling to wrappers, minor foxing,
handwritten name of ownership to
top border of title page, minor
annotation to front wrapper
otherwise in good+ condition -
cricket £140/180

299 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1890.
27th edition (second issue). Original
paper wrappers. Replacement spine
paper with printed titles, some minor
wear to wrappers, minor foxing,
handwritten name of ownership to
top border of title page otherwise in
good+ condition - cricket £140/180

300 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1889.
26th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper
with printed titles, worn wrappers
with repairs, some small loss to page
edge of the last three advertising
pages, some wear to photographic
plate otherwise in good condition -
cricket £100/150

301 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1888.
25th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine paper,
old tape mark to border of front and
rear wrapper near to spine, creases
and minor loss to extremities of front
and rear wrappers, old tape to
internal hinge of front wrapper, one
rear advertising page detached with
old tape to edge, very minor foxing
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£100/150

302 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1887.
24th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Replacement spine,
repairs to original wrappers, three
replacement advertising pages to
rear of book, faults to corners of first
five pages, old taped repairs to page
edges to odd page, some splitting to
page block otherwise in generally
good condition - cricket £70/100

303 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1885.
22nd edition. Replacement wrappers
and spine, replacement first
advertising page and title page,
replacement last advertising page,
tape marks to two pages at front and
rear of book otherwise in good+
condition - cricket £100/150

304 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1879.
16th edition. Original paper front
wrapper, replacement rear wrapper
and spine. Wear with some loss to
extremities of the wrapper, corner
repair, appears also to have three
replacement advertising pages to
rear, tear to title otherwise in good+
condition - cricket £100/150

CRICKET EPHEMERA

305 ‘The Old Whig (London)’. Early and
original ‘tabloid’ size four page
newspaper, with revenue stamp, for
the 31st July 1735, published by J.
Roberts of Warwick Lane. With
lengthy thirty two line report on
page four of a ‘great Match at
Cricket... play’d on Bromley
Common in Kent for £1000 (?)
between his Highness the Prince of
Wales and the Earl of Middlesex, the
Londoners playing for the former,
and the Kentish men for the latter.’
The Kentish team led by the Earl
came on to the field at 11.00 am but
the Prince did not arrive until
1.00pm, having driven a Chair and
Horse himself. The Kentish team led
after the first innings by 24 runs (97
to 73). London were all out for 32 in
the second innings and the Kentish
men won without losing a second-
innings wicket. The betting odds
fluctuated during the game. After
the game the prince attended by a
prodigious number of people
returned to Lewisham where his
coach awaited him. This report was
quoted by Waghorn as the source
for the match, also repeated by
Maun. The newspaper with tape
repair to spine, some minor wear to

edges otherwise in good condition
for its age. A rare item - cricket 

£100/150

306 ‘The London Courant’. Early and
original ‘tabloid’ size one page, two
sided newspaper, with revenue
stamp, for the 14th July 1746,
published by J. Hinton at the King’s-
Arms, St Paul’s Church Yard. With
thirteen line notice on page one for
‘the second great Match at Cricket,
between the Gentlemen of Bromley
and Addington, with Kipps of
Eltham, against the Counties of Kent
and Surrey’ at the Artillery-Ground,
London. The article continues with a
report on the first match, ‘one of the
best that ever was played’, in which
Kent & Surrey made 42 and 47; their
opponents scored 60 and 25, losing
by 4 runs. Kipps (Kips) was a noted
wicket-keeper of the period. The
newspaper with small loss to right
edge and uneven trimming,
otherwise in good condition for its
age. A rare item - cricket £70/100

307 ‘Daily Gazetteer: or, London
Advertiser’. Early and original one
page, two sided newspaper, with
revenue stamp, for 29th July 1746,
printed by J. Griffiths of Fleet Street.
The paper with nine line notice on
the second page, for ‘The Two Great
Matches of the County of Kent
against the World, will be play’d, the
First on Friday next, the First of
August, on Bromley Common; the
Second, in the Artillery Ground, on
the Monday following’. The notice
also refers to a match between
Eleven of Edmonton against Eleven
of London. The newspaper with
slightly uneven trimming, otherwise
in good condition for its age. A rare
item - cricket £70/100

308 ‘The World’. Early and original four
page newspaper, with revenue
stamp, for 11th June 1791, printed
by R. Bostock of The Strand. The
paper with twenty two line notice on
the first page, for ‘A Grand Match
will be played on Monday the 13th
June, in Lord’s Cricket Ground,
Mary-le-Bone, between Eleven of
the Mary-le-Bone Club, against
Eleven of the County of Essex for
Five Hundred Guineas a-side’. The
twenty two players are listed. The
M.C.C. team includes the Earls of
Winchelsea and of Darnley, Lord F
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Beauclerk, Col. Lennox, Hon E Bligh.
The match is described in Haygarth
as between M.C.C. and Hornchurch.
Hornchurch scored 84 and 208 and
M.C.C. 100 and 147; Hornchurch
won by 47 runs. The match-winner
was T. Ingram who scored 80 (42
more than any other bat) and took 5
wickets. The newspaper with slight
loss to one corner, otherwise in good
condition for its age. A rare item -
cricket £100/150

309 ‘Lotinga’s Weekly. An Illustrated
Magazine of Sport and Drama’. Two
issues dated 26th July 1913 and 18
July 1914. The 1913 issue comprises
a comprehensive report of the
charity match at the Oval, organised
by Lotinga, between the Famous
Jockeys and ‚‘Champions as
Cricketers’, with team photographs
on the front cover. The centrefold
has many pictures of the participants
and of the huge crowd that filled the
Oval: c. £400 raised for charity.
There are also illustrations of the
Gents v Players match at Lord’s and
of the Kent v Yorkshire game at
Tunbridge Wells. There is also a
picture of W.G.  Grace at the wicket,
the ‚ÄúLatest Portrait of WG sixty-
five and still going strong. The 1914
issue includes pictures of the Eton v
Harrow match and of the University
match at Lord’s, and of the
Gentlemen v Players game at the
Oval. In his editorial, ‘Sporting
Gossip’, Lotinga appeals for
someone to take over his role as the
charity match organiser. It is ‘a bare
twelve months when I was
shouldered off the Oval by some of
the crowd of 20,000...’. Generally
good condition - cricket £50/70

Lotinga, known as ‚ÄúLarry the
Lynx’ for his racing tips was a keen
cricketer who played in and
organised many charity matches to
raise funds for good causes

310 ‘Herts Cricket Fund’ [1819]. Many
Gentlemen of the County of
Hertford, having expressed a wish to
promote the Game of Cricket by
subscription, it has been deemed
advisable to carry the same into
effect under the following
regulations’.  Original and early
handbill with the above title listing
the regulations of cricket to be
played at Hertford including names

of the Gentlemen requested to form
a Committee, names include ‘T.O.
Bache, James Pickford, .... Ellis, B.
Rooke, George Seabrooke, Edward
Lewis and .... Hudson’, ‘Mr Mawe of
Hatfield to be requested to become
Secretary and General Scorer’
printed by ‘Langley, Printer, St.
Albans’. The handbill measures
9.25”x 12.75”. Some folds, minor
wear and foxing to bill otherwise in
good condition for its age. A rare
and very early Hertfordshire cricket
handbill - cricket £130/160

311 England v Australia 1930. Large rare
official ‘Complimentary’ four day
card match ticket for the 4th Test
match played at Old Trafford,
Manchester on the 25th-29th July
1930. G/VG - cricket £50/70

The Test match was drawn, Ponsford
top scored for the Australians with
83

312 England v Australia 1934. Large rare
official ‘Complimentary’ card match
ticket for the 3rd Test match played
at Old Trafford, Manchester on
Friday 6th July 1934. G/VG - cricket 

£50/70

The match was drawn, McCabe top
scored for the Australians with 137,
Hendren 132 and Leyland 153 for
England. O’Reilly took 7-189 in the
England first innings

313 England v Australia 1934. Large rare
official match ticket for the 4th Test
match played at Headingley on
20th-24th July 1934. Some marks,
wear and age toning to ticket
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£50/80

The match was drawn, this was the
famous Test match where Don
Bradman top scored for the
Australians with 304, including a
century before lunch, Ponsford 181.
Bowes took 6-142 in Australia’s
only innings

314 Nottinghamshire c1900. Early
original ticket for Nottinghamshire
C.C.C. with small vignette of a
batsman to front and to reverse
stumps and bat. G - cricket £25/35

315 Lindsay Hassett, Australian tour of
England 1938. Original menu for the
‘Complimentary Smoke Night
tendered by the South Melbourne
Cricket Club to Mr A.L. Hassett. On

the eve of his departure for England
as a member of the Nineteenth
Australia Eleven’ held at the Town
Hall, South Melbourne on the 15th
February 1938. The folding menu
with humorous image of Hassett
riding a kangaroo, the kangaroo
holding his kit bag and Hassett
saying ‘Now trot out the British
Lion’. To inside, title page and two
pages of toasts etc. Ribbon tie to
edge. Printed by ‘Meehan Print’.
Very good condition. Scarce - cricket

£60/90

The following two menus are
thought to have belonged to a
member of the 1934 Australian
touring party to England. It is not
known whom 

316 Australian tour of England 1934.
‘Australian Test Team 1934’ Scarce
original menu for the Dinner given
to the Australian team at the Grand
Oriental Hotel in Colombo, Ceylon
held on the 4th April 1934. The
menu with decorative hotel emblem,
featuring an elephant, and title to
front cover. To inside pages the
menu and date. A rare menu from
the tour. G/VG - cricket £180/250

The Australians stopped off at
Colombo en route to England to
play a one day match against
Ceylon, the match played at the
Nondescripts ground, Colombo on
the 4th April 1934. The match was
drawn, Bromley top scoring with
80no, Brown 56, Ponsford 41, S.S.
Jayawickreme making 56 for Ceylon

317 Australian tour of England 1934.
‘British Sportsman’s Club. Luncheon
Given to The Australian Cricket
Team 1934’. Scarce original menu
for the Luncheon given to the
Australian team at the Savoy Hotel,
London on the 30th April 1934. The
menu with titles and date to front
cover. To inside pages the menu,
toasts etc. A rare menu from the
tour. G/VG - cricket £120/160

The Australians arrived in England
on the 28th April 1934 having left
Freemantle on the 26th March. They
practised pre tour at Alan Fairfax’s
indoor cricket school at Millbank,
London. The first match of the tour
started at Worcester on the 2nd May
1934

318 Albert Craig. ‘On the brilliant
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defence of Dr W.G. Grace and
Captain Shuter against the
Australians at Lords on May 28th
1888’. ‘Shuter secured 71 runs in
fine style, Dr Grace obtained 150 no,
in his old form’. Original broadsheet
poem regarding the match. ‘It
was’nt by chance, It was’nt by luck,
twas the outcome of stout-hearted
true British pluck, when to
forthcoming fights our Champions
repair, may the evergreen Grace and
Shuter be there’. The rear has an
advertisement for F.H.Ayres. Printed
by the Caxton Press, Kennington
Park. Very light folds otherwise in
very good condition. Rare - cricket 

£80/120

319 E. Lowe, 31, College Green, Bristol.
c1850. Unusual promotional
envelope with attractive ornate
design to the front for the Bristol
company specialising in ornamental
wood turning and carving, furniture,
toys, archery equipment and supplier
of ‘Cricket Bats & Balls of the best
Makers’. Minor ageing, otherwise in
good condition - cricket £60/90

Trade directories show a Lowe
family doing business in most of the
trades listed at addresses in College
Green between 1841-1851

320 England v West Indies 1963.
Original colour advertising showcard
for ‘Boys’ World’ comic magazine
advertising ‘Free! 2 full- sized
autographed cricket bats. Both bats
will be autographed by the West
Indies and England Test Teams...
Easy to Enter Competition in Boys’
World’. The showcard, coloured in
orange, black and white, measures
15”x10”. Two holes for hanging
thread to top of card. G/VG £40/60

Boys’ World was a boys’ comic
magazine published in the UK by
Longacre Press. It ran for 89 issues
beginning on 26 January 1963, and
in 1964 it merged with the Eagle

321 Yorkshire C.C.C. Selection of
ephemera including Arthur Wood
Benefit Souvenir Book (annotation
and hand stamps to back), Yorkshire
v Middlesex, July 1939, Len Hutton
‘The Story of a Great Cricketer’,
Pitkin Pictorials c1950, and an
autograph sheet for the 1975
Yorkshire team with seventeen
signatures with tears and some

creasing. Sold with ‘Athletic News
Cricket Annual 1927’ in fair
condition, and an official autograph
sheet for the 1982-83 England Tour
to Australia with printed signatures.
Mixed condition - cricket £25/35

322 Cricketers Club of London and
Parisites C.C. 1960s-1980s. A
collection of photographs and
ephemera relating to the Clubs.
Team photographs feature many
leading Test and county players of
the period including Richie Benaud,
Fred Titmus, Colin Milburn, Trevor
Bailey etc. Informal photographs at
the Cricketers Club bar with Ashley
Mallett, Doug Walters, David Colley,
David Gower etc. Also a mono
photograph of the Parisites players
attending the ‘Lido’ cabaret in Paris,
mounted in decorative Lido cover,
signed by eleven players to the
mount borders, and tour itineraries
for 1985 and 1986. Sold with ‘The
Datasport Book of Wartime Cricket
1940-45’ by Gordon Andrews. G -
cricket £30/50

323 William John ‘Bill’ Edrich. Middlesex
& England, 1937-1958. Collection of
ephemera relating to Edrich. Items
include press photographs, press
cuttings, scorecards etc. Scorecards
include Middlesex v South Africans,
Lord’s, 31st May- 3rd June 1947,
handwritten scores (Edrich scored
133no), England v South Africa,
Lord’s 1947 (Edrich scored 189),
England v New Zealand, The Oval,
1949 (Edrich scored 100), Brentham
v Middlesex, 1946, signed in ink by
Edrich etc. G - cricket £30/40

AUTOGRAPHED CRICKET EPHEMERA

324 Hon Ivo Francis Walter Bligh. Kent,
Cambridge University & England,
1877-1883. Excellent ink signature
of Bligh on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
sepia copy photograph of the player.
Rare. VG - cricket £80/120

Bligh led the England team which
went to Australia in 1882/83 and
recaptured the “Ashes”. He was
presented with the famous urn by a
group of Melbourne ladies after
England’s victory in the series. Bligh
is commemorated by a poem
inscribed on the side of the urn

325 William Barnes. Nottinghamshire &
England, 1875-1894. Excellent ink

signature of Barnes on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. VG - cricket 

£80/120

326 Allan Gibson Steel. Lancashire,
Cambridge University & England,
1877-1893. Excellent ink signature
of Steel on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
sepia copy photograph of the player.
Rare. VG - cricket £80/120

327 Walter William Read. Surrey &
England, 1873-1897. Excellent ink
signature of Read on piece laid down
to slightly larger white card. Sold
with a sepia copy photograph of the
player. Rare. VG - cricket £70/100

328 Gregor MacGregor. Cambridge
University, Middlesex & England,
1888-1907. Excellent ink signature
of MacGregor on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
sepia copy photograph of the player.
Rare. VG - cricket £60/80

329 William Brockwell. Surrey, London
County & England, 1886-1903.
Excellent ink signature of Brockwell
on piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG -
cricket £100/150

330 Francis Gilbertson Justice Ford.
Middlesex,Cambridge University &
England, 1886-1899. Excellent ink
signature of Ford on piece laid down
to slightly larger white card. Sold
with a sepia copy photograph of the
player. Rare. VG - cricket £60/90

331 Christopher Heseltine. Hampshire &
England, 1895-1904. Excellent ink
signature of Heseltine on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. VG - cricket 

£70/100

332 Frank Mitchell. Cambridge
University, Yorkshire, London
County, Transvaal, England & South
Africa, 1894-1912. Excellent ink
signature of Mitchell on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. VG - cricket 

£50/70

333 Frank William Milligan. Yorkshire &
England, 1894-1898. Excellent ink
signature of Milligan on piece laid
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down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. VG - cricket 

£50/70

334 Walter Morris Bradley. Kent, London
County & England, 1895-1903.
Excellent ink signature of Bradley on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG -
cricket £50/70

335 Reginald Erskine Foster. Oxford
University, Worcestershire &
England, 1897-1912. Excellent ink
signature of Foster on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. VG - cricket 

£40/60

336 Walter Brearley. Lancashire, London
County & England, 1902-1912.
Excellent ink signature of Brearley on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG -
cricket £50/70

337 John Cabourn Hartley. Oxford
University, Sussex & England, 1895-
1926. Excellent ink signature of
Hartley on piece laid down to slightly
larger white card. Sold with a sepia
copy photograph of the player. Rare.
VG - cricket £40/60

338 Neville Charsley Tufnell. Cambridge
University, Surrey & England, 1908-
1924. Excellent ink signature of
Tufnell on piece laid down to slightly
larger white card. Sold with a sepia
copy photograph of the player. VG -
cricket £30/50

339 Hon Lionel Hallam Tennyson.
Hampshire & England, 1913-1935.
Excellent ink signature of Tennyson
on piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. VG -
cricket £25/35

340 Harding Isaac Young. Essex &
England, 1898-1912. Excellent ink
signature of Young on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. The signature tightly
trimmed, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/40

341 Joseph Humphries. Derbyshire &
England, 1899-1914. Pencil
signature of Humphries on piece laid

down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. G - cricket £50/70

342 George Joseph Thompson.
Northamptonshire, Auckland &
England, 1905-1922. Excellent ink
signature of Thompson on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. G - cricket £30/50

343 Alfred Edward Russell. Essex, 1898-
1910. Excellent ink signature of
Russell on piece laid down to slightly
larger white card. Sold with a sepia
copy photograph of the player. G -
cricket £30/40

344 Geoffrey Bevington Legge. Kent,
Oxford University & England, 1924-
1931, and Charles Stowell Marriott,
Lancashire, Cambridge University,
Kent & England, 1919-33. Excellent
ink signatures of Legge and Marriott,
each on piece laid down to slightly
larger white card. Sold with a mono
copy photograph of Legge, and a
sepia copy photograph of Marriott.
Qty 2. VG - cricket £30/40

345 Abraham Waddington. Yorkshire &
England, 1919-1927, and Ronald
Thomas Stanyforth, Oxford
University, Yorkshire & England,
1914-1933. Excellent ink signatures
of Waddington and Stanyforth, each
on piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photographs of the players. Qty 2.
VG - cricket £30/40

346 Thomas Stanley Worthington.
Derbyshire & England, 1924-1947,
and Harry Elliott, Derbyshire &
England, 1920-1947. Excellent ink
signatures of Worthington and
Elliott, each on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
mono copy photograph of
Worthington and a sepia copy
photograph of Elliott. Qty 2. VG -
cricket £30/40

347 Greville Thomas Scott Stevens.
Middlesex, Oxford University &
England, 1919-1932, and Edgar
Thomas Killick, Middlesex,
Cambridge University & England,
1926-1939. Excellent ink signatures
of Stevens and Killick, each on piece
laid down to slightly larger white
card. Sold with sepia copy
photographs of each player. Qty 2.
VG - cricket £30/40

348 Hon Frederick Somerset Gough
Calthorpe. Sussex, Cambridge
University, Warwickshire & England,
1911-1930, and George Alfred
Edward Paine, Middlesex,
Warwickshire & England, 1926-
1947. Excellent ink signatures of
Calthorpe and Paine, each on piece
laid down to slightly larger white
card. Sold with sepia copy
photographs of each player. Qty 2.
VG - cricket £30/40

349 England Test players. Four excellent
ink signatures of Donald Knight,
Surrey, Vallance Jupp, Sussex &
Northamptonshire, Stan Nicholls,
Essex, and Maurice Turnbull,
Glamorgan, each on piece laid down
to slightly larger white card. Sold
with sepia copy photographs of each
player. VG - cricket £30/50

350 England Test players. Three excellent
ink signatures of Dick Young,
Sussex,Eddie Dawson, Leicestershire,
and Alec Kennedy, Hampshire, each
on piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with sepia copy
photographs of each player. VG -
cricket £30/50

351 Nawab of Pataudi. Oxford
University, Worcestershire, England
& India, 1910-1952. Excellent ink
signature of Pataudi on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. VG - cricket £30/40

Pataudi played Test cricket for both
England and India and was a
member of  the infamous M.C.C.
team who played in the 1932/33
‘Ashes’ series. He scored three
double centuries for Worcestershire

352 Edwin Boaler Alletson.
Nottinghamshire 1906-1914.
Excellent ink signature of Alletson on
paper piece, laid down to white card.
G/VG - cricket £50/80

Alletson is remembered for his
record breaking innings, scoring 189,
for Nottinghamshire v Sussex in the
Championship match played at Hove
on 20th May 1911. Alletson created
a new record in first class cricket by
hitting 34 runs off an over bowled
by E.H. Killick, this record stood until
1968 when broken by Garry Sobers
in making 36 runs off an over.
Amazingly, Alletson scored his final
142 runs in only 40 minutes. 
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353 Charles Jesse Kortwright. Essex,
1894-1907. Excellent signature in
ink of Kortwright on piece laid
down. Enclosed is the original letter
from a John R. Davies requesting the
autograph, with original envelope
postmarked 24th May 1949. VG -
cricket £40/60

354 George Edward Tribe. Victoria,
Northamptonshire & Australia,
1945-1959. Laid down ink signature
of Tribe on piece. G - cricket 

£20/30

355 Gilbert Laird Jessop. Gloucestershire,
Cambridge University, London
County & England 1894-1914. Laid
down ink signature of Jessop on
piece. Slight smudge to signature,
otherwise in good condition. The
signature obtained by J.R. Davies, a
schoolboy from Ruthin school
(Wales) in 1949 schoolboy from
Ruthin school (Wales) in 1950.
Jessop died in 1955. - cricket 

£40/60

356 Wilfred Rhodes. Yorkshire,
Europeans & England, 1898-1930.
Laid down ink signature of Rhodes
on piece. Sold with a signature of
Arthur Booth, Yorkshire, 1931-1947
on laid down piece. Qty 2. G -
cricket £30/40

357 George Herbert Hirst. Yorkshire &
England 1891-1929. Ink signature of
Hirst on paper piece laid down to
white card, signed in later years. The
signature obtained by J.R. Davies, a
schoolboy from Ruthin school
(Wales) in 1949 schoolboy from
Ruthin school (Wales) in 1950. Hirst
died in 1954. G £30/40

358 David Denton. Yorkshire & England
1894-1920. Ink signature of Denton
on paper piece laid down to white
card, signed in later years. The
signature obtained by J.R. Davies,
schoolboy from Ruthin school
(Wales) in 1949. Denton died in
1950. G £30/40

359 County cricketers. A selection of
eight ink signatures on paper pieces
laid down to white cards. Signatures
include Arthur Booth, Yorkshire (2),
Gray, Essex, K. Cranston, Lancashire,
Horsfall, Crabtree, Essex and R.H.
Moore of Hampshire. Generally
good condition - cricket £25/35

360 Jack Hobbs and Arthur Gilligan. Two
laid down ink signatures on pieces of
the two former England captains. G
- cricket £30/50

361 Surrey C.C.C. Four laid down ink
signatures on pieces of Surrey
players. Signatures are Jim Laker,
Michael Barton, Watts and one
other. G - cricket £30/40

362 Elias Henry ‘Patsy’ Hendren.
Middlesex & England, 1907-1937.
Laid down ink signature of Hendren
on piece. G - cricket £25/35

363 Lancashire C.C.C. 1890s-1960s.
Seven signatures in ink, one in
pencil, some rarer signatures, on
small page or pieces laid down to
larger page. Signatures are E.B.
Rowley Junior (1893-1898), W.
Findlay (1902- 1906), G. Hodgson,
P. Higson, K. Higgs, J.B. Statham, P.T.
Eckersley, W. Place, R. Berry and K.
Grieves. The sheet also includes the
signatures of W. Hearne of Kent
(1887-1896) and H.W. Bainbridge of
Warwickshire (1894-1902), both on
pieces laid to the same page. Ten
signatures in total. The Rowley
signature tightly trimmed, otherwise
the signatures in good condition -
cricket £80/120

364 Lancashire C.C.C. 1870s-1890s. Six
early signatures in ink on pieces laid
down to page. Signatures are D.Q.
Steel (1876- 1887), W. Huddleston
(1899- 1914), G.R. Baker (1887 -
1899), A.H. Hornby (1899 -1914),
C.R. Hartley (1897- 1909), and L.
Radcliffe (1897- 1905). G/VG -
cricket £80/120

365 Lancashire C.C.C. 1900s-2000s.
Forty six signatures in ink on pieces
laid down to pages. Signatures
include W. Findlay (1902-1906), E.
Tyldesley (1909-1936), R.A.
Boddington (1913-1924), F.B.
Watson, P.T. Eckersley, E.W.
Greenhalgh, J.B. Statham, F.D. Parr,
C.H. Lloyd, M.A. Holding, J.
Anderson etc. Includes some early
signatures. G/VG - cricket £60/80

366 Don Bradman. Album page nicely
signed in ink by Don Bradman. VG -
cricket £30/50

367 Australia tour of England 1948. Two
album pages, one very nicely signed
in ink by Ray Lindwall and the other
nicely signed by Keith Miller and

Colin McCool, all three members of
the touring party. VG - cricket 

£30/50

368 Sibley John ‘Tip’ Snooke, Border,
Western Province, M.C.C., Transvaal
& South Africa, 1897-1924.
Excellent ink signature of Snooke on
piece laid down to slightly larger
card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of Snooke. VG - cricket 

£25/35

369 Robert Reid Dower. Eastern Province
& South Africa, 1896-1907.
Signature in pencil of Dower on
small paper piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
mono copy photograph of the
player. G - cricket £50/80

370 Arthur Dudley Nourse. Natal &
South Africa, 1931-1953. Signature
in ink of Nourse on small paper piece
laid down to slightly larger white
card. Sold with a mono copy
photograph of the player. G - cricket 

£40/60

371 George Aubrey Faulkner. Transvaal,
M.C.C. & South Africa, 1902-1924.
Signature in ink of Faulkner on paper
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a copy
photograph of the player. G - cricket 
£30/50

372 Johan Wilhelm ‘Billy’ Zulch.
Transvaal & South Africa, 1908-
1924. Signature in ink of Zulch on
paper piece laid down to slightly
larger white card. Sold with a copy
photograph of the player. G - cricket 

£40/60

373 Claude Eugene Floquet. Transvaal &
South Africa, 1904-1911. Signature
in ink of Floquet on paper piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a copy photograph of the
player. G - cricket £50/70

Floquet played one Test match for
South Africa against England 1910

374 Gerald Patrick Desmond Hartigan.
Border & South Africa, 1903-1927.
Signature in ink of Hartigan on paper
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a copy
photograph of the player. G - cricket 

£40/60

375 Frank Mitchell. Cambridge
University, Yorkshire, Transvaal,
England & South Africa, 1894-1912.
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Excellent signature in ink of Mitchell
on paper piece laid down to slightly
larger white card. Sold with a copy
photograph of the player. G - cricket 

£40/60

376 James Manuel Blanckenberg.
Western Province, Natal & South
Africa, 1912-1924. Signature in ink
of Blanckenberg on paper piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a copy photograph of the
player. G - cricket £30/50

377 Percy Tyson ‘Plum’ Lewis. Western
Province & South Africa, 1907-1914.
Signature in ink of Lewis on paper
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a copy
photograph of the player. G - cricket 

£50/70

Lewis played in only one Test
match, for South Africa against
England in 1913, in which he scored
0 in each innings, both times out
caught Woolley, bowled Barnes

378 Daniel Taylor. Natal & South Africa,
1907-1920. Excellent signature in
ink of Taylor on paper piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a copy photograph of the
player. G - cricket £40/60

Taylor played in only two Test
matches for South Africa

379 Charles Newton Frank. Transvaal &
South Africa, 1919-1926. Signature
in ink of Frank on paper piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a copy photograph of the
player. G - cricket £30/50

380 William Victor Stone Ling.
Griqualand West, Eastern Province &
South Africa, 1910-1925. Excellent
signature in ink of Ling on paper
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a copy
photograph of the player. G - cricket 

£30/50

381 Waldemar Frederick Eric Marx.
Transvaal & South Africa, 1920-
1922. Excellent signature in ink of
Marx on paper piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
copy photograph of the player. G -
cricket £30/50

382 Eiulf Peter ‘Buster’ Nupen. Transvaal
& South Africa, 1920-1937.
Signature in ink of Nupen on paper
piece laid down to slightly larger

white card. Sold with a copy
photograph of the player. G - cricket 

£30/50

383 Neville Vernon Lindsay. Orange Free
State, Transvaal & South Africa,
1906-1927. Signature in ink of
Lindsay on paper piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
copy photograph of the player. G -
cricket £30/50

Lindsay played in only one Test
match for South Africa, against
Australia in 1921

384 Norman Reid. Western Province &
South Africa, 1920-1924. Excellent
signature in ink of Reid on paper
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a copy
photograph of the player. G - cricket 

£40/60

Reid played in only one Test match
for South Africa, against Australia in
1921

385 Robert Hector ‘Bob’ Catterall. Natal,
Orange Free State, Transvaal,
Rhodesia and South Africa, 1920-
1934. Excellent signature in ink of
Catterall on paper piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with
an original sepia press photograph of
the player. VG - cricket £30/40

386 George Alfred Lawrence Hearne.
Western Province & South Africa,
1910-1927. Excellent signature in
ink of Hearne on paper piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a copy photograph of the
player. G - cricket £30/40

387 Alfred Ewart ‘Alf’ Hall. Lancashire,
Transvaal & South Africa, 1920-
1931. Excellent signature in ink of
Hall on paper piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
copy photograph of the player. G -
cricket £30/40

388 Douglas James Meintjes. Transvaal &
South Africa, 1910-1926. Excellent
signature in ink of Meintjes on paper
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a copy
photograph of the player. G - cricket 

£30/40

389 Dalton Parry ‘Conky’ Conyngham.
Natal, Transvaal, Western Province &
South Africa, 1921-1931. Signature
in ink of Conyngham on remnant of
a cheque laid down to slightly larger

white card. Sold with a copy
photograph of the player. G - cricket 

£30/40

Conyngham played only one Test
match, for South Africa against
England in 1923

390 Hubert Gouvaine ‘Nummy’ Deane.
Natal, Transvaal & South Africa,
1919-1931. Signature in ink of
Deane on piece laid down to slightly
larger white card. Sold with an
original mono press photograph of
the player. G - cricket £30/40

391 George Macdonald Parker. South
Africa, 1922. Excellent signature in
ink of Parker on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
copy photograph of the player. G -
cricket £30/50

On the 1924 South Africa tour to
England, the South Africans found
themselves desperately short of
bowlers, so Parker was ‘plucked’
from the Bradford League, and
played in the first two Test matches
and only one other first class game.
He played no other first class cricket

392 Manfred John ‘Fred’ Susskind.
Cambridge University, Middlesex,
Transvaal & South Africa, 1909-
1937. Excellent signature in ink of
Susskind on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
mono printed photograph of the
player. G - cricket £30/40

393 Horace Brakenridge ‘Jock’ Cameron.
Eastern Province, Transvaal, Western
Province & South Africa, 1924-1935.
Excellent signature in ink of
Cameron on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with
an original sepia press photograph of
the player. G/VG - cricket £30/40

394 Stanley Keppel “Shunter” Coen.
Border, Orange Free State,
Transvaal, Western Province & South
Africa, 1924-1935. Signature in ink
of Coen on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
copy photograph of the player. G -
cricket £30/40

Coen played in the first and last
matches for South Africa in the
1927/28 Test series against England

395 William Lloyd Murdoch. New South
Wales, Sussex, London County,
Australia & England, 1875-1904.
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Excellent ink signature of Murdoch
on piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG -
cricket £150/250

396 Henry ‘Harry’ Moses. New South
Wales & Australia 1881-1895.
Excellent ink signature of Moses on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG -
cricket £200/300

Moses played his first Test against
England in Sydney in 1886/87, top
scoring in both innings for Australia.
Business prevented him touring
England, but he played in every
home Test until a leg injury
sustained in the first match of the
1891/92 series forced him out of the
side. His top score in first class
cricket was for New South Wales v
England in 1887/88, a monumental
score of 297no

397 Samuel Moses James ‘Sammy’
Woods. Cambridge University,
Somerset, Australia & England,
1891-1910. Excellent ink signature
of Woods on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
sepia copy photograph of the player.
VG - cricket £40/60

398 Percie Chater Charlton. New South
Wales & Australia, 1888-1898. Ink
signature of Charlton on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. G - cricket 

£100/150

399 Otto Ernest Nothling. New South
Wales, Queensland & Australia,
1922-1930. Ink signature of
Nothling on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
sepia copy photograph of the player.
G - cricket £80/120

400 Hampden Stanley Bray ‘Hammy’
Love. New South Wales,
Queensland & Australia, 1920-1933.
Excellent ink signature of Love on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. VG -
cricket £70/100

401 Hans Irvine Ebeling, Victoria &
Australia, 1923-1938, and Leslie
O’Brien Fleetwood-Smith, Victoria &
Australia, 1931-1940. Excellent ink

signatures of Ebeling and
Fleetwood-Smith, each on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a copy photograph of each
player. Qty 2. VG - cricket £40/60

402 Rayford Harold ‘Ray’ Robinson, New
South Wales, Otago, South Australia
& Australia, 1934-1949. Excellent
ink signature of Robinson on piece
laid down to slightly larger white
card. Also pencil signature of Morris
Sievers, Victoria & Australia, 1933-
1946 on piece laid down to slightly
larger white card. Sold with mono
copy photographs of each player.
Qty 2. VG - cricket £40/60

403 Frank Ward, South Australia &
Australia, 1935-1941, and Ross
Gerald Gregory, Victoria & Australia,
1933-1939. Excellent ink signatures
of Ward and Gregory on pieces laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with mono copy photographs
of each player. Qty 2. VG - cricket 

£30/50

404 John James Ferris. New South Wales,
Gloucestershire, South Australia,
Australia & England, 1886-1898.
Excellent ink signature of Ferris on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG -
cricket £100/150

405 Leicestershire. Collection of ninety
six signatures of Leicestershire
players including Test players on
various magazine pictures, cuttings,
photographs, paper pieces etc.
Signatures include Simmons, Gower,
Balderstone, Sarwan, Tolchard,
Lewis, Illingworth, Higgs, Whittaker
etc. Some duplication. G £25/35

406 Derbyshire C.C.C. 1930s onwards.
Black file containing a compre-
hensive collection of over two
hundred individually signed cards,
paper pieces, pieces laid to cards,
and six official autograph sheets.
Earlier signatures include Donald
Carr, Les Jackson, Harold Rhodes,
Derek Morgan, Alan Revill, Bill
Oates, Holding, Maher, Dilshan,
Katich, Houghton, Rumsey, Hill,
Chanderpaul, Jackson, Pope,
Buxton, Jackson etc. Approximately
one third of all players who have
played for Derbyshire are
represented, the majority collected
personally by the vendor. G - cricket 

£100/150

407 Australia tour of England 1948.
Eleven ink signatures of the 1948
Australian party. The signatures,
signed in later years, include
Bradman on a Cootamundra
‘Birthplace of the Don’ envelope,
and on cards, Johnson, Toshack,
Ring, Morris, Hammence, Harvey,
Lindwall etc. Also McCormick on
piece laid down to card. VG - cricket 

£70/100

408 Australian cricket signatures. Album
containing seventy five signatures on
cards and pieces. Earlier signatures
include Bill Brown, Frank Misson,
Len Darling, Lindsay Hassett, Tom
Vievers, Bill O’Reilly, Fred Freer,
Peter Burge, Brian Taber, Ken Archer,
George Tribe, Bill Lawry, Gil Langley
etc. Other signatures include Warne,
Lilley, Reiffel, I. Chappell,
Rackemann, Langer, McGrath etc.
Also includes a four page leaflet,
‘The History of the Ashes’. G/VG -
cricket £60/90

409 County autographs 1920s/1930s.
Small blue album containing two
album pages and fifteen pieces,
some laid down, of signatures of
county players. One album page is
for Lancashire, 1927, with eleven
signatures in pencil including Green
(captain), Iddon, Duckworth, E.
Tyldesley, R. Tyldesley, Taylor, Sibbles
etc. One signature has been
removed. Also a small album page,
with another similar trimmed page
with eight signatures in pencil for
Derbyshire, 1939. Signatures include
Buckston (captain), Gladwin, A.V.
Pope, L.F. Townsend, Copson
Rhodes etc. Signatures on pieces are
from Somerset (2), Yorkshire (1),
Middlesex (9), and Warwickshire (2)
G - cricket £30/50

410 Test cricketers. Four signatures each
on piece mounted with
accompanying cigarette card of the
featured player. Signatures are
Maurice Leyland and Percy Holmes
of Yorkshire, and Frank Mann and
J.W. Hearne of Middlesex.
Individually mounted, framed and
glazed, each overall 9.5”x10”. G -
cricket £20/30

411 England Captains signatures. A
collection of fifteen autographs of
players who have represented
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England, some on cards, pieces laid
down, pages etc. Signatures include
Lord Harris, Johnny Douglas, Gubby
Allen, Colin Cowdrey, Bob Wyatt,
Freddie Brown, Ken Cranston, David
Sheppard, Tom Graveney, Ray
Illingworth etc. Includes a mono
photograph of David Sheppard
when Bishop of Liverpool, signed by
Sheppard. G - cricket £60/80

412 Surrey C.C.C. 1920s-1960s. Thirty
seven signatures of Surrey players.
The majority of the signatures in ink
on pieces, some laid down, cards,
pages etc. Signatures include Percy
Fender, Arthur Sandham, Stuart
Surridge, Tony Lock, Micky Stewart,
Peter May, Jim Laker, Laurie
Fishlock, Jack Hobbs, Eric Bedser,
Alec Bedser etc  G - cricket £40/60

413 Yorkshire C.C.C. 1920s-1970s.
Eighteen signatures of Yorkshire
players. The majority of the
signatures in ink on pieces, some laid
down, cards, pages etc. Signatures
include Percy Holmes, Norman
Yardley, Willie Watson, Johnny
Wardle, Paul Gibb, Vic Wilson, Geoff
Cope etc. Some signatures appear to
have been signed in pencil and
overwritten in ink. G - cricket 

£25/35

414 South Africa 1920s-1960s. Sixteen
signatures of South Africa players.
The majority of the signatures in ink,
on pieces, some laid down, cards etc.
Signatures include Herbie Taylor,
Trevor Goddard, Bruce Mitchell,
Athol Rowan, Clive van Ryneveld,
Jock Cameron, Denis Tomlinson, Ken
Viljoen, Eric Rowan etc. G/VG -
cricket £40/60

415 Kent, Gloucestershire & Sussex
1900s-1960s. Collection of county
signatures in ink and pencil, on
pieces, some laid down, cards etc.
Eleven Kent signatures include
Anson, Davis, Ames, Valentine,
Harding, Ridgway, Freeman,
Ashdown, Evans, Fagg, Woolley etc.
Ten Gloucestershire signatures
include J.F. Crapp, C.J. Scott, T.W.
Goddard, G.M. Emmett, J.K.R.
Graveney etc. Also the signature of
Maurice Tate of Sussex. Twenty
signatures in total. G - cricket 

£30/50

416 West Indies 1930s-1960s. Twenty
signatures in ink on album pages,

card etc. Signatures include George
Headley, Wes Hall, Garry Sobers,
Rohan Kanhai, Clyde Walcott, Bruce
Pairaudeau, Roy Gilchrist, Gerry
Gomez etc. G - cricket £40/60

417 India tour of England 1946.
Fourteen signatures in ink and pencil
on pages laid down to two cards.
Signatures include Sadu Schinde,
Vijay Merchant, Ranga Sohoni,
Mushtaq Ali, Vijay Hazare, Chandu
Sarwate, Vinoo Mankad etc. G -
cricket £30/40

418 England signatures 1900s-1930s.
Eleven signatures in ink and pencil of
England  players, on pieces, some
laid down, album page etc.
Signatures are Jack Hobbs, George
Gunn, John Gunn, Wilfred Rhodes,
Frank Woolley, C.B. Fry, Arthur
Gilligan, Patsy Hendren, Rockley
Wilson, Reggie Spooner and Gilbert
Jessop. Also includes the signature of
Bill Ponsford on card. Ink smudging
to the Jessop signature, otherwise in
good condition - cricket £60/80

419 England signatures 1910s-1960s.
Forty signatures in ink and pencil of
England  players, on pieces, some
laid down, album page etc.
Signatures include George Geary,
Wilfred Rhodes, Patsy Hendren, Jack
Hearne, George Mann, Bill Bowes,
James Langdrige, Ewart Astill, Arthur
Sandham, George Pope, Reg
Simpson, Frank Tyson, Eric Bedser,
Trevor Bailey, Brian Statham etc. G -
cricket £50/80

420 County signatures 1920s-1960s.
Fifty signatures with good
Lancashire interest. The signatures in
ink and pencil on pieces, some laid
down, album pages, cuttings etc.
Lancashire signatures include a 1947
album page signed in ink by Fallows,
Cooper, Ikin, G.A. Edrich, Brierley,
Hopwood, Makepiece etc. Other
signatures include Avery, Crabtree,
Bailey, Paterson, Cutmore of Essex,
also D. Compton, Parks, G. Gunn,
Ikin etc G - cricket £40/60

421 England Test cricketers 1930s-
1950s. Fourteen signatures, the
majority in pencil on pieces laid
down to ‘England Test Player’ cards.
Signatures include W.J. Edrich, D.
Wright, H. Gimblett, Iddon, G. Allen,
Gibb, Ames, F.W. Mann, James
Langridge etc. Some signatures

tightly trimmed, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £20/30

422 Somerset C.C.C. 1920s-1940s.
Nineteen signatures of Somerset
players in ink and pencil, on pieces
laid to plain white cards. Signatures
include R.C. Robertson-Glasgow, B.
Buse, C. Case, R. Smith, H. Hazell
and J. Lawrence, F.S. Lee, J.W. Lee,
W. Andrews, J. McMahon, L. Angell,
J. Bridges, B. Brocklehurst etc.
Includes the rarer signature of
Charles Bishop (two matches). Some
signatures tightly trimmed,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£20/30

423 Cricket autographs 1949/1950.
Black album containing over eighty
cricket-related signatures. The album
includes two pages of signatures, the
majority in ink, of England players
collected 1949-1950, including
Wyatt, Gladwin, Watkins, Close,
Hutton, Yardley, Brown, Simpson,
Wardle, May, Doggart etc, with two
pages of seventeen signatures in
pencil for Yorkshire 2nd XI v
Lancashire 2nd XI played at
Scarborough, 6th-7th June 1949.
Yorkshire signatures include
Keighley, Wilson, Foord, Smithson,
Sutcliffe, Wardle etc. Lancashire
signatures include G.A. Edrich,
Duckworth, Tattersall, Kelly, Hilton
etc. Also a page of Worcestershire
players of the period, including
Jenkins, Broadbent, Cooper,
Howorth, Whiting etc. Also includes
individual signatures of Denis
Compton and John Arlott, each on
piece laid down. The album also
contains signatures for other sports,
stage and screen. Minor ageing,
minor staining to odd signature
otherwise in fair/good condition -
cricket £60/80

424 Derbyshire C.C.C. and
Nottinghamshire C.C.C. c1948.
Eleven signatures in ink of
Derbyshire players on pieces laid
down to page with one other loose.
Signatures include Gladwin, Copson,
Pope, Alderman, Townsend, Rhodes,
Marsh etc. Also ten signatures in
pencil of Northamptonshire players
on pieces laid down to page.
Signatures include Childs-Clarke, P.
Davis, E. Davis, Timms, Brooke,
Broderick, Garlick, Webster etc.
Some signatures tightly trimmed,
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otherwise in good condition - cricket
£30/40

425 England and Australia signatures
1930s-1990s. Eighteen England and
nineteen Australian signatures on
cards, pages, postcards etc. England
signatures include Poole, Cranston,
Titmus, Denness, Steele, Amiss,
Roope, Cowdrey etc. Australian
signatures include Bill Brown,
Holland, Thomson, McDermott,
Lawson, Wood, Matthews, Border
etc. Odd duplication. G - cricket 

£30/50

426 Australian tour of England 1938.
Official ‘Tasmanian Steamers PTY
Ltd. Official Breakfast menu for the
T.S.S. Taroona which took the
Australian touring party from
Melbourne to Tasmania for two pre
tour matches, on-route to England.
The folding menu is dated 26th
February 1938 and features an
image of the ship to front cover with
titles above and below. To inside
pages is the menu and a map of the
River Tamar and to rear cover images
of various rooms on the ship. The
menu signed to front cover by all
seventeen members of the touring
party including the Manager
W.H.Jeanes. Signatures include Don
Bradman (Capt), O’Reilly, Barnes,
Barnett, McCabe, Hassett,
Chipperfield, Brown, Fingleton,
McCormick, White etc. One further
signature to the menu. The menu in
poor condition, it appears to have
been cut vertically in half at some
point and has been repaired with
tape, there are three file holes to
front cover (one though Bradman’s
signature) and two to rear, further
tape marks to edges. Signatures
good. Viewing essential - cricket 

£50/80

427 England v Australia. The Centenary
Test 1980. Official souvenir brochure
signed by six former players who
attended the historic event.
Signatures are Arthur Chipperfield,
‘Stork’ Hendry, Neil Harvey, Bill
Johnston, Arthur Morris and Andrew
Sandham. G - cricket £30/40

428 Captain Edward George Wynyard,
Hampshire & England 1894-1912. A
text/scrap book compiled by
Wynyard, and covering the period
1916-1920, and containing thirty
one pages of newspaper cuttings

and clippings, including printed
scorecards, content includes various
Forces cricket matches including
those played against the I. Zingari
side and other cricketing interest.
Also an original scorecard for M.C.C.
v Buckinghamshire 1919 and a
typewritten poem with small
annotation from Wynyard. Signed
by Wynyard to inside rear cover and
some pages annotated in his hand.
One inscription from the I. Zingari v
R.M.C. match 1919 reads ‘Lovely
hot day, A.C. Gore bowled very well,
we had very little bowling’ another
for the Free Foresters v Royal
Fusiliers 1919 reads ‘ Two glorious
hot days. Some discussion about
colours. Coo.., Palairet played a
beautiful 1st knock and another ‘H.
Hesketh-Prichard DSO, M.C. Very
gallant gentlemen. Author, big game
hunter, fast bowler’. Nicely compiled
book bound in marbled cloth boards,
some wear. G - cricket £80/120

429 Scarborough Festival, Yorkshire and
East Anglia cricket 1955-1968. Blue
photograph album containing Test,
County and Festival scorecards and
postcards loosely inserted. Twenty
Scarborough Festival scorecards,
eight Headingley scorecards
including England v West Indies
1957, v Australia 1961, v Pakistan
1962, v West Indies 1963, v
Australia 1964 etc. Other scorecards
include Norfolk and Suffolk home
matches in the Minor Counties, one
signed by two players, Knight and
Gunary of Essex. Plus a nice
collection of Scarborough and
Yorkshire real photograph postcards
including Yorkshire C.C.C. ‘County
Champions’ 1960, Australia 1956,
West Indies 1957, New Zealand
1958, M.C.C. XI v Yorkshire 1958
(Walkers Studios of Scarborough),
Yorkshire C.C.C. 1958, Vic Wilson
(Walkers), Fred Trueman (Walkers),
Brian Stott (Sporting Handbooks),
Yorkshire C.C.C. ‘County
Champions’ 1962 etc. Plus a signed
menu for the Yorkshire v M.C.C.
match played at Scarborough in
September 1959, signed to back
cover by Brian Stott, Vic Wilson and
Don Wilson. Scorecards with printed
and neat handwritten annotation.
Odd scorecard with tape to crease
otherwise in good condition, nicely
compiled. Plus additional

photographs and cards signed by
Henry Blofeld, Richie Benaud and
Dickie Bird plus a Yorkshire C.C.C.
dickie bow in box - cricket £70/100

430 Don Bradman. South Australian
Cricket Umpires Association
‘Bradman Medal Dinner’. Official
menu for the Dinner held at the
Italian Club, Adelaide, 23rd March
1983. Nicely signed to front cover by
Don Bradman and guest speaker
Tony Lock. G - cricket £30/40

431 Don Bradman. South Australian
Cricket Umpires Association
‘Bradman Medal Dinner’. Official
menu for the Dinner held at the
Italian Club, Adelaide on the 28th
March 1984. Nicely signed to front
cover by Don Bradman and guest
speaker Paul Sheahan. G - cricket 

£30/40

432 Don Bradman. South Australian
Cricket Umpires Association
‘Bradman Medal Dinner’. Official
menu for the Dinner held at ‘The
Pavilions’, Adelaide Oval on 24th
March 1992. Nicely signed to front
cover by Don Bradman. G - cricket 
£25/35

433 Australia tour to England 1953.
Official menu for the ‘British Timken
Limited Dinner to the Australian
Touring Team’ held at the Welcombe
Hotel, Stratford-upon-Avon, 4th
July, 1953. The menu with dark
green ribbon tie and decorative
cover is signed in ink to the centre
pages by twelve members of the
Australian touring party. Signatures
are Arthur Morris, Neil Harvey, Jack
Hill, Doug Ring, Alan Davidson, Jim
de Courcey, Richie Benaud, Colin
McDonald, Ron Archer, Graeme
Hole, Ian Craig, and Gil Langley.
Some staining to cover, otherwise in
good condition - cricket £60/90

434 R.A.F. Cricket Umpires and Scorers
Association, 1972. Original card
menu for the ‘25th Anniversary
Dinner’ held on 8th December 1972.
Signed in ink to verso by Len Hutton,
his wife Dorothy and five others.
Some creasing and staining,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/40

435 British Sportsman’s Club menus. Five
original menus for dinners held at
the Savoy Hotel, 29th April 1968,
13th May 1991, 28th April 1993,
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22nd June 1994, and 12th May
1995. Each menu featuring a
cartoon by Roy Ullyett to the front
cover. The 1993 menu signed to the
front by Merv Hughes of Australia.
Odd faults, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/50

436 ‘Festival Cricket Match’. Official
programme for the A Northern XI v
K. Quas-Cohen’s XI, played at Old
Trafford, 7th September 1936. The
team’s names are printed to the
centre pages, with fifteen signatures
in pencil. Signatures include Holmes,
Iddon, Townsend, Pope,
Constantine, Tobin, Martindale,
MacDonald etc. Tape repair,
otherwise in fair to good condition.
Rare - cricket £80/120

The Quas-Cohen team comprised a
good selection of international
players from Australia, West Indies
and South Africa. No record of the
result of this match can be found

437 ‘Caricatures of the Australian XI.
English Tour 1953’. Arthur Mailey.
Sydney 1953. Twelve page tour
souvenir with eleven pages of
caricatures of all eighteen members
of the Australian touring party to
England 1953. This copy has been
signed in ink to the front cover by
Arthur Mailey. Adhesive marks to
rear cover, other minor wear,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£70/100

438 Len Hutton. Official folding menu
held to commemorate the ‘364 50th
Anniversary Dinner’ for Hutton, held
at the Queen’s Hotel, Leeds, 21st
July 1988. Signed to the front cover
in ink by Hutton. Sold with a four
page colour leaflet for ‘50th
Anniversary of Len Retaining the
Ashes in 1955’ produced by and
featuring colour reproductions of
images by Ken Taylor, of Hutton, Vic
Wilson, Bob Appleyard and Frank
Tyson, signed by Taylor, Appleyard
and Tyson. Some smudging to
signatures, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/40

439 England v Australia 1880-1980
Centenary Dinner. Official menu for
the dinner held on 26th August
1980. The menu with M.C.C.
colours to front cover, is signed by
fourteen attendees. Signatures
include G. Chappell, Colin Ingleby-

Mackenzie, Don Tallon, Dickie Bird,
Doug Ring, Frank Tyson, Gil Langley,
Ernie Toshack, Peter May, Bert
Appleyard etc. VG - cricket £40/60

440 Cricket menus, programmes and
tour brochure. A collection of signed
items including an official tour
brochure for Australia in England
1953. Two ‘Headingley Experience’
menus from 2000 2012 with
signatures including Garry Sobers,
Dickie Bird, Bob Appleyard, Geoff
Cope etc. A Durham ‘Eve of
International Dinner’ menu from
2000 with seven signatures including
Graham Gooch, Tom Graveney,
Trevor Bailey, Tim Lamb etc. Official
tour brochure for Sri Lanka v
England 2001 with signatures to pen
pictures of twenty five Sri Lanka and
England players and officials. Also an
souvenir programme for England v
New Zealand 1949. Qty 6. G -
cricket £30/50

441 India tour to England 1952. Original
menu from the Star Hotel,
Worcester, nicely signed in ink to the
verso by thirteen members of the
Indian touring party. Signatures
include Hazare (captain), Roy, Sen,
Manjrekar, Ramchand, Ghulam
Ahmed, Shinde, Gaekwad etc. VG -
cricket £80/120

The signatures were collected during
the opening tour match v
Worcestershire, 3rd-6th May 1952.
The rain affected match was drawn

442 Alec and Eric Bedser, Surrey &
England. M.C.C. tour of Australia &
New Zealand 1946/47. Official
M.C.C. Christmas card with
decorative covers, caricatures of the
M.C.C. team by Mailey to inside
pages. Signed in ink ‘Eric and Alec’.
Folds, with small tears to folds, wear
and nicks to lower edge otherwise in
generally good condition - cricket 

£25/35

443 Derek Shackleton. Hampshire &
England 1948-1969. Official M.C.C.
Christmas card from the M.C.C. tour
of India, Pakistan and Ceylon
1951/52. With M.C.C. emblem,
M.C.C. colours and tour title to
cover. To inside a picture of the
M.C.C. team and the wording-
‘With Best Wishes for a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year’.
Signed ‘from Derek’. Adhesive marks

to corners of back cover, otherwise
G/VG - cricket £40/60

444 John J.Bapty, Cricket correspondent
of the Yorkshire Evening Post.
Official Christmas card from the
M.C.C. tour of Australia and New
Zealand 1954/55. With decorative
front cover and tour title. To inside a
picture of the M.C.C. team and the
Press team and the wording- ‘With
all Good Wishes for Christmas and
the New Year from ‘John B. Bapty’.
‘With the M.C.C. team, Australia
1954-55’  G/VG - cricket £30/40

445 Jim Laker. Surrey, Essex & England,
1946-1964. M.C.C. tour of Australia
& New Zealand 1958/59. Official
M.C.C. Christmas card with
photograph of the team to inside.
Nicely signed ‘Jim Laker’. G/VG -
cricket £40/60

446 Peter B.H. May. Surrey & England
1950-1963. M.C.C. tour of Australia
& New Zealand 1958/59. Official
M.C.C. Christmas card with
photograph of the team to inside.
Nicely signed by the England
Captain, ‘Peter’. G/VG - cricket 

£40/60

447 Australia 1979/80. Official M.C.C.
Christmas card from the M.C.C. tour
of Australia and India 1979/80. With
M.C.C. emblem and tour title to
cover. Signed to inside page by
thirteen members of the Australian
team including Chappell, Border,
Pascoe, Marsh, Lillee, Thomson,
Mallett, K. Hughes, McCosker etc.
G/VG - cricket £50/80

448 M.C.C. tour of Australia & New
Zealand 1946/47. Official M.C.C.
Christmas card with decorative
covers, caricatures of the M.C.C.
team by Mailey to inside pages.
Signed ink ‘With good wishes for
Xmas, from James Langdrige’ to
front. Minor wear and tape repairs
to inside fold, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/50

449 South Africa tour to England 1951.
Official souvenir tour brochure
compiled by A.W. Simpson.
Decorative covers. Signed in ink to
the pen pictures by fourteen
members of the touring party.
Signatures are Nourse (captain),
E.A.B. Rowan, Chubb, Melle, A.M.B.
Rowan, Fullerton, Endean, van
Ryneveld, Cheetham, McGlew,
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McCarthy, McLean, Mann and
Mansell. Lacking the signature of
Waite. Excellent condition - cricket 

£50/80

450 Sussex C.C.C. ‘Sussex. Know your
cricket county series’. Denis Foster
1948. Findon Publication booklet
signed to individual portrait pages by
ten players featured. Signatures are
James Langridge, John Langridge, G.
Cox, C. Oakes, G.H.G. Doggart,
D.V. Smith, Oakham, Wood, James
and Webb. Rusting to staples with
general wear, otherwise in generally
good condition. Sold with a Sussex
Cricket Annual, 1951, and an Order
of Service for ‘A Service of
Thanksgiving for the life and work of
David Stuart Sheppard’, Bishop of
Liverpool, 3rd August 2005. G -
cricket £30/40

451 Don Bradman. A selection of
Bradman ephemera including a
cutting, page, and postcard, each
signed by Bradman, the latter in later
years. Books include ‘Bradman
1927-1941’ compiled by E.L.
Roberts, Birmingham 1944. Also two
nice copies of ‘Images of Bradman’,
Peter Allen and James Kemsley, 1994
in slipcase, and ‘Farewell to
Bradman. A Final Tribute’, 2001 with
good dustwrapper, both published
by the Bradman Museum, Bowral.
Sold with a Bradman copper metal
‘Century of Century’ plaque
produced by Nubern products,
mounted and framed, 7”x10”, etc.
G/VG - cricket £50/70

452 Alan Knott and Derek Underwood,
Kent. A selection of first day covers,
photographs, prints, scorecards,
benefit brochures, press
photographs etc. Collection includes
two first day covers and a
photograph signed by Underwood,
two limited edition prints of
Underwood and Knott by Denise
Dean, each signed by the featured
player, Benefit brochures for Knott,
1976, and Underwood, 1986. Sold
with two Alan Knott biographies,
‘Stumper’s View’ London 1972,
signed to the title page with
dedication by Knott, and ‘It’s Knott
Cricket’, London 1985. G - cricket 
£30/50

453 Eddie Solomon. Middlesex C.C.C.
scorer. A collection of letters to
Solomon, the majority relating to
Middlesex players’ Benefit years.
Letters include an invitation to join a
golf day from Mike Brearley, John
Emburey regarding statistics
provided by Solomon, Paul
Downton, and Tim Lamb responding
to a proposal to become Secretary of
the Club, other correspondents
include Radley, Ted Clarke etc. Plus a
letter from Jack Young to Lt Col
Packham, Lord’s. G - cricket £30/50

454 Trevor Edward Bailey. Cambridge
University, Essex & England, 1946-
1967. A collection of ephemera
relating to Bailey. Items include an
original mono press photograph of
Bailey in bowling action, signed by
Bailey, a colour copy photograph of
Bailey taken in 1994, signed by
Bailey, official scorecard for England
v West Indies, Lord’s, 20th-25 June
1957, (Bailey took eleven wickets in
the match) ). Also two original mono
press photographs signed by Keith
Fletcher, the other by John Lever, a
candid mono photograph of Bailey
with his children, press obituaries,
and a copy of ‘Essex Cricket 2011
Yearbook’ etc. G - cricket £30/50

455 Thomas William ‘Tom’ Graveney.
Gloucestershire, Queensland,
Worcestershire & England, 1948-
1972. An original mono press
photograph of Graveney and his
family leaving a London hotel for
Buckingham Palace to receive his
O.B.E. Also two limited edition prints
of Graveney by Denise Dean, 1995
and 2004, each signed by Graveney
and the artist. Sold with a copy of
‘Tom Graveney at Lord’s’, Stephen
Fay, London 2005. G/VG - cricket 

£20/30

456 David Ivon Gower. Hampshire,
Leicestershire & England, 1975-
1993. Collection of ephemera
relating to Gower. Items include
three original and copy photographs
each signed by Gower, including one
of a youthful Gower, official
scorecard for Lancashire v
Leicestershire, 30th July- 1st August
1975, Gower’s first class debut
match, a limited edition print of
Gower by Denise Dean, 2002,
signed by Gower and the artist, two
pages of Leicestershire 1977, signed

by fourteen players including Gower,
two signed letters etc. Sold with two
books on Gower, one signed. G -
cricket £30/40

457 ‘The Centurions - Scorers of 100
First-Class Centuries’. Headed book
insert by Boundary Books containing
the ink signatures of nine players
who have achieved the feat.
Signatures, nicely signed in ink, by
Don Bradman, Glenn Turner, Zaheer
Abbas, Colin Cowdrey, Tom
Graveney, Geoff Boycott, John
Edrich, Graham Gooch and Dennis
Amiss. 9”x12.5”. G/VG - cricket 

£50/70

458 ‘Australian Test Captains 1940-
1990’. Pre-printed card, with printed
signature boxes and names beneath,
signed by fourteen former Test
Captains. Signatures are Bradman,
Brown, Morris, Johnson, Lindwall,
Lawry, Benaud, I.Chappell, Border,
Booth, Craig, Jarman, G. Chappell
and Yallop. Some fading to four of
the signatures. The remaining four
printed boxes of Hassett, Harvey,
Simpson and Hughes appear to have
contained their signatures but have
faded over time. Mounted, framed
and glazed. Overall 13.5”x12”. G -
cricket £30/50

459 Australian Services tour to England
1945. Album page nicely signed in
ink by eleven Australian players.
Signatures are Hassett, Christofani,
Miller, Pettiford, Sisney, Workman,
Whittington, Stanford, Williams, Ellis
and Pepper. The page is laid down to
a larger page with the signature of
Carmody on piece, a photograph
cutting of the team and an
accompanying hand written letter
from Jim Workman, a member of the
touring party, to ‘Edward’. ‘Sorry to
be so long getting your autographs
Edward. I am afraid I couldn’t get
the paper cutting signed for you, but
hope the autographs enclosed will
please you’. Hand written
annotation by the owner in red ink
to top left corner. G/VG. A rare set
of signatures - cricket £100/150

460 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1949. Album
page nicely signed by twelve players,
laid down to slightly large page.
Signatures include Dollery, Flint,
Taylor, Spooner, Hollies, Cannings,
Pritchard, Townsend etc. VG -
cricket £40/60
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461 Charles de Trafford. Lancashire,
Leicestershire & M.C.C. 1884-1920.
One page handwritten letter, dated
May 4th 1946, from De Trafford
regarding a request from an
autograph collector. de Trafford
offers the collector various ideas of
how he can contact other former
players including Albert Knight, King
and Dawson. Sold with two printed
images of de Trafford. Folds. G -
cricket £50/70

de Trafford captained Leicestershire
between 1894-1906

462 Frank Rowbotham Foster.
Warwickshire & England 1908-1914.
Seven page handwritten letter from
Foster to J.D. Coldham, dated 17th
March 1946 and written in pencil.
The letter, written in a slightly
eccentric style, begins I received your
kind letter at my bank in London just
before 11.30 yesterday morning and
I am hastening to reply. Please
excuse pencil but am only a day or
two over a bad attack of flu.... the
first Air Mail letter I have ever had in
my life, yes, indeed, Cricket is the
finest game in the world and if only
Germany had once understood the
game we might have escaped the
last war.... I am writing this while
eating my lunch, my good friend,
Charles has just brought it up for me,
and he looks after me top-hole, Flu,
you see. I really don’t know what
happened to my second book. I sold
it to a publisher in Birmingham and
he paid spot cash, but where is it
now?... never mind, I am here in
London trying to sell my third book,
the best of all. Over 100 true stories,
cricket, racing, snooker and at least
10 cases of libel re body-line
bowling. Am getting a man to tone
down the libel....I have now finished
my soup...I may report some cricket
matches this summer and perhaps
broadcast..’ Nicely signed ‘Frank
Foster’. Irregular trim to top edge of
pages otherwise in good/very good
condition £100/150

According to Padwick, Foster only
published one book in 1930.
Perhaps the second did not surface
and the third was’nt sold...

463 Reginald Erskine Foster. Oxford
University, Worcestershire & England
1897-1912. Four page handwritten
letter to the collector, Charles Pratt

Green, dated 4th March 1903, from
Foster. The letter concerns in the
main, buying silk scorecards of
various famous matches and offering
[and getting confused over] various
bats used by himself to Pratt-Green.
He begins ‘I am afraid my football
days are over, my knees won’t stand
it and also I am getting too old I
think to play in these hard matches.
I have never got the scores of
Worcestershire v Hampshire 1899
and Oxford University v A.J.
Webbe’s XI in 1900 done yet on silk
but I got as far as seeing the man at
Lord\s about it. I must have them
done sometime though to go with
those other two which you so kindly
gave me.... I never gave you the bat
I made 171 v Cambridge with or did
I promise you the Gents v Players
one... So glad Trumper gave you a
bat. He is a nice fellow’  Nicely
signed by Foster.  VG - cricket 

£250/350

464 Richard Haynes Twining. Middlesex
1910-1928. One page handwritten
letter on ‘Cornhill, London’ headed
paper dated 6th June 1934 to a Mr
Milne regarding a autograph
request. Nicely signed by Twining.
The letter laid down to blue page. G 

£30/50

465 George Spencer-Churchill, Marquis
of Blandford. England, 1817. One
page letter handwritten in ink
apparently relating to an overdue
payment and the request to ‘remit a
cheque’. Recipient and date
unknown. Horizontal and vertical
folds, otherwise G - cricket £60/80

Spencer-Churchill. 6th Duke of
Marlborough, styled Earl of
Sunderland was a British Peer and
was the great-grandfather of Sir
Winston Churchill. He sat a Tory
M.P. for Chippenham between 1818
and 1820 and in later years M.P. for
WoodstockSpencer-Churchill. The
Marquis of Blandford, 6th Duke of
Marlborough, styled Earl of
Sunderland, born 1793, died 1857,
was the great-grandfather of
Winston Churchill, played one first
class match, for England against a
Surrey XI at Lord’s, 10th-17th June
1817. Batting at number eleven for
England, he was run out for four
runs in England’s first innings.
England won the match by five

wickets

466 Len Hutton, Yorkshire & England.
Single page letter hand written in ink
by Hutton, dated 23rd April 1954.
‘The enclosed portrait meets with
my approval, you have my
permission to go ahead with the
project’. Nicely signed ‘Len Hutton’.
Sold with a cigarette card of Hutton,
publisher unknown. Horizontal fold
and staple holes to letter, otherwise
in good condition. Unusual - cricket 

£80/120

467 Sir Julian Cahn. One page typed
letter on Standford Hall,
Loughborough headed paper dated
17th December 1937 to a Mr.
Shelton. ‘You will remember at a
general Committee meeting that I
remonstrated with Major Birkin for
resigning from the Appeal Sub-
Committee as I considered the
Appeal would reach the sum of 
£6,000. I have now received a note
from Captain Brown from which I
learn that the gross receipts now
total £5,692. 4s. I am, therefore,
enclosing you my cheque for £ 3 0 8
herewith to complete the total
amount’. Nicely signed in ink ‘Julien
Cahn’. G/VG - cricket £70/100

Sir Julien Cahn. Businessman,
philanthropist and cricket
enthusiast. From 1929 to 1939,
Cahn was the captain of his own
team, the Sir Julien Cahn XI, that
toured the world. It was one of the
most successful private teams, losing
only 19 out of 621 cricket matches. 

468 Neville Cardus. Three page hand
written letter from Cardus to H.W.
Timperley with original envelope
post marked 2nd August 1929.
‘Tomorrow I may find some
diversion at the Yorkshire match at
Bradford, but I doubt it! Today I
heard that “The Summer Game”
[written by Cardus] is one of the
Book Society’s “recommendations”
for July. I wish with all my heart it
had been “English Scenes and Birds”
[written by Timperley].’ He
continues by describing his ‘return of
the old stummick [sic] trouble and
this morning I placed myself under a
doctor, who talked about the
appendix... Personally I think it is too
much Lancashire batting’. Nicely
signed in ink ‘Ever, Neville’. G/VG -
cricket £80/120
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Harold Timperley was an English
author of local history and
topographical studies. Both
Timperley’s “English Scenes and
Birds” and Cardus’ “The Summer
Game” were first published in 1929

469 Colin Cowdrey. One page hand
typed letter from Cowdrey to John
Arlott on Barclays International
headed paper, dated 24th November
1980, replying to a request to attend
a lunch. Signed in ink ‘Colin’. G -
cricket £25/35

470 Hambledon C.C. Bicentenary Dinner,
1964. Two page hand written letter
from Edmund Esdaile to Harry
Altham dated 17th December 1964
following the dinner given to
welcome the M.C.C. to celebrate the
Nyren Bicentenary. Esdaile congrat-
ulates Altham on his ‘masterly’
speech, ‘it was both a just summary
and a vivid evocation; history at its
best’. Esdaile continues to discuss
the history of the Nyren family,
refuting the myth that Nyren’s name
was from a Jacobite family, to which
Esdaile had alterted Altham prior to
the event. Esdaile asks Altham ‘to
wait for The Cricket Quarterly in
April’ for more details. A most
interesting letter about the great
Hambledon cricketing family. G -
cricket £70/100

Esdaile went on to publish ‘The
Nyrens of Eartham and Hambledon.
The Facts and a Reconstruction’ in
1967, a book which changed signif-
icantly much that had originally
been believed about the Nyrens and
their origins. Harry Altham played
for Surrey from 1908 to 1912. He
served on the M.C.C. Committee
from 1941 until his death in 1965
serving as Treasurer from 1949 until
1963 and President in 1959. He was
a member of the Hampshire
Committee for over forty years and
the President of the club from 1946
until his death. He was also
Chairman of the English Test
selectors in 1954

471 J.W. Goldman, cricket author and
collector. Two page hand written
letter written to E.K. ‘Ted’ Brown,
the renowned cricket book dealer.
The letter dated 5th June 1974 on
Sunbury Nursing Home headed
paper. Goldman thanks Brown for
his letter requesting a meeting

regarding Goldman’s collection. ‘July
7th seems hopeless. So many things
have happened recently, which I can
tell you on the phone.’ Goldman lists
problems stemming from his ill-
health that restrict his opportunities
to meet, and states ‘I am as fit as I
can hope... I won’t dispose of my
stuff elsewhere... I never break a
promise you know... I seldom go out
these days and I never go out in the
evenings as I have to rest 14-16
hours every day... All the best, Yours
sincerely, Joe’. Goldman died in
1978 in the same nursing home. G -
cricket £40/60

472 W.G. Grace. Single page
handwritten letter written in 1889
from Grace to Felix Fielding. The
letter, undated, is laid down to card
and headed ‘The Oval’, where Grace
was playing for the Gentlemen v
Players. Grace ask Fielding ‘to come
and keep wicket for the South v
North at Manchester on Thursday
next, 11th July [1889]. It is Pilling’s
benefit match and we shall have a
jolly time. Please wire me here. Your
truly, W.G. Grace’. To the verso are
trimmed newspaper cuttings
reporting the match, together with a
modern photocopy of the full article.
G - cricket £150/250

Fielding, batting at number nine for
the South, scored 10 and 3. The
match was drawn. Richard Pilling,
played 177 first class matches for
Lancashire and eight Test matches
for England

473 George Harry Grey, 7th Baron Grey
of Groby. Single page hand written
letter to William Parsons of Leicester,
dated 28th October 1830, sent from
Dunham Massey, then Grey’s home.
The letter folds into a postal format
with a date stamp and seal. Grey is
replying to an invitation to join a
committee ‘to carry into effect an
Archery & Cricket Club in the
County of Leicester. The time of year
for such amusements is one when
my engagements will not permit me
to visit Leicestershire, and however
happy I should be to promote such
objects as a Resident in the County, I
must for the reasons I have stated
decline the honor’. Signed by Groby.
Minor staining and creasing,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£100/150

Grey’s grandson, George Harry
Booth Grey, played cricket for
Cambridge University and M.C.C.
and was elected President of
Marylebone Cricket Club in 1851

474 Leslie Gutteridge, publisher, Epworth
Press. One page typed letter to John
Arlott, dated 11th November 1965.
Gutteridge is congratulating Arlott
following a speech given to the
Cricket Society the previous day. ‘I
have never heard you to better
advantage than last evening. The
quality of this most difficult speech
was quite magnificent and could not
have been improved upon’. He
mentions praise given by W.L. Miron
of the Coal Board, and the politician,
Geoffrey Rippon who were in
attendance. ‘Rippon said that
“Birkett at his best could not have
matched the felicity of the
language”‘. Gutteridge had
recorded the speech and invites
Arlott ‘and one day we may allow
you to hear for yourself how good
you can be!’. Signed in ink ‘Leslie’. G
- cricket £50/70 

Arlott’s book, ‘Alletson’s Innings’
was published by Epworth Press in
1957

475 Arthur Haygarth, M.C.C. Sussex and
Middlesex, 1844-1861. Four page
hand written letter from Haygarth,
dated 22nd April 1895. The letter is
to an unknown correspondent to
whom Haygarth had already written
that morning. ‘You may consider the
“arrears” (1877-96) of the Scores &
Biographies your own property on
the two conditions I have [before]
mentioned. To prevent mistakes I
state them to you again - The MS
[manuscript] is to be brought out on
exactly the same lines as all the
previous volumes & all the materials
I ask for & require for the completion
of the work are to be got for me free
of expense to myself... Your return
or as an equivalent for this, all profits
by the sale of the work will be yours
entirely. I neither wish for or would I
accept anything. I shall be quite
satisfied if between us we save the
MS from the flames’. He continues
by stipulating that the [S+B] forms
must be sent out to cricketers, but be
handled by the recipient of this
letter, ‘Your own name and address
of course to be put instead of Mr.
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Perkins’s [of M.C.C.]’. Nicely signed
‘Yours very truly, Arthur Haygarth’.
An important record of the
publication of his work. G - 

£150/250

Arthur Haygarth is best remembered
for compiling the fifteen volumes of
‘Scores and Biographies’, the first
four published by F. Lillywhite, the
remainder by M.C.C. At the time of
writing Haygarth was disillusioned
by the apparent failure of M.C.C. to
continue to publish his manuscripts,
Volume XIII covering 1874-1876
having been published some five
years previously in 1880. The
recipient of the letter may have
been the collector, Thomas Padwick,
as he was arranging for forms to be
printed for Scores & Biographies for
Haygarth in 1892. The letter was
formerly owned by John Arlott, who
has neatly annotated in pencil
Haygarth’s name and details 

476 John Berry ‘Jack’ Hobbs. Surrey &
England, 1905-1934. Single page
hand written letter from Hobbs to a
Norman Pilleau, dated 25th June
1933. The letter is in reply to
Pilleau’s praise for Hobbs’ centuries.
‘What a shame we were washed out
last Monday. I hope you will have
better luck next time you are able to
get to the Oval. I am not playing v
Oxford as I am reporting for “The
Star”. Glad to hear you are going
strong with the book, I don’t know
what you will do when it is
complete!’. Nicely signed by Hobbs.
G - cricket £50/70

477 Frank Stanley Jackson. Cambridge
University, Yorkshire & England,
1890-1907. Two page hand written
letter on Hyde Park Hotel notepaper,
dated 7th September 1944. The
letter to Mr [J.W.] Overend, author
of books on cricket in Yorkshire.
‘Thank you for kindly sending me
“The Shipley Times & Express” of
Aug 30th containing an article “The
Greatest Innings I Ever Saw”. I can
recall the innings, one of Ranji’s best;
which means a lot. I am always
interested in any reference to
Ranjitsinhji both on & off the field. It
was my good fortune to give him his
“Blue” at Cambridge which
launched him into 1st class cricket in
this country. Later we met in his own
country when he was “Jam Sahib of

Nawangar” & I was Governor of
Bengal. We hardly expected this to
happen when we were young ‘uns
at Cambridge!!’. Nicely signed by
Jackson. G - cricket £120/180

478 Sidney Austyn Paul Kitcat. M.C.C. &
Gloucestershire, 1890-1904. Single
page hand written letter on ‘The
Merchants Trust’ headed notepaper,
dated 11th June 1894. ‘In reply to
your favour of the 6th inst. I beg
leave to hand you herewith form
duly filled up & as regards your offer
of “Wisdens”, I have procured the
last 17 years @ 1/6 each - a good
bargain & so shall not want to avail
myself of your offer’. Nicely signed
by Kitcat. G/VG - cricket £70/100

479 Henry Dudley Gresham ‘Shrimp’
Leveson-Gower. Oxford University,
Surrey & England, 1893-1931. Two
page hand written letter dated 18th
September 1910. The letter to ‘My
dear [William John] Abel’ congratu-
lating Abel on ‘your having obtained
- and deservedly so - your Surrey
Cap. Apart from the great pleasure it
gave me to give it to you, the
pleasure was greatly increased by
the fact that I knew how pleased
your father would be and for him -
to whom all supporters of Surrey
Cricket must be for ever grateful -
this success of yours must be very
welcome. I hope you will keep well
all the winter and that we may have
many more matches together’.
Nicely signed by Leveson Gower.
Minor staining, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £80/120

William Abel, Surrey 1909-1926,
played 171 first class matches for
Surrey, and was the son of the
famous Robert ‘Bobby’ Abel.
Leveson-Gower was captain of
Surrey when he presented the cap

480 5th Earl of Lucan. Single page note
hand written by Lucan, dated 27th
May 1934. Recipient unknown.
Presumably written in response to a
request for his autograph. Nicely
signed ‘Lucan’. The letter is laid
down to a page. G/VG - cricket 

£40/60

Lucan was President of M.C.C. in
1928. His Grandson was the
notorious 7th Earl of Lucan who
disappeared in strange circum-
stances in 1974

481 Edward Verrall Lucas, author,
playwright and poet. Eight page
hand written manuscript with title to
front page ‘With the best wishes of
the M.C.C. Christmas 1938’. The
article, in Lucas’ distinctive hand,
may have been the text
accompanying that year’s greetings
card. The subject matter includes
Alfred Mynn, ‘the greatest and most
illustrious of Kent cricketers’ with
other references to Caffyn, Felix,
artist G.F. Watts, W.G. Grace and
‘“Nicholas” [W.J.] Prowse, who had
been at Felix’s school [and] wrote
one of the best cricket-poems in
honour of the mighty man’. The
manuscript is heavily corrected and
amended by Lucas. Sold with an
original copy of Lucas’ birth
certificate dated 12th June 1868.
Paper clip rust mark to top left
corner of manuscript, otherwise in
good condition - cricket £100/150

A keen cricketer and writer on the
subject, Lucas was a member of J.M.
Barrie’s team the “Allahakbarries
C.C.”, along with Henry Herbert La
Thangue and Arthur Conan Doyle.
In 1950 Rupert Hart-Davis collected
and published a collection of Lucas’s
essays, Cricket All His Life, which
John Arlott described as “the best
written of all books on cricket”

482 Alan Wharton. Lancashire,
Leicestershire & England, 1946-
1963. Single page hand written
letter in ink replying to a request
asking Wharton for signatures from
his current team, while playing for
Lancashire. ‘The collection of
autographs amongst the rest of the
team simply can’t be done for we
get hundreds of letters a day.
However, here’s mine’. Nicely signed
by Wharton. Sold with the original
envelope addressed to J.R. Davies,
postmarked 29th July 1949. G/VG -
cricket £20/30

483 Wombwell Cricket Lovers’ Society
1955-1971. South West Clubs. Six
hand written and typed letters to
Jack Sokell responding to requests to
attend Society functions etc.
Correspondents include Wilfred
Wooller (Glamorgan), Harold
Gimblett, (Somerset), (Somerset)
and Tony Brown (Gloucestershire).
All letters signed by the
correspondent. G - cricket £30/40
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484 Yorkshire Cricket Societies 1954-
1975. Three hand written letters,
two to Jack Sokell (Wombwell
Cricket Society), the other to Mr
Yeomans, Hon. Secretary (the
Northern Cricket Society). Two
letters from Ben Barnett, Australia,
dated 20th September 1954 and
16th October 1956, and one from
Russell Endean, South Africa, dated
17th February 1975 are in response
to requests to speak at Society
functions. All three letters nicely
signed in ink by the correspondent.
G - cricket £25/35

Ben Barnett lived in
Buckinghamshire and played for the
minor county team, before returning
to Australia in 1974

485 William Golding. Hand written one
page letter to John Arlott dated 9th
November (1971?) thanking him for
a book (probably ‘Fred’) and
‘flattering inscription - that is unless
the ‚Äúmaster hand’ refers to my
bowling, which might once upon a
time indeed have fulfilled most of
the requirements in the
advertisement for a curate: low
church, slow left-arm round the
wicket’. Golding enjoyed the book
but was ‘appalled by its picture of
Cricket as a mixture of warfare,
total, urban, guerrilla and
patriotic...’. Golding suggests that
the book tends to confirm some
people’s view that ‘Yorkshire should
negotiate separately with the
common market!’ The letter is
signed ‘Ever, Bill Golding’. G/VG -
cricket £300/400

William Golding, 1911-1993,
novelist, playwright and poet, Nobel
prize winner, author of ‘Lord of the
Flies’. D.R. Allen in his biography of
Arlott mentions Golding sending a
copy of ‘Rites of Passage’ to Arlott
who used to read pieces for him in
his BBC poetry-producer days.

486 Robert Elliott Storey Wyatt.
Warwickshire, Worcestershire &
England 1923-1951. Two page hand
written letter dated 21st October
(1962?) from Wyatt to J.D.
Coldham, cricket author and
collector, responding to Coldham’s
request for information on F.S.
Jackson on whom he is writing an
article for ‘The Journal of the Cricket
Society’. Wyatt states that ‘Jackson

gave the impression that he was not
an easy person to know. He certainly
did not suffer fools gladly but I
found him very friendly & charming’.
He praises Jackson as an interna-
tional selector, ‘always ready to listen
to the opinions of others with
patience & understanding. He was
very loyal to me when I was being
given a rough ride by the cheap
press without a real knowledge of
the game and always looking for a
sensation’. He also refers to
Jackson’s ‘wonderful Test match
record... an astute captain who
never seemed to lose the toss!’.
Signed ‘Robert E.S. Wyatt’. G/VG -
cricket £50/70

AUTOGRAPH SHEETS, ALBUM
PAGES

487 ‘Australian XI 1934’. Album page
nicely signed in ink, one in pencil, by
twelve members of the Australian
touring party to England 1934.
Signatures are Bradman, Ponsford,
Chipperfield, Oldfield, Fleetwood-
Smith, O’Reilly, Kippax, Grimmett,
McCabe, Barnett, Brown, Darling
etc. Signed to verso in ink by eleven
members of the Sussex team of circa
1936, A.J. Holmes (Capt), W.L. &
J.Cornford, Jas & John Langridge, C.
& J. Oates, H.& J.H. Parks etc. G/VG
- cricket £70/100

488 Kent 1938. Album page signed in
pencil, two in ink, by sixteen
members of the Kent team.
Signatures include Akers-Douglas,
Woolley, Cole, Wright, Ames, Chalk,
Foy, Harding, Spencer, Levett etc.
Some scarcer signatures. G - cricket 

£30/50

489 Worcestershire 1938. Album page
signed in pencil by eleven members
of the Worcestershire team.
Signatures include Lyttleton (Capt),
Bull, S.H. Martin, Perks, Cooper,
Buller, B.P. King, Crisp etc. G - cricket

£30/40

490 Surrey 1938. Album page signed in
pencil by twelve members of the
Surrey team. Signatures include
Holmes (Capt), Gregory, Whitfield,
Watts, Fishlock, F. Berry, J. Daley,
Barling, Squires etc. Odd scarcer
signature. G - cricket £30/40

491 Leicestershire 1938. Album page
signed in pencil by eleven members
of the Leicestershire team.

Signatures include Geary (Capt),
Armstrong, Watson, Tompkin, P.R.
Cherrington, Dawkes, Berry,
Dempster, L.D. Thursting, W.H.
Flamson etc. Some scarcer
signatures. G - cricket £30/40

492 Glamorgan 1938. Album page
signed in pencil by eleven members
of the Leicestershire team.
Signatures include Turnbull (Capt),
Clay, Matthews, Dyson, Brierley,
Davies, W.E. Harris etc. Odd scarcer
signatures. G - cricket £30/40

493 Middlesex 1938. Album page signed
in pencil by nine members of the
Middlesex team. Signatures include
Robins (Capt), B.D. Carris, Allen,
Robertson, Hulme, Smith, Brown,
Gray etc. Sold with a similar album
page signed by seven members of
the Hampshire 1938 team including
Paris, Knott, J.P. Blake, Boyes,
Pothercary, Arnold etc and another
signed by five members of the
Lancashire team of 1938 including
Lister, Jack Briggs, Oldfield, Iddon
etc. Odd rarer signature. Plus a
further album page dedicated and
signed by Denis Compton. Qty 4. G
- cricket £20/30

494 Yorkshire 1938. Album page signed
in pencil by eleven members of the
Yorkshire team. Signatures include
Wood, Bowes, Sutcliffe, Leyland,
Robinson, Barber, Verity, Gibb,
Mitchell etc. G - cricket £30/50

Yorkshire won the County
Championship in 1938

495 Nottinghamshire 1938. Album page
signed in pencil by eleven members
of the Nottinghamshire team.
Signatures include Harris, Keeton,
Voce, Wheat, G.Gunn, W.G. Yates,
Knowles, Hardstaff etc. G - cricket 

£30/40

496 Gloucestershire 1939.
‘Gloucestershire County Cricket
Club’ headed page, very nicely
signed in black ink by eleven
members of the team. Signatures are
Hammond (Capt), Goddard, Scott,
Sinfield, A.W. Wilson, C.J. Barnett,
Emmett, Crapp, Lambert, A.H.
Brodhurst and E.D.R. Eagar. Folds,
nick to top edge and staining to
page, not affecting signatures
otherwise in good condition £40/60
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497 Australians in England 1953. Album
page nicely signed in ink by thirteen
members of the touring party.
Signatures include Hassett (Cpt),
Miller, Tallon, Johnston, Harvey,
Lindwall, Benaud, Archer, Davidson,
Ring etc. VG - cricket £60/80

498 All India tour of England 1911 (1st
Indian tour). Large lined page, with
title in ink to top border, very nicely
signed in ink by fourteen members
of the touring party. The signatures
are Dr H.D. Kanga (Capt), K. Salam-
ud-Din, Syed Hussein, B. Jayaram, P.
Baloo, R.P. Meherhomji, H.F. Mulla,
M.D. Pai, J.S. Warden, M. Bulsara, K.
Sechachari, H.H. the Gaekwad of
Baroda, B. Shivram (a late
replacement) and Manager J.M.
Divecha. Sold with four various
photographic images of the team
and players. A rare and early page of
Indian cricketers signatures in very
good condition - cricket £300/500

After several abortive attempts , the
first Indian team to include the three
major sections of non- European
cricket in India came to England in
1911. An ambitious tour programme
was arranged for the team and their
record was not very impressive, with
only two first class wins, although
they were cursed with injury and
drop outs throughout the tour

499 Gloucestershire 1904.
Nottinghamshire v Gloucestershire,
Trent Bridge 18th-20th July 1904.
Large album page very nicely signed
in black ink by ten members of the
Gloucestershire team. Signatures are
G.L. Jessop (Capt), Brownlee,
Thomas, Robinson, Spry, Dennett,
Langdon, Huggins, Wrathall and
Sellick. Lacking the signature of J.H.
Broad from the full eleven. A rare
and fairly early set of signatures.
Very good condition - cricket 

£130/160

Gloucestershire won the match by
an innings and one run. Jessop
starred for Gloucestershire making
206 in their only innings and
completed his double century in
only 140 minutes. Spry took ten and
Dennett eight wickets in the match.
Nottinghamshire fought back having
followed on and Jones and
Iremonger put on 303 for the first
wicket

500 Leicestershire circa 1905. Album
page very nicely signed in black ink
by ten members of the Leicestershire
team. Signatures are C.E. de Trafford
(Capt), R.T. Crawford, V.F.S.
Crawford, C.J.B. Wood, A.E. Davis,
W.W. Odell, A.E. Knight, G.C. Gill,
H. Whitehead and T. Jayes. A rare
and fairly early set of signatures.
Very good condition - cricket 

£120/160

Leicestershire finished 5th in the
1905 County Championship

501 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1950/51.
Album page signed to face by eight
and the verso by five members of
the England and Australian teams in
ink, one in pencil. Signatures include
Lindwall and Johnston of Australia
and Compton, Statham, Simpson,
Hutton, Close, Tattersall, Hollies,
Washbrook, Dewes, Berry and
Sheppard. G £30/50

502 Leicestershire v Lancashire, August
1948. Two album pages signed in ink
by fourteen members of the two
teams, signatures include Berry,
Munden, Sperry, Corrall, Chapman,
Roberts, Hilton, Edrich, Greenwood,
Ikin, Cranston etc. G £25/35

503 Northamptonshire C.C.C. c1930.
Small album page laid down to
slightly larger album page, nicely
signed in ink by eleven
Northamptonshire players.
Signatures are Jupp (captain),
Matthews, Woolley, Partridge,
Bakewell, Bellamy, Timms, Clark,
Cox, Liddell and Thomas. G/VG -
cricket £30/50

504 Gentlemen v Players, Scarborough,
8th September 1924. Page signed in
pencil by the twelve members of the
Players team and the umpire, G.H.
Hirst. Players’ signatures are Rhodes
(captain), Hendren, Astill, Tyldesley,
Holmes, Dolphin, Kilner, Sutcliffe,
Whysall, Macaulay, Hearne and
Kennedy. Some folds and creasing,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£80/120

The match was drawn

505 Middlesex C.C.C. 1933. Album page
nicely signed in ink by ten players.
Signatures include Haig (captain),
Hendren, Hulme, Watkins, Lee,
Durston, Young etc. Includes the
rarer signature of Edwards. The page

is loose mounted to larger page with
printed label with players’ names laid
down below. VG - cricket £30/40

Philip Edwards played only four first
class matches, all for Middlesex,
1930-1933

506 Yorkshire C.C.C. c1934. Album page
nicely signed in ink by ten Yorkshire
players. Signatures are A. Mitchell,
A. Wood, G.G. Macaulay, T.F.
Smailes, W.E. Bowes, H. Sutcliffe,
A.B. Sellars, C. Turner, H. Verity and
M. Leyland. VG - cricket £40/60

507 Australian State cricket 1986-1996.
Collection of official autograph
sheets and one signed postcard for
South Australia (Qty 3), Tasmania (5
with one signed postcard), and
Victoria (7 plus one signed postcard).
Over two hundred signatures
including David Boon, Jason
Gillespie, Tim May, Mark Taylor, Ian
Healy, Matthew Hayden, Justin
Langer, Dean Jones, Merv Hughes,
Shane Warne, Paul Reiffel etc. Some
sheets incomplete. G - cricket 

£60/90

508 Australia tour to England 1948.
Official team sheet for the Australian
tour, nicely signed in ink by sixteen
members of the touring party.
Signatures include Bradman
(captain), Hassett, Harvey, Johnson,
McCool, Miller, Saggers, Morris etc.
Lacking the signatures of Barnes and
Lindwall. The sheet laid to smaller
page, horizontal and vertical folds,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£120/160

509 Australian tour to England 1961.
Official Australian Board of Control
headed autograph sheet signed by
all nineteen members of the touring
party. Signatures include Benaud
(captain), Harvey, Burge, Davidson,
Grout, Kline, Lawry, McKenzie,
Misson, Simpson etc. Horizontal and
vertical folds, crease to one corner,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£40/60

510 Australian tour to England 1968.
Official Australian Board of Control
headed autograph sheet signed by
all seventeen players in the touring
party. Signatures include Lawry
(captain), Jarman, I. Chappell,
Gleeson, Inverarity, Mallett,
McKenzie, Redpath, Taber, Walters
etc. Horizontal fold, odd nicks to one
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edge, otherwise in good condition -
cricket £30/50

511 Australian tour to England 1977.
Official autograph sheet signed by
all seventeen players in the touring
party. Signatures include G. Chappell
(captain), Marsh, Bright, Cosier,
Hookes, McCosker, Pascoe,
Thomson, Walker, Walters etc.
Horizontal folds, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/50

512 Australian tour of India 1979.
Official autograph sheet fully signed
in ink by all fifteen members of the
touring party including Hughes,
Border, Hogg, Whatmore, Wood,
Yallop, Yardley etc. G - cricket 

£30/40

513 Australian tour of Pakistan 1980.
Official autograph sheet fully signed
in ink by all seventeen members of
the touring party including G.
Chappell, Hughes, Border, Hookes,
Lillee, Malone, Marsh etc. Tear to
top right corner, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/40

514 Australia 1985/87. Official
autograph sheet for the Australian
‘Rebel’ tour of South Africa
1985/87. Fully signed with
seventeen signatures including
Hughes, Yallop, Alderman, Dyson,
Hogg, Hohns, Rackemann etc. G -
cricket £20/30

515 Australian tour of England 1989.
Official autograph sheet fully signed
in ink by all twenty one members of
the touring party including Border,
Marsh, Alderman, Healy, M.
Hughes, Lawson, Taylor, S. Waugh
etc. G - cricket £25/35

516 M.C.C. tour to South Africa 1964-
1965. Official M.C.C. headed
autograph sheet signed by all
seventeen members of the touring
party. Signatures include Smith
(captain), Dexter, Barrington,
Boycott, Brearley, Cartwright, Parfitt,
Parks, Titmus etc. Vertical folds,
otherwise in good/ very good
condition - cricket £50/70

517 England tour to Australia & New
Zealand 1982-83. Official autograph
sheet signed by all twenty members
of the touring party. Signatures
include Willis (captain), Gower,
Botham, Cowans, Fowler, Lamb,
Marks, Pringle, Randall, Tavare,

Taylor etc. Horizontal and vertical
folds, otherwise in good condition -
cricket £20/30

518 ‘M.C.C. Bicentenary 1787-1987’.
M.C.C. v Rest of the World. Lord’s
20th-25th August 1987. Official
autograph sheet signed by the
eleven players who represented the
M.C.C. team. Signatures are Gatting
(captain), Broad, Emburey, French,
Gooch, Gower, Greenidge, Hadlee,
Marshall, Rice and Shastri. VG -
cricket £30/40

The match was drawn. Gooch,
Gatting and Greenidge scored
centuries for M.C.C., also Gavaskar
for the Rest of the World

JOHN BRIGGS. LANCASHIRE &
ENGLAND 1879-1900

A selection of cricket ephemera
relating to Johnny Briggs of
Lancashire & England, a notably
short man at about five feet five
inches tall. Briggs still stands as the
second-highest wicket-taker in the
county's history. In the early days of
Test cricket, Briggs was one of the
most successful bowlers, proving
deadly whenever wickets were
affected by rain, whilst both for his
county and country his batting was
very useful. He was the first bowler
in Test cricket to take 100 wickets,
and held the record of most wickets
in Test cricket on two occasions. He
toured Australia a record six times

519 Yorkshire v Lancashire, Fartown,
Huddersfield 1889. Original
handwritten telegram sent by
Johnny Briggs from Huddersfield to
his home at the Crosskeys Public
House, Appleton village near Widnes
and dated 8th July 1889. The
telegram reads ‘Briggs, Crosskeys.
Widnes. Lancashire won 3 runs.
Splendid match’. Some staining and
wear to edges of telegram otherwise
in good condition. G - cricket  

£60/90

The 1889 ‘Roses’ match played at
Fartown was a fairly low scoring and
tight match, Lancashire batted first
and made 81 all out, Ullyet, seven
wickets and Peel, three wickets
bowling them out. Briggs top
scoring with 25 runs. Yorkshire
replied with a first innings score of
160 all out, Mold taking six and
Briggs three wickets. Lord Hawke

with 52 and Lee with 42 were the
top scorers for Yorkshire. Lancashire
then scored 153 not out in their
second innings , Briggs, again top
scoring with 41, Ulyett five and Peel
three wickets and bowled out
Yorkshire for only 71, winning by
three runs. Mold taking seven
wickets for thirty five runs to finish
with thirteen wickets in the match.
This win ranks fourth in Lancashire’s
all time narrowest margin of victory
in any match

520 Kent v Lancashire, The Angel
Ground, Tonbridge 1894. Original
handwritten telegram sent by
Johnny Briggs from Tonbridge to his
home at Widnes and dated 29th
June 1894. The telegram reads
‘Briggs, Widnes. Lancashire 220
Briggs 101, Kent 143, Lancs 75 4
wkts’. Some staining, small hole and
wear to edges of telegram otherwise
in good condition. G - cricket  

£60/90

In this match, Kent batted first and
made 251 all out, Mason making
102 and Briggs taking four and Mold
six wickets, Lancashire responded
with 220 all out of which Briggs
made 101, Hearne taking eight
wickets including the hat trick. Kent
were then bowled out for 143,
Briggs taking three and Mold seven
wickets, unfortunately they were
then bowled out for 144 runs and
lost the match by 30 runs, Briggs
made 22 and Martin took eight
wickets

521 Somerset v Lancashire, Taunton
1895. Original handwritten telegram
sent by Johnny Briggs from Taunton
to his home at Widnes and dated
15th July 1895. The telegram reads
‘Briggs, Widnes. Lancashire 555- 3
wickets, Paul 177, MacLaren not out
289’. Some staining, small hole and
wear to edges of telegram otherwise
in good condition. G - cricket  

£80/120

This telegram was sent after close of
play on the first day of this famous
match,where several records made
in the match are still records for the
club today

522 Somerset v Lancashire, Taunton
1895. Original handwritten telegram
sent by Johnny Briggs from Taunton
to his home at Widnes and dated
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16th July 1895. The telegram reads
‘Briggs, Widnes. Lancashire 801,
MacLaren 424, Somt 143, Second
58 one wicket’. Some minor
staining, small hole and wear to
edges of telegram otherwise in good
condition. G - cricket  £80/120

This telegram was sent after close of
play on the second day of this
famous match,Lancashire had made
801 all out with MacLaren making a
record 424 runs, they had then
bowled out Somerset for 143 with
Briggs taking four and Mold four
wicket and taken a wicket in
Somerset’s 2nd innings leaving them
at 58-1

523 Somerset v Lancashire, Taunton
1895. Original handwritten telegram
sent by Johnny Briggs from Taunton
to his home at Widnes and dated
17th July 1895. The telegram reads
‘Briggs, Widnes. Lancashire won by
an innings and 452 runs’. Some
minor staining, tears and wear to
edges of telegram otherwise in good
condition. G - cricket  £80/120

This telegram was sent after
Lancashire had won this famous
match, Lancashire had made 801 all
out with MacLaren making a record
424 runs, they had then bowled out
Somerset for 143 with Briggs taking
four and Mold four wicket and
following on Somerset had been
bowled out for 206 with Briggs and
Mold taking five wickets each. This
total of 801 all out is still the 2nd
highest total ever scored by a
Lancashire team, it is also still the
second highest margin of victory
and MacLaren’s score of 424 is still
the highest score recorded by a
Lancashire batsman

524 No lot

525 Original handwritten telegram sent
by James Alfred Briggs from Poynton
to his home at Widnes and dated
30th July 1898. The telegram reads
‘Briggs, Moor Lane, Widnes. Stand
[C.C.] 156 for 4, Briggs not out 51,
Poynton [C.C.] 66 Briggs’. Some
minor staining, tears and wear to
edges of telegram otherwise in good
condition. G - cricket  £30/40

This telegram was sent by James
Briggs, Johnny’s younger brother,
when he made 51 not out for Stand
Cricket Club v Poynton Cricket Club

in 1898. James Briggs was profes-
sional to the Stand C.C.
([Manchester]

526 John Briggs. Lancashire & England
1879-1900. Large, elaborate and
decorative medal awarded to Briggs
with inscription to back ‘Presented
by Councillor A.E. Beaumont to J.
Briggs on behalf of R.J. Sanders, as
being premier all round cricketer of
the L.C.C. 29th Jan[uary] 1891’. The
medal appears to be stamped
‘Sterling W.H. Silver’ below the
inscription. The circular medal with
eight decorated fins (similar to the
shape of a maltese cross) with rose
design to top and bottom fin and
centre of gold metal and has a blue
and white striped ribbon attached
with a clasp, with ivy leaf decoration,
to top and bottom of the ribbon. In
very good condition, complete with
ribbon, for its age - cricket  

£300/500

In 1890 Briggs took 158 wickets at
an average of 9.31 with a best of 9-
31 and included seventeen five
wicket hauls. He made 708 runs at
18.63 with a best score of 129 no
out

527 John Briggs. Lancashire & England
1879-1900. Large ledger shaped
scrapbook, probably compiled by
Briggs and later by his younger
brother James, containing numerous
postcards, thin plain back printed
pictures (similar to postcards,
probably taken from books),
newspaper cuttings, some postcards
sent by James, cabinet card
photograph (possibly of his mother),
photographs, book plate
photographs, advertising flyer for
‘Prince Ranjitsinhji’s New Book’ etc.
Postcards, photographs and pictures
feature the Neath cricket team c
1900-1905, both teams and players
including James Briggs, postcards of
Rugby School some sent by James
Briggs, postcard of Neath v Swansea
for Briggs Benefit 1904, and a similar
card for Tremlin’s Benefit Cardiff v
Neath, photographs include a group
of men and women in front of a
pavilion, a ship in harbour, various
town scenes,  etc. The Neath
postcards by W. Morris, Neath. The
plain back printed pictures feature
much cricket including England v
Australia, Sheffield Park, Alfred

Shaw, Lillywhite’s team of 1876/77,
Daft’s team of 1879, various cricket
grounds etc (many feature Briggs),
other press and book plates feature
players of the day including
Australian players. Other items
include a small printed card with the
averages of the players on ‘Mr
Stoddart’s team in Australia’,  a
newspaper cutting of the Briggs
Memorial, piece cut from a
letterhead of the ‘New Treasury
Hotel, Melbourne’ dated January
1892 etc. Some items loosely
attached in scrapbook and other
items loose. Good condition
throughout - cricket £200/300

528 John Briggs. Lancashire & England
1879-1900. ‘Stoddart’s tour of
Australia 1897/98’. Large black
album containing a collection, of
what appears to be printed press
pictures taken on the tour, and
presented mainly two to a page.
Images show the players on board
ship, visiting Pompei, the streets of
Port Said, the team and matches at
Brisbane, Sydney, Adelaide and
Melbourne, informal images,
pictures of the Australian players and
team etc. To the first page is a laid
down original red bottle label for
‘James Briggs, Wine & Spirit
Merchant, Queen’s Arms, Moor
Lane, Widnes’. A neatly presented
album - cricket £150/250

529 John Briggs. Lancashire & England
1879-1900. Large thick scrapbook,
probably compiled by Briggs,
containing newspaper cuttings, a
page with laid down labels listing
names of hotel’s and ships and dates
when Briggs stayed at the hotel’s or
travelled on the ship’s on the various
tours. The cuttings give compre-
hensive coverage of Stoddart’s tour
of Australia in 1894/95 and
1897/98 with reports on the
matches, both in Tests and tour
matches, an excellent large original
sepia photograph of the team
visiting, what appears to be, a
logging station in Australia, the
players dressed for the occasion in
working clothes although the odd
boater and top hat is present, players
noted include Briggs, Richardson,
Wainwright, Hearne, Hayward,
Stoddart, Druce, Board etc, a smaller
original sepia photograph of the
team on a shooting expedition,
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printed copy (from the newspapers)
of letters sent by Briggs to the press
complaining about ‘Umpire’s
Weather and Stoddart’s luck’, county
cricket of the period, a printed Albert
Craig poem entitled ‘An Oval
Record. A Tie, Surrey v Lancashire,
Kennington Oval, August 18th
1894’, a small original menu for
‘England v Australia, Farewell Social’
held at The Acacias, Marryatville
[South Australia] on March 22nd
1898,  various printed caricatures of
cricketers of the time taken from
newspapers, newspaper reports on
W.G. Grace’s Jubilee celebrations
etc. The scrapbook has become
disbound with loose pages, album
page edges are brittle and are
breaking and flaking otherwise
content in good condition - cricket 

£300/400

530 John Briggs. Lancashire & England
1879-1900. Large ledger style book
containing forty six pages of
handwritten statistics of the playing
career of Johnny Briggs, the book
obviously contained a further twenty
four pages at the start which have
been removed at some point in the
past. The statistics, beautifully and
very neatly compiled in black ink, list
various averages, for Lancashire,
England etc,broken down into
various categories, v counties, all
matches, Players v Gentlemen,
North v South, in Australia etc etc,
also all round performances, bowling
unchanged in a match, extraordinary
bowling feats, exciting matches &
easy victories, batting and bowling
for Major Wharton’ XI, individual
scores v Australia, against the odds,
cricket in Colombo and Malta, Hat
trick against the Australians, all
round cricket for Lancashire etc. The
twenty four pages at the front which
are missing covered ‘batting and
bowling for Lancashire County’
according to the index handwritten
at the front of the book. It is
unknown who compiled the book.
The book also contains a few press
cutting including the image of the
Briggs Memorial. A very compre-
hensive collection of Briggs career in
cricket - cricket £150/250

531 John Briggs. Lancashire & England
1879-1900. Disbound ledger style
book containing twenty eight pages
of printed newspaper obituaries

following his death in 1902, some
lengthy accounts, from numerous
national and regional newspapers,
some with image of Briggs and one
with drawing of the crowds walking
towards the church at Stratford
cemetery. The newspaper include
The Daily Telegraph, Daily Chronicle,
Manchester Evening News, Daily
Despatch, Manchester Evening Mail,
Daily Mail, Pudsey News, Yorkshire
Post, Athletic News, Sporting
Chronicle, Widnes Weekly News,
Tit-Bits, Golden Penny, The Umpire,
The Sketch etc. Also contains
handwritten scores and short
account of two matches, ‘J. Briggs
(the Dudley professional) v The
Gentlemen of Dudley, played at
Dudley, September 1876’. The six of
Dudley made 26 and 17 in their two
innings, Briggs in his only innings
made 43 bowled by J. Jackson and
the ‘Smokers v Non Smokers played
at Melbourne, March 1887’. The
non- smokers made 803 in their only
innings and the non smokers made
356 and 135-5 in their two innings ,
this was the tour led by Charles
Aubrey Smith. The book is disbound
with loose pages, album page edges
are brittle and are breaking and
flaking otherwise content in good
condition - cricket £100/150

532 ‘Grand Football Match!. County
Cricketers and League Footballers
versus George Robey’s League Team
on Manchester City Ground’.
Official programme for the match
played at the Hyde Road Football
Stadium, (Manchester City moved to
Maine Road in 1923), on the 24th
February 1902. The match was
organised ‘in aid of a memorial to
the late John Briggs and Benefit of
Mrs Briggs & Children’. The referee
was Albert Neilson Hornby
(Lancashire C.C.C. & England 1867-
1899). Players appearing in the
match for Robey’s team included
Billy Meredith, Orr, Hynds of
Manchester City, Foulkes of Sheffield
United, G. Robey of Royal Ramblers,
Jack of Preston, Gates of Blackburn,
Athersmith of Aston Villa etc and for
the County Cricketers team, J.Sharp,
B. Sharp, Booth of Everton,
Pennington of Notts County, Higson
of Casuals, Warren of Ferby County,
Ross of Manchester City, Hollins of
Corinthians etc. Image of J.E.

Chapman, Chairman of Manchester
City to the centre of the front cover,
pictures of Johnny Briggs and
George Robey to inside pages. The
linesman were also cricketers Albert
Ward of Lancashire & England and
Sam Hargreave of Warwickshire.
Adverts for ‘Pilling & Briggs, Athletic
Outfitters’, ‘George Robey in Jack
and the Beanstalk’ and advance
notice of the publication of ‘The Life
of John Briggs’ by Herbert Turner to
rear cover. Horizontal fold, some age
toning and wear to edges otherwise
in good condition. A rare
programme - cricket - football 

£300/400

533 ‘The life of John Briggs’. Herbert
Turner. Manchester 1902. Illustrated
by ‘RIP’. 44pp plus adverts. Lacking
front wrapper, some pages loose,
some have become brittle with loss
to edges otherwise contents in
fair/good condition. Appear
complete barring front wrapper, ink
crossing out to title page. A family
copy loosely inserted in brown paper
protective pages with handwritten
title to front. Viewing essential -
cricket £40/60

534 John Briggs. Lancashire & England
1879-1900. Black and marbled
ledger style book containing J.A.
Briggs averages and achievements in
cricket, it appears to have been
written by James Alfred and includes
his detailed averages for Neath and
other matches v Gentlemen of
Glamorgan, Glamorgan Colts in
1906. Also handwritten averages for
a team entitled ‘Briggs C.C.’
between 1893-1899 with entries in
the averages for J. Briggs (Sen) as
well as J.A. Briggs in some years and
more detailed averages listing each
opponent for J.A. Briggs and further
in the book, details of yearly
subscriptions paid, listed by name.
The book compiled most neatly in
black ink. To other pages in the book
there are six pages written in pencil
recalling stories of cricket involving
his brothers and father. The stories
include Johnny playing cricket in
Australia, as schoolboys, Johnny and
James playing together for Strand
C.C., James normally making the
most runs ‘Showing how keen the
Briggs family were on cricket, many
Widnesians will tell you they have
seen father, sons and daughters
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practising in the early spring, and
many a window has been smashed
with a good drive by one of the
family’....’In a match against a local
team in Australia. John fielding in his
normal position, caught the batsman
out with a very clever one handed
catch, low down’, ‘In the year 1895,
James a. Briggs ... was professional
to the Stand C.C. ([Manchester] and
John, wishing to keep his eye on the
youngster, agreed to play on
Saturdays with the Stand Club,
when not engaged by Lancashire
C.C. ... etc. Interesting reading......
Odd loose page and pages
becoming brittle otherwise in good
condition - cricket £150/250

CRICKET POSTCARDS, CIGARETTE &
TRADE CARDS

535 Australian tour of England 1930.
Official black guard book (black
ledger shaped album) containing the
original materials for an advertising
campaign for B.D.V. cigarettes
(Godfrey Phillips of London). The
items include seven various printers
proof advertisements for
newspapers and magazines (all
different), a large folded poster
(similar in style to the printers proof
advertisements, two rare 12 page
B.D.V. booklets, one entitled ‘How I
get Wickets’ by C.V. Grimmett and
the other ‘How Don Bradman makes
Centuries’ by C.V. Grimmett and
fifteen sepia real photograph
postcards of each member of the
Australian touring party. Each player
featured on the postcards has been
taken, head and shoulders, wearing
Australian sweater, nine wearing
Australian caps. Each card has been
very nicely signed by the player
featured in ink. The players are Bill
Woodfull, Vic Richardson, Don
Bradman, Alan Fairfax, Archie
Jackson, Bill Ponsford, Alan Kippax,
Stan McCabe, Clarrie Grimmett,
Alexander Hurwood, Thomas Wall,
Percy Hornibrook, Bert Oldfield, Ted
a’Beckett and Charles Walker. Each
postcard has a printed number 1-15
to the right hand corner of the
postcard. In addition there is a one
page letter, handwritten by Don
Bradman, dated 2nd July 1930 on
Midland Hotel letterhead, to a Mr
Dalton regarding the ‘production of
our respective booklets in
connection with the B.V.D.

advertising scheme. They are really
very fine and pleased us immensely’.
Signed by both Bradman and
Grimmett and a signed mono
photograph of Bradman, very similar
to the images used in the booklet.
One of the advertisements state
‘Autographs of the Australians for
you. Every Australian Cricketer will
sign his name for you... in ink.... if
you smoke B.D.V. Change to B.D.V.
today. Save the coupons. Get each
autograph separately or all together
on a cabinet photograph of the
team!’. For 30 coupons, you got
‘The personal autograph in ink of
any Australian you choose. On
gummed paper ready to fix in your
album’. For 40 coupons, you got ‘A
postcard photograph of your
favourite Australian personality
personally autographed by him’ and
for 300 coupons you got ‘A specially
taken 12”x10” photograph of the
whole team, personally signed in ink
by each player. To top right hand
corner ‘B.D.V. cigarettes are being
supplied to the Australian team
throughout the tour. ‘Well worth
signing for’ they say’. Some of the
advertisements and the booklets
refer to the ‘Flickers’ or ‘Thumb
Cinemas’ books produced by both
Bradman and Grimmett, these have
always been thought to have been
published by Flicker Productions Ltd,
London but obviously again this was
part of the Godfrey Phillips 1930
advertising campaign. Each item, be
it postcard, poster, advertisement,
letter, photograph and booklet are
very loosely tipped into the album. It
would appear that the advertising
campaign started in June 1930 as
the poster states ‘Bravo Bradman.
1,000 runs by May 31st’. Further
non cricket advertising proofs to the
rear of the album. The album and
contents in good/very good
condition. A unique item from the
1930 Australian tour - cricket 

£2000/3000

Collectors of postcards have been
collecting this set of fifteen sepia
postcards for many years and
understood that they were an
anonymous plain back real
photograph postcard produced for
the 1930 tour but did not know who
had produced them. From the
contents of this album we now

know that they were produced by
Godfrey Phillips of London as part
of their advertising campaign. A
number of Godfrey Phillips cigarette
cards, such as Pinnace’, have a
similar number to the right hand
corner of the card. The booklets and
cabinet cards of the team have not
been seen before by the auctioneers
and the booklets are not mentioned
in Padwick and despite research we
cannot trace any mention of them.
We have found that one of the
advertisements appeared in the
Adventure magazine on the 12th
July 1930, midway through the tour.
The day before this advertisement
ran, Don Bradman scored 309 runs
on the first day’s play during the 3rd
Ashes Test played at Headingley.
Interesting, fresh and significant
information for postcard
collectors...... 

536 William Maldon Woodfull. Victoria &
Australia 1921-1934. Excellent plain
back sepia real photograph postcard
of Woodfull, head and shoulders,
wearing Australian touring sweater.
The postcard nicely signed by
Woodfull in ink. This is card number
1 from a series of fifteen cards
produced for the Australian 1930
tour of England by B.D.V. cigarettes
(Godfrey Phillips of London),
number printed to lower right hand
corner of card. Minor adhesive mark
to verso otherwise in very good
condition - cricket £100/150

Woodfull was Captain of the
Australian touring party to England
in 1930 and scored over 1400 runs
at an average of 57.36 including
four centuries

537 Donald George Bradman. New
South Wales, South Australia &
Australia 1927-1949. Excellent plain
back sepia real photograph postcard
of Bradman, head and shoulders,
wearing Australian touring cap and
sweater. The postcard very nicely
signed by Bradman in ink. This is
card number 3 from a series of
fifteen cards produced for the
Australian 1930 tour of England by
B.D.V. cigarettes (Godfrey Phillips of
London), number printed to lower
right hand corner of card. Minor
adhesive mark to verso and slight
scuff to image otherwise in very
good condition - cricket £140/180
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This was Bradman’s first tour of
England. He scored 974 runs at an
average of 139.14 during the Test
series, with four centuries, including
two double hundreds and a triple.
Bradman’s first-class tour total was
2,960 runs, at an average of 98.66
with 10 centuries, was another
enduring record, the most by any
overseas batsman on a tour of
England

538 William Harold Ponsford. Victoria &
Australia 1920-1934. Excellent plain
back sepia real photograph postcard
of Ponsford, head and shoulders,
wearing Australian touring sweater.
The postcard nicely signed by
Ponsford in ink. This is card number
6 from a series of fifteen cards
produced for the Australian 1930
tour of England by B.D.V. cigarettes
(Godfrey Phillips of London),
number printed to lower right hand
corner of card. Minor adhesive mark
to verso otherwise in very good
condition - cricket £100/150

Ponsford scored over 1400 runs on
the 1930 tour with an average of
49.13 including 220 not out v
Oxford University

539 Stanley Joseph McCabe, New South
Wales & Australia 1928-1942.
Excellent plain back sepia real
photograph postcard of McCabe,
head and shoulders, wearing
Australian touring cap and sweater.
The postcard very nicely signed by
McCabe in ink. This is card number 8
from a series of fifteen cards
produced for the Australian 1930
tour of England by B.D.V. cigarettes
(Godfrey Phillips of London),
number printed to lower right hand
corner of card. Minor adhesive mark
to verso otherwise in very good
condition - cricket £100/150

McCabe made over 1000 runs on
the 1930 tour with an average of
32.64

540 Thomas Welbourn Wall. South
Australia & Australia 1924-1936.
Excellent plain back sepia real
photograph postcard of Wall, head
and shoulders, wearing Australian
touring sweater. The postcard nicely
signed by Wall in ink. This is card
number 11 from a series of fifteen
cards produced for the Australian
1930 tour of England by B.D.V.

cigarettes (Godfrey Phillips of
London), number printed to lower
right hand corner of card. Minor
adhesive mark to verso otherwise in
very good condition - cricket 
£70/100

Wall took 56 wickets on the 1930
tour at an average of 29.25

541 Edward Lambert a’Beckett, Victoria
& Australia 1927-1932. Excellent
plain back sepia real photograph
postcard of a’Beckett, head and
shoulders, wearing Australian
touring cap and sweater. The
postcard very nicely signed by
a’Beckett in ink. This is card number
14 from a series of fifteen cards
produced for the Australian 1930
tour of England by B.D.V. cigarettes
(Godfrey Phillips of London),
number printed to lower right hand
corner of card. Minor adhesive mark
to verso otherwise in very good
condition - cricket £70/100

a’Beckett averaged 24.81 with the
bat and took 20 wickets at 31.40 on
the 1930 tour of England

542 Joseph Darling. South Australia &
Australia. 1893-1907. Sepia real
photograph postcard of Darling,
three quarter length, wearing
Australian cap and in batting pose at
the wicket. Nicely signed in black ink
by Darling. Imprint ‘Foster of
Brighton’. Postally dated 1905.
Some minor wear to card extremities
otherwise in good condition. Rare -
cricket £200/300 

543 Albert John Young Hopkins. New
South Wales & Australia 1896-1914.
Excellent sepia real photograph
postcard of Hopkins, full length,
wearing Australian cap holding bat
at the wicket. Nicely signed in black
ink by Hopkins. Imprint ‘Foster of
Brighton’. Postally dated 1909.
Minor wear to card extremities
otherwise in good condition. Rare -
cricket £200/300 

544 William James Whitty. New South
Wales, South Australia & Australia
1907-1926. Excellent mono real
photograph postcard of Whitty, full
length, wearing Australian Test cap
on the 1909 tour of England. Nicely
signed in black ink by Whitty. Title to
lower border ‘W.J. Whitty. The
Australian Cricket Team 1909’.
Davidson Bros. Minor wear to card

otherwise in good/very good
condition - cricket £150/250

545 Warwick Windridge Armstrong.
Victoria & Australia. 1898-1921.
Mono real photograph postcard of
Armstrong in batting pose at the
wicket and wearing Australian cap.
Nicely signed in black ink by
Armstrong. Ralph Dunn & Co, Thiele
series with name printed to lower
border. Postally date stamped 1905.
Light creasing to borders and corners
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£150/250 

546 Frank Laver. Victoria & Australia
1891-1912. Mono real photograph
postcard of Laver full length, batting
in the nets. Nicely signed in black ink
by Laver. Photo by Thiele. Ralph
Dunn & Co. Postally dated 1905.
Excellent signature. Minor wear to
card otherwise in good condition -
cricket £200/300 

547 Pelham ‘Plum’ Francis Warner,
Middlesex & England 1894-1929.
Excellent sepia real photograph
postcard of Warner, full length, in
batting attire, wearing cap and stood
in front of the wicket. The postcard
nicely signed to image in black ink by
Warner. Foster of Brighton. Postally
date stamped 1911. Some minor
wear to corners and card extremities
otherwise in good condition. Rare -
cricket  £150/250

548 Bernard James Tindall Bosanquet,
Middlesex & England 1898-1919.
Excellent sepia real photograph
postcard of Bosanquet, full length, in
batting attire, wearing Middlesex
cap and stood in batting pose in
front of the wicket. The postcard
very nicely signed to image in black
ink by Bosanquet. Imprint ‘Foster of
Brighton’. Postally dated 1909.
Some very minor wear to card
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Rare - cricket  £180/250

549 John Richmond Gunn.
Nottinghamshire & England 1896-
1925. Excellent sepia real
photograph postcard of Gunn, full
length, in batting attire, wearing cap
and stood leaning on his bat at the
wicket. The postcard very nicely
signed to image in black ink by Gunn
‘Yours Faithfully’. Foster of Brighton.
Some very minor wear to card
otherwise in good/very good
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condition. The card measures very
slightly smaller in width and length
than similar cards and might have
been trimmed....? Rare - cricket  

£100/150

A similar, but different, postcard
image appears in ‘Echoes from a
Golden Age. Postcard Photographs
of Cricketers by Foster and
Hawkins’. Duncan Anderson 2010,
page 153. The photograph is
described as being taken during the
Sussex v Nottinghamshire match
which began on the 11th May 1905

550 George Gunn. Nottinghamshire &
England 1902-1932. Excellent sepia
real photograph postcard of Gunn,
full length, in batting attire, wearing
Nottinghamshire cap, bat under his
arm stood at the wicket. The
postcard very nicely signed to image
in black ink by Gunn. E. Hawkins &
Co, Brighton. Good/very good
condition. Rare - cricket  £150/200

551 Neville Alexander Knox. Surrey &
England 1904-1910. Excellent sepia
real photograph postcard of Knox,
full length, in cricket attire holding a
cricket ball to his side. The postcard
very nicely signed to image in black
ink by Knox. Imprint ‘Foster of
Brighton’. Postally dated 1907.
Some light creasing, mainly to
borders and corners otherwise in
good condition. Rare - cricket  

£100/150

A similar, but different, postcard
image appears in ‘Echoes from a
Golden Age. Postcard Photographs
of Cricketers by Foster and
Hawkins’. Duncan Anderson 2010,
page 283. The photograph is
described as being thought to have
been taken during the Sussex v
Surrey match played at the Saffrons,
Eastbourne which began on the 24th
July 1905. This particular postcard is
mentioned in the description

552 Herbert Strudwick. Surrey & England
1902-1927. Excellent sepia real
photograph postcard of Strudwick,
full length, wearing Surrey cap, in
wicket keeping pose at the wicket.
The postcard nicely signed to image
in black ink by Strudwick. Foster of
Brighton. The card appears to have
some minor light fading to image
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Rare - cricket  £100/150

A very similar, but different,
postcard image appears in ‘Echoes
from a Golden Age. Postcard
Photographs of Cricketers by Foster
and Hawkins’. Duncan Anderson
2010, page 223. The photograph is
described as being thought to have
been taken during the Sussex v
Surrey match played at Hove on the
2nd August 1906

553 Kumar Shri Ranjitsinhji. Sussex &
England. 1895-1920. Excellent sepia
real photograph postcard of
Ranjitsinhji, full length, wearing cap
and in batting pose at the wicket.
The postcard nicely signed to image
in black ink by Ranjitsinhji . Foster of
Brighton. The card has light fading
to image, minor wear otherwise in
good/very good condition. Rare -
cricket  £60/90

This signed image was published in
‘Sussex Cricket Postcards’. B. Jones
& N. Sharp 1994, page 45

554 Henry Ridgen Butt. Sussex &
England 1890-1912. Excellent sepia
real photograph postcard of Butt, full
length, wearing Sussex cap and in
wicket keeping pose at the wicket.
The postcard nicely signed to image
in black ink by Butt . Imprint ‘Foster
of Brighton’. Postally dated 1905.
Minor wear to postcard otherwise in
good+ condition. Rare - cricket  

£140/180

This signed image was published in
‘Sussex Cricket Postcards’. B. Jones
& N. Sharp 1994, page 11, an
unsigned image also appears in
‘Echoes from a Golden Age.
Postcard Photographs of Cricketers
by Foster and Hawkins’. Duncan
Anderson 2010, page 45 and is
described as having been taken
around 1905

555 Charles Burgess Fry, Sussex &
England 1892-1921. Excellent mono
real photograph postcard of Fry, full
length, in batting pose at the wicket.
The postcard nicely signed to image
in black ink by Fry. E. Hawkins & Co,
Brighton. Postally dated 1914. Minor
wear to postcard extremities
otherwise in good+ condition. Fry
has handwritten to verso ‘Herewith
the request fulfilled with pleasure’
and initialled the card ‘C.B.F.’. Rare -
cricket  £120/160

556 Albert Edward Relf. Sussex &
England 1900-1921. Excellent sepia
real photograph postcard of Relf, full
length, wearing Sussex cap and in
bowling pose at the wicket. The
postcard nicely signed to image in
black ink by Relf . E. Hawkins & Co,
Brighton. Minor wear to postcard
extremities and slight light fading to
image around the figure of Relf
otherwise in good+ condition. Rare -
cricket  £100/150

This signed image was published in
‘Sussex Cricket Postcards’. B. Jones
& N. Sharp 1994, page 44, and a
similar but different image also
appears in ‘Echoes from a Golden
Age. Postcard Photographs of
Cricketers by Foster and Hawkins’.
Duncan Anderson 2010, page 119
and is described as having been
taken around 1904/05

557 Frank Rowbotham Foster.
Warwickshire & England 1908-1914.
Excellent sepia real photograph
postcard of Foster, full length,
wearing cricket cap and in batting
pose at the wicket. The postcard
nicely signed to image in black ink by
Foster, ink smudge to initials. E.
Hawkins & Co, Brighton. Very minor
wear to postcard extremities
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Rare - cricket  £140/180

558 Ernest James ‘Tiger’ Smith.
Warwickshire & England 1904-1930.
Excellent sepia real photograph
postcard of Smith, full length, in
wicket keeping pose at the wicket.
The postcard nicely signed to image
in black ink by Smith. E. Hawkins &
Co, Brighton. Good/very good
condition. Rare - cricket   £150/200

559 Gilbert Laird Jessop, Gloucestershire
& England 1894-1914. Excellent
sepia real photograph postcard of
Jessop, full length, in batting pose
wearing a striped cap and gazing
into the camera. The postcard nicely
signed to image in black ink by
Jessop. E. Hawkins & Co, Brighton.
Postally dated 1908. Slight fading to
signature otherwise in good/very
good condition. Rare - cricket  

£200/300

This image appears on the front
cover dustwrapper of ‘Echoes from a
Golden Age. Postcard Photographs
of Cricketers by Foster and
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Hawkins’. Duncan Anderson 2010
and also on page 117. The
photograph is described as being
thought to have been taken during
the 1904 or 1905 season

560 Thomas Langdon, Gloucestershire
1900-1914. Excellent sepia real
photograph postcard of Langdon,
full length wearing cap, in batting
pose holding his bat up. The
postcard nicely signed to image in
black ink by Langdon. E. Hawkins &
Co, Brighton. Generally good/very
good condition. Rare - cricket  

£150/250

This image appears in ‘Echoes from
a Golden Age. Postcard Photographs
of Cricketers by Foster and
Hawkins’. Duncan Anderson 2010,
page 201. The photograph is
described as being thought to have
been taken during the Sussex v
Gloucestershire match which began
on the 23rd May 1904

561 Edward George Dennett,
Gloucestershire 1903-1926.
Excellent sepia real photograph
postcard of Dennett, full length
wearing county cap, holding a ball at
the wicket. The postcard very nicely
signed to image in black ink by
Dennett. Postally dated 1908. E.
Hawkins & Co, Brighton. Minor
wear to top left hand corner
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Rare - cricket  £180/220

A similar, but different, image
appears in ‘Echoes from a Golden
Age. Postcard Photographs of
Cricketers by Foster and Hawkins’.
Duncan Anderson 2010, page 209.
The photograph is described as
being thought to have been taken
during the Sussex v Gloucestershire
match which began on the 12th
June 1905

562 John Herbert King. Leicestershire &
England 1895-1925. Excellent sepia
real photograph postcard of King,
full length wearing county cap, in
classic batting pose at the wicket.
The postcard very nicely signed to
image in black ink by King. E.
Hawkins & Co, Brighton. Good/very
good condition. Rare - cricket  

£180/220

563 Gloucestershire C.C.C. 1904.
Excellent sepia real photograph
postcard of Gloucestershire team,

standing and seated in rows,
wearing blazers, caps and boaters.
Imprint ‘Foster of Brighton’. The
postcard, formerly owned by John
Arlott has handwritten names
written to bottom border and to
verso in his hand good condition.
Rare - cricket  £50/70

564 ‘E. Hawkins & Company (Late
Hennah & Kent), Photographic
Artists, 108 King’s Road, Brighton’.
Official headed memorandum to a
Miss Macdonald, dated 2nd May
1889, completing an order for
photographs ‘together with mounts,
which may be returned, if kept
perfectly clean when you have
copied names’. G - cricket £60/90

Hennah & Kent operated a
photographic studio at the King’s
Road address from 1854 to 1884
and developed a reputation for work
in the cricket field. Charles Hawkins
operated from East Street and
Preston Street until his death in
1869. In 1883 the Hennah and Kent
studio was taken over by Charles’
widow, Eliza, who had continued
the business after the death of her
husband. For a while the Preston
Street address continued trading as
“C. Hawkins & Co.”, with the King’s
Road studio operating as “E.
Hawkins & Co.”. A number of
studios were operating in Brighton
in this period, producing
photographic “carte de visite”
portraits, including notable
cricketers of the period

565 Harry Smith. Gloucestershire &
England 1912-1935. Mono real
photograph postcard of Smith, half
length, wearing Gloucester sweater
and blazer. The postcard nicely
signed to image in black ink. H.K.
Fox of Gloucester. The signature
appears to have a protective film
coating over it. Good condition  -
cricket  £50/70

Smith also played football for
Bolton Wanderers

566 Walter Latter Cornford. Sussex &
England 1921-1947. Mono real
photograph postcard of Cornford in
cricket attire wearing M.C.C.
1929/30 touring blazer. Signed in
ink by Cornford. The signature
appears to have a protective film
coating over it. Postcard by Deane,

Wiles & Millar of Brighton. G -
cricket £40/60

567 Alfred Percy Freeman. Kent &
England 1914-1936. Sepia real
photograph postcard of Freeman, in
cricket attire, in bowling pose.
Signed in ink by Freeman. The
signature appears to have a
protective film coating over it.
Postcard by Flemons of Tonbridge. G
- cricket £40/60

568 Walter Mead. Essex & England
1894-1913. Mono postcard of Mead
wearing Essex cap and holding a
cricket ball with both hands as if
about to bowl. Signed, Yours truly’ in
black ink by Mead to lower border,
also signed to reverse by Mead.
Hartmann series 1667. Postally date
stamped 1905. Very good condition
- cricket £130/160

569 Robert Peel. Yorkshire & England
1882-1897. Mono printed
bookplate photograph of Peel
wearing Yorkshire cap and in
bowling at the wicket. Image by E.
Hawkins & Co, Brighton.
3.75”x6.5”. G - cricket £70/100

570 Vivian Frank Shergold Crawford.
Surrey & Leicestershire 1896-1910.
Mono printed postcard of Crawford,
wearing Surrey cap, in batting pose
at the wicket. Very nicely signed in
black ink by Crawford. Wrench
Series. No 1752. Minor stain to
lower corder otherwise in good/very
good condition - cricket  £100/150

571 Charles Edmund de Trafford.
Lancashire, Leicestershire, London
County & M.C.C. 1884-1920. Mono
printed postcard of De Trafford,
wearing county cap, in batting pose
at the wicket. Very nicely signed to
white lower border in black ink by
De Trafford. Rotophot Series. No
8607. Good/very good condition -
cricket  £140/180

572 Albert Ernest Knight. Leicestershire &
England 1895-1912. Mono real
photograph postcard of Knight, full
length wearing county cap, in
batting pose. Nicely signed in black
ink by Knight to lower border.
‘Walker’s Team Series. John Walker
& Co, London. Good/very good
condition - cricket £120/160
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573 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1928/29.
Official sepia real photograph
postcard of the R.M.S. Otranto, the
ship which left Tilbury Docks to
Australia for the tour on the 15th
September 1928. Signed to skyline
of image by two of the tourists
Harold Larwood and Jack Hobbs
plus the Nawab of Pataudi. To
reverse printed caption ‘On Board
the Orient Line. R.M.S. Otranto’.
Crease to left hand side and nick to
lower border, minor foxing
otherwise in good condition. Rare -
cricket £50/80

574 M.C.C. tour of India, Burma &
Ceylon 1926/27. Mono real
photograph postcard of the M.C.C.
team, standing and seated in rows,
wearing cricket attire, tour blazers
and pith helmets. Title to lower
border. The postcard by I. Sequeira
of Karachi. Nicely signed in ink to
image by all thirteen players
featured. Signatures are Gilligan
(Capt), Eckersley, Brown, Wyatt,
Parsons, Boyes, Geary, Hill, Tate,
Earle, Chichester-Constable, Astill
and Sandham. In addition the card is
signed by J. Mercer, a member of the
touring party but not featured on
the image and one other. Minor
horizontal crease to card, minor
rounding to corners otherwise in
good condition. A rare signed
postcard from the tour. Formerly the
property of R.E.S. Wyatt’s aunt 

£200/300

The M.C.C. were undefeated in 34
matches although the tour was too
ambitious and to fit in the matches
and the travelling, many of the
games were reduced to two day
matches, and thus had little
prospect of definite finishes

575 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1958/59.
Mono postcard of the P&O ship
Iberia which took the team to
Australia. Signed to card face by
eighteen members of the touring
party including May, Trueman,
Watson, Laker, Tyson, Cowdrey,
Brown, Statham etc. Some fading to
odd signature. Attractively mounted,
framed and glazed. G - cricket 

£50/70

576 Don Bradman. Mono postcard of the
Australia team to England 1930.
Signed by Bradman to face and
verso, in later years, and in addition

Bradman has handwritten various
tour and personal statistics of the
tour, the main statistic being
‘Bradman in the five Tests, 974 runs,
average 139.14. VG - cricket 

£30/50

577 John Geoffrey Wright. Northern
Districts, Derbyshire & New Zealand
1975-1983. Mono real photograph
plain back postcard of Wright, head
and shoulders, nicely signed by
Wright. Ex John Arlott collection. VG
- cricket £30/40

578 Sir Kingsmill James Key, Oxford
University & Surrey 1892-1904. Two
real photograph postcards of lady
tennis players, Miss Helen Wills and
Miss Bobbie Heine who appeared at
Wimbledon in 1927. The postcards,
by E. Trim & Co of Wimbledon, were
posted to Lady Helen Key on the 1st
July and 4th July 1927 and have
handwritten annotation to verso
from Key. ‘Rain held off till 4.30,
when it stopped play. Have seen a
good many of the giants play. Miss
Heine is certainly the beauty of the
meeting’ and ‘We are going to the
Fanatics this evening. Hope you are
feeling better resting’. The 4th July
postcard signed with Key’s initials,
the other card unsigned. Both
postmarked ‘Wimbledon 1927’. Nick
to one card otherwise in good/very
good condition - cricket - tennis 

£40/60

At Wimbledon in 1927, Helen Wills
won the Ladies singles champi-
onship and the Woman’s Doubles,
Wills and her partner Elizabeth Ryan
beating Bobbie Heine and her
partner Irene Evelyn Bowder
Peacock

579 West Indies tour to England 1928.
Mono real candid photograph
postcard of three West Indies players
in front of the pavilion at the County
Ground, Southampton, for the tour
match played v Hampshire, 22nd-
24th August 1928. The photograph
taken at the end of the first day’s
play, the scoreboard in the
background showing Hampshire’s
first innings score at 312-5. Players
featured appear to be Griffith,
Constantine and Browne. Publisher
unknown. VG - cricket £30/40

The match was drawn

580 Hon Lionel Hallam Tennyson.
Hampshire & England, 1913-1935.
Mono real candid photograph
postcard of Tennyson in batting
attire in conversation with two
spectators, in front of the pavilion at
the County Ground, Southampton in
1928, possibly for the tour match
played v West Indies, 22nd-24th
August 1928. Publisher unknown.
VG - cricket £30/40

581 Leonard ‘Jock’ Livingston. New
South Wales, Northamptonshire &
Commonwealth XI 1941-1957.
Mono real photograph postcard of a
New South Wales team seated and
standing in rows in cricket attire and
blazers at Narrandera, N.S.W. 1947.
Players’ names inscribed in ink to
front in Livingston’s hand. Players
featured include Jock Livingston,
Keith Miller, John Pettiford, Bill
O’Reilly, Bill Alley, Ray Lindwall, Bob
Christofani, Walter Walmsley etc.
Hand written inscription in ink in
Livingston’s hand to verso, ‘Mr
Johnson, This is a snapshot of one of
our teams that visit country centres
during each season. You know of
course Pettiford, Miller and
Cristofani. Other players who are no
doubt known to you are O’Reilly,
Toshack, Morris, Lindwall and Alley’.
Signed by Livingston and dated 21st
September 1947. Ex Jock Livingston
collection. Publisher unknown. Rare.
Some surface creasing, otherwise in
good condition - cricket £35/55

582 M.C.C. tour to Australia, 1903/04.
Long sepia panoramic folding
postcard of the ‘Adelaide Oval
Cricket Ground, Australia v England’.
‘Graphic Series No. 30. Published by
Harding & Billing of Sydney &
Auckland. Unused and unfolded.
The postcard measures 17”x3.25”.
Odd faults and minor creasing
otherwise in good condition. Scarce
- cricket £30/40

583 Kent C.C.C. Twelve original mono
printed postcards of Kent players.
Players include Seymour, Burnup,
Hardinge, Blythe, Hearne, Dillon,
Fielder, Marsham, Woolley etc.
Photographs by Mockford of
Tonbridge, some ‘Star Series’. Sold
with eight mono printed
reproduction postcards, two
published by The Canterbury
Printers. Qty 20. G - cricket £30/50
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584 Kent C.C.C. Seven original mono
real photograph postcards of Kent
players. Players are Woolley,
Ashdown, Todd, Chapman, Capes,
Fagg and Wright. All published by
Flemons of Tonbridge. Minor crease
to the Wright postcard, otherwise
G/VG - cricket £30/40

585 Local cricket club postcards c1905-
1925. Collection of twenty one
mono real photograph postcards
from the period. Mixed condition -
cricket £40/60

586 Australian tours of England 1921,
1926 & 1930 (2). Four real
photograph and printed mono
postcards, the 1921, 1926 and one
1930 card by Bolland, the other
1930 card by J. Smith, the 1934 by
Photo-Work Ltd, Brighouse, the
1938 by ‘S&F’, the 1953 & 1956
(official tour postcards) and the 1964
card, plain backed. Sold with four
real photograph postcards of Kent
teams for 1903 (2, Hawkins of
Brigthon), 1906 (Star Series) and
1922 (Flemons of Tonbridge). Also
three modern postcards of various
Australian touring teams and a
reproduction of the 1886 touring
team. Qty 12. Some minor creasing,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£40/60

587 Kent C.C.C. Twenty colour and
mono postcard size photographs and
postcards of Kent players and
grounds. Cards include ‘Cornhill
Insurance’ Test Series ‘B’ postcard of
Alan Knott, signed by Knott, and a
mono real photograph plain back
postcard size card of Frank Woolley.
Other photographs include a signed
photograph of Martin McCague,
also Benson, Ellison, Fleming,
Luckhurst, Taylor, Marsh, C.
Cowdrey etc. G - cricket £30/40

588 Cigarette cards. Three original
complete sets of cigarette cards.
Series are Wills’s ‘Cricketers’ 1928,
Major Drapkin ‘Test Cricketers’
1928, and Ardath ‘Cricket, Tennis &
Golf Celebrities’, U.K. ‘grey back’
edition 1936. VG - cricket £30/40

589 International Cricketers/ Classic
Cricket Postcards’. Collection of
thirty two colour postcards each
signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Amla, Moeen Ali,
Tredwell, C.Rogers, Rashid, Mustard,

Joyce, Nixon, Ervine, Wharf,
Plunkett, Tremlett, Adams, Shah,
Grayson etc. VG £40/60

590 T.C.C.B. /International Cricketers/
Classic Cricket Postcards’. Collection
of thirty one colour postcards each
signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Sarwan, Waqar
Younis, Russell, Nel, Maddy, Franks,
McGrath, Key, Hoggard, Brown,
Butcher, Malcolm, Ramprakash,
Fraser,  Hick, Solanki, Hall, Maynard
etc. VG £40/60

591 Australia v England 1990/91.
Thirteen copies of a colour postcard
by Ray Perkins, published by J/V
Postcards for the tour. Each card
signed in ink by a former Australian
Test player. Signatures are Arthur
Morris, Ian Johnson, Ron Archer, Bill
O’Reilly, Neil Harvey, Keith Miller,
Ian Craig, Lindsay Hassett, Gil
Langley, Doug Ring, Alan Davidson,
Ian Davis and Rodney Marsh. The
majority signed to the front. G/VG -
cricket £60/90

592 Cricket greetings cards. Four albums
containing a collection of modern
humourous greetings cards. Sold
with a box of sixteen cricket books.
G - cricket £30/40

THE 1912 TRIANGULAR CRICKET
SERIES

The 1912 Triangular Tournament
was a Test cricket series played
between Australia, England and
South Africa, the only Test-playing
nations at the time. The ultimate
winners of the tournament were
England, with four wins in their six
matches, but the tournament was
deemed a failure, with
disappointing crowds and
uncompetitive cricket, caused in
part by a weakened Australia team.
The tournament is one of only three
tournaments in Test history to have
been played between more than
two nations, the others being the
Asian Test Championships of
1998/99 and 2001/02

593 Australian tour of England 1912.
Large album page very nicely signed
in black ink by fourteen members of
the touring party to England for the
Triangular Tournament series with
England and South Africa in 1912.
Signatures are Syd Gregory (Capt),
Bardsley, Jennings, Minnett,

Macartney, Webster, Kelleway,
Hazlitt, Smith, Emery, Matthews,
McLaren, Whitty and Mayne. Plus
the ink signature of G.S. Crouch, the
tour Manager. Lacking the signature
of Carkeek from the full touring
party. Bardsley has signed the page
twice and has put a line through the
second signature. Very good
condition. A rare set of ink
signatures from the Triangular
tournament - cricket £500/700

The Australians beat South Africa in
two Tests and lost to England in one
test with the other Tests drawn. The
signatures were probably signed at
the Australia v South Africa Test
match played at Old Trafford,
Manchester on the 27th and 28th
May 1912

594 South African tour of England 1912.
Large album page very nicely signed
in black ink by fourteen members of
the touring party to England for the
Triangular Tournament series with
England and Australia in 1912.
Signatures are Frank Mitchell (Capt),
Tancred, Campbell, Cox, Stricker,
Carter, Llewellyn, Nourse,
Beaumont, Snooke, Pegler, Ward,
Faulkner and Taylor. Very good
condition. A rare set of ink
signatures from the Triangular
tournament - cricket £180/250

The South Africa team lost five of
the six Tests they played in the
Triangular Series against Australia
and England 1912, drawing the Test
v Australia at Trent Bridge. The
signatures were probably signed at
the Australia v South Africa Test
match played at Old Trafford,
Manchester on the 27th and 28th
May 1912

595 ‘The Triangular Tournament 1912’.
‘Dinner to the Colonial Cricketers,
on the occasion of the Test Match,
Australia v South Africa, at Old
Trafford’. Original official menu for
the post match Dinner held at the
Queen’s Hotel, Manchester on
Tuesday 28th May 1912. The folding
menu with colour coat of arms/
emblem depicting the Springbok of
South Africa and the Kangaroo of
Australia with motto below ‘Wait
and See’ in scroll to centre. To top
border ‘Lancashire County Cricket
Club’ and below emblem titles. To
inside pages ‘Menu’ and ‘Toasts’
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with both Captains listed as
speaking. This was Roy Baldwin
Minnett’s. (New South Wales &
Australia 1906-1915) menu and he
has signed the menu to the top
border of the front cover in pencil.
The menu is signed to the back by
nine members of the South African
team, signatures include Beaumont,
Pegler, Stricker, Taylor, Cox, Carter,
White, Campbell and one other?. A
rare menu from the Dinner - cricket 

£200/300

596 Rupert V. Minnett. New South Wales
1909-1915. Large album page
signed in ink to the head of the page
‘To Bunty, Rupert V. Minnett of
Australia commonly known as ‘RAB’.
Dated below in ink September 30th
1912. G - cricket £30/40

Rupert V. Minnett was Roy’s older
brother and represented New South
Wales at cricket

CRICKET BOOKS

597 ‘The Cricket Bat and how to use it. A
Treatise on the Game of Cricket.
With Practical and Scientific
Instructions on Batting, Bowling and
Fielding...’. ‘An Old Cricketer’.
Nicholas Wanostrocht. London 1861
(First edition). 96pp. Original
pictorial boards. Handwritten
inscription from ‘George Barrow of
Chesterfield 1861’ to top of title
page. Some wear to board
extremities, wear to front internal
hinges, odd faults otherwise in good
condition £80/120

598 ‘Cricket and How to Play it, with the
Rules of the Marylebone Club’.
Robert Abel. Dean & Son Ltd.
(Dean’s Champion Handbooks)
1894. New and Revised edition.
56pp plus adverts. Frontispiece
illustration of Abel and other
diagrams in text. Original decorative
wrappers. Nicely signed by Abel,
‘Yours Truly’ below frontispiece
illustration. Breaking to spine, page
block almost becoming detached at
one part otherwise in good condition
- cricket £50/80

599 ‘Australian Cricket & Cricketers
1856-1893/94. Contains a brief
resume of intercolonial and interna-
tional matches. Complete batting
and bowling averages of
Australians.....’. Clarence P. Moody.
Melbourne 1894. Bound in black

boards with original front wrapper
bound in, lacking rear wrapper.
Minor faults otherwise in good
condition £150/250

600 ‘The Tour of the West Indian
Cricketers, August & September
1886’. Charles Guy Austin Wyatt
and Lawrence R. Fyfe. The Argosy
Press, Demerara, West Indies 1887.
92pp. Mounted team portrait of the
team as frontispiece. Original pale
blue card covers backed in green
cloth, some staining to lower half of
front and rear boards and an ink
stain to pages 6 & 7 otherwise in
good condition. Name handwritten
to front board. A rare early West
Indian tour book - cricket 

£5000/7000

The front board title reads ‘The Tour
of the West Indian Cricketers. Their
Diary with details of matches played
and a photograph of the team
1886’. The book describes the tour
to Canada and the United States of
America by a team of West Indian
Gentlemen (all white) drawn from
Jamaica, Demerara and Barbados
and was the first by a West Indian
team. The Captain, Fyfe, contributes
the introduction and the rest of the
book is based on Wyatt’s diary of
the tour. The team played thirteen
matches (non first class), winning
six, losing five and drawing two. A
similar book was sold at Christie’s in
November 2014 for a price of 
£10,625 including commission

601 'The Indian Cricketers' Tour of
1911'. Published by H.C. Muckergee
[sic] of Calcutta. Printed by E.G.
Pearson for the Times Press,
Bombay. Bound in cloth covers with
title label laid down to front cover.
Ink annotation to title page,
'Presented, with compliments, to the
Editor of the "Athletic News" for
favour of review. H.C. Mukerji'. Laid
down printed photograph of "The
Combined Teams" to frontispiece.
Ex libris 'J.W. Goldman' to front
inside cover. A are tour booklet.  G -
cricket £1500/2500

The 1911 tour to England was the
first by a team from India, their
record was not very impressive, with
only two first class wins on the
entire tour

602 ‘Centuries Scored in the United
States and Canada. 1844 to June
14th, 1902’. Compiled by F.F. Kelly,
New Jersey. Publisher unknown.
Original book tipped in to modern
cloth boards with gilt titles to spine,
original cover retained, with label
laid down to inside front cover for ‘F.
Fitzmaurice Kelly’ of New York with
address. Hand written inscription in
ink to original front cover ‘Sep. 29th.
1902’. G/VG - cricket £80/120

603 ‘Union County Cricket Club Hand
Book Season 1904’. E.A. Leach. Club
handbook containing information on
American cricket, results for the
previous season, fixtures for the
forthcoming season, rules, records,
advertisements etc. Tipped in to
boards with the original covers
neatly laid down. Lacking original
title page. Tape reinforcement to
spine. Hand written inscription in ink
to inside front board, ‘C.I.S. Wallace.
October 1912. From J.N. Pentelow’.
Ex libris A.E. Winder. Padwick 4069.
Vertical fold to all pages, otherwise
in good condition - cricket £80/120

604 ‘Some Reminiscences of Cricket in
Philadelphia before 1861’. William
Roche Wister, Philadelphia 1904.
Rebound in green leather, original
paper wrappers retained. Owner’s
signature in ink to title page of A.J.
Gaston, the Sussex collector and
dealer. Library stamp of A.E. Winder
to inside board. Padwick 4089.
Minor wear to boards, minor
breaking to internal hinges, ink spot
to bookplate photograph of Wister,
otherwise the original publication in
good/ very good condition - cricket 

£150/250

Wister was an eminent figure in
American cricket. He records the
first evidence of cricket in America
in 1751, and 1831 is the first
recorded date of cricket in
Philadelphia. The first known match
scores are of Wister’s XI v Blight’s XI
in a junior match at the Union Club
in 1845

605 ‘Roll of Members and Constitution
of the Germantown Cricket Club.
J.B. Lippincott & Co, Philadelphia,
1867. Original handbook in mauve
cloth covers with gilt titles. Owner’s
signature in pencil to front end paper
of Robert R. Pease. Padwick 4092.
Some breaking to internal hinges,
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fading to covers, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £180/250

606 ‘The Merion Cricket Club. Founded
1865. Incorporated 1874’. Published
in Philadelphia, September 1894.
Original handbook in maroon cloth
comprising charter, lists of officers,
members, laws, rules, history etc.
Compliment slip of club secretary,
Edward S. Sayres tipped in to the
front endpaper. Label to inside front
cover ‘From the Library of W.G.
Grace. Sold by Bearne’s of Exeter
11th July 1996. Lot no. 71’ with
printed signature of Grace. Probably
a presentation copy given to Grace.
Padwick 4097. An excellent copy -
cricket £250/350

The Philadelphians toured England
in 1897 and played Gloucestershire
at the Ashley Down Ground, Bristol,
15th-17th August 1897, in which
W.G. Grace scored 113 and Gilbert
Jessop 101 for Gloucestershire

607 ‘Philadelphia Cricket Club 1894’.
Bound in blue boards with original
wrappers retained. Annual report
listing officers and members, and by-
laws of the Club. Bookplate of J.W.
Goldman to inside of the cloth cover.
Minor foxing, otherwise in good/
very good condition - cricket 

£100/150

608 ‘The American Cricket Annual’.
Edited by Jerome Flannery, New
York, 1890-1901. A rare and
complete set of all twelve volumes,
nine of which are in the original and
scarce publisher’s blue cloth. The
1890 in original soft cloth with gilt
titles, some wear to spine, front
endpaper detached. 1891 bound in
navy cloth, original paper wrappers
retained, signed in ink to front
endpaper by Flannery to C.W.
Alcock ‘with compliments’. 1892
bound in navy cloth, lacking original
wrappers. 1893 bound in navy cloth,
original wrappers retained. 1894 in
original navy cloth boards with title
to front cover. 1895, 1896 & 1897 in
original navy board with gilt title to
front covers, the 1897 issue being a
presentation copy from Flannery to
‘Mr Alfred H. Wright’, inscribed in
ink to front endpaper. From 1898
the publication was renamed ‘The
American Cricket Annual and Golf
Guide’. 1898 to 1901 issues in
original navy cloth with gilt titles to

front covers. The 1898 and 1899
issues are presentation copies from
Flannery to Wright. The 1900 issue
inscribed in pencil to inside front
cover ‘Received July 13, 1900 from
Jerome Flannery Esq., Editor etc’.
The nine copies in the original covers
each contain a small label to the
front endpaper or inside front cover,
with the initials ‘CCM’ (C. Charles
Morris), founder of the famous
cricket library in Philadelphia, in
Morris’ own hand. An excellent set
in very good original condition and
the majority in original covers -
cricket £4000/6000

A similar set with only three original
cloth covered issues, but including
the eleven issues of the follow-up
work, were sold at Christies in 2014
for £6000

609 ‘The Young Cricketer’s Tutor. A new
edition with an introduction by
Charles Whibley’. John Nyren.
London 1893. Rare large paper
limited edition, only one hundred
copies printed. Padwick 390. Page
edges untrimmed. Minor bumping
and wear to covers and spine,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£70/100

610 ‘The Jubilee Book of Cricket’. K.S.
Ranjitsinhji. Edinburgh 1897. Limited
de luxe edition of 350 copies signed
by Ranjitsinhji, this being number
151. Also signed with dedication in
ink to the half title page to G.
Hartley, by the publisher, William
Blackwood and dated 12th August
1897, with typed poem dedicated to
Hartley on label to inside front cover.
Hand made paper, edges
untrimmed. Original cloth boards, a
little soiled, wear to head and base
of spine, slight breaking to front
internal hinge otherwise in good
condition. A rare publisher’s presen-
tation copy - cricket £300/400

611 ‘Cricket Illustrated’. ‘Cowan’s
Practical Picture Books’ number 3.
By G.W. Beldam, Cowans & Gray
1908. The booklet contains sixty
photographs by Beldam of players in
action. Breaking to front hinge, loss
to one internal page, otherwise in
good condition - cricket £20/30

612 ‘Forty Seasons of First Class Cricket’.
R. Gordon Barlow. Manchester
1908. Original pictorial boards.

Presentation copy ‘With the
Author;s Compliments’ handwritten
to top of title page in Barlow’s hand.
Sold with an original advertising
leaflet for the book with handwritten
annotation, perhaps a corrected
proof of the leaflet?. G - cricket 

£70/100

613 ‘Routledge’s Handbook of Cricket’.
Edmund Routledge. 1872. Original
pictorial boards. Title page, ‘The
Broadway, Ludgate (only edition
with this particular address). Print
run 4,000. Wear to board
extremities, some breaking to
internal hinges and tape repair to
rear internal hinge otherwise in
generally good condition for its age 

£20/30

614 English Eleven tour to Philidelphia
1872. ‘International Cricket Fete.
Official Hand-Book for the
International Cricket Fete, at
Philidelphia, 1872’. Published by J.B.
Lippincott & Co. of Philadelphia.
September 1872. Woodcut on title
page. Sold with the companion
volume of ‘A Sequel to the Official
handbook, Official Report on the
International Cricket Fetes at
Philadelphia in 1869 and 1872... a
Full account of the Visit of the
English Gentlemen Cricketers’ etc by
R.A. Fitzgerald, Esq., Captain of the
Twelve. Published by J.B. Lippincott
& Co. of Philadelphia, 1873.
Fitzgerald’s account is of the 1869
match with Philadelphia, the only
report on that year’s match. Padwick
4085/4894. The two volumes
bound together in green boards,
original wrappers retained. Breaking
to internal hinge between the two
volumes, light wear and minor
chipping to covers, rounding to page
corners, otherwise in good
condition. Companion volumes,
scarce as a pair - cricket £400/600

615 ‘Haverford College Athletic Annual
1895-96’. ‘Published in the Interest
of Athletics by James A Babbitt,
instructor in Physical Training’.
Landscape format book in cream
cloth covers with gilt titles to front.
Pages 39-70 are devoted to cricket
and the frontispiece plate is of the
cricket team of 1896. Sections
include Haverford Cricket 1866-
1896; 1896 Fixtures, Cricket Prizes
1877-1895, Haverford Cricket
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Captains by J.A. Lester, First Eleven
Scores, Matches v Harvard etc. The
many illustrations include Haverford
Library, indoor nets and many
individual players including some
with first-class match experience for
Philadelphia in the USA or in the UK
on tour, including H.P. Baily, G.S.
Patterson, J.A. Lester, J.W. Muir and
J.H. Scattergood. Bookplate of A.E.
Winder. An additional, possibly
reproduction page, appears to have
been inserted between pages 70-71,
regarding an Intercollegiate Cricket
match between Haverford College
and University of Pennsylvania, 29th
May 1896. Book complete. Padwick
4081-1. Minor breaking to internal
hinges, some water damage and
staining to covers and spine,
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Ex Winder collection. Rare
- not seen previously by the
auctioneer - cricket £250/350

616 ‘The Centenary of the Marylebone
Cricket Club 1787-1887’. Compiled
by Henry Perkins 1887. A short
summary of the history of the club,
the names of those present at the
Centenary Dinner, and a resume of
the speeches delivered thereat.
Twenty seven page book, hardback
red covers with titles and page edges
in gilt. Includes copy of the original
Centenary Dinner menu, two
scorecards from the Centenary
matches etc. Printed by G.H.
Whittmann of London. Breaking to
internal hinges, odd stains and
fading to covers, otherwise G -
cricket £70/100

617 ‘Kissing The Rod. The Story of the
Tests 1934’. P.G.H. Fender. London
1934. Signed and dedicated in ink by
Fender to title page ‘Dennis Gregory,
April 1937, Percy G.H. Fender’.
Original dustwrapper showing some
signs of wear. G - cricket £50/70

618 The Turn of the Wheel. M.C.C. Team
in Australia 1928/29. P.G.H. Fender.
London 1929. Original dustwrapper
showing some signs of wear. Good
condition. Ex A.D. Taylor collection -
cricket £30/40

619 ‘My Cricketing Life’. P.F. Warner.
Privately printed 1958. Limited
edition of 200 copies, this being no.
28, nicely signed by the author.
Original decorative boards with gilt
titles and emblem, gilt to top edge.

Bump to back corner otherwise in
good /very good condition. Ex
Woodhouse collection - cricket 

£80/120

620 ‘England v. Australia. The Record of
a Memorable Tour’. P.F. Warner.
Mills & Boon 1912.  This is the large
paper limited edition of only 50
copies produced, this being no. 32,
nicely signed by the author. Original
decorative cream boards with titles
in gilt, gilt to top edge. Good /very
good condition. Ex Woodhouse
collection. Rare - cricket £250/350

621 ‘Early Cricket. A Description of the
first known Match.....’ by H.P.-T.
Percy Francis Thomas. C.H. Richards,
Nottingham 1923. 51pp. Original
wrappers.  Very minor rusting to
staples otherwise in good condition.
Ex Brodribb Collection and signed to
title page by him. ‘Cahn Collection’
handwritten to top border of front
wrapper - cricket  £60/90

622 ‘Old=Time Cricket. The Oldest Laws
of the Game......’ by H.P.-T. Percy
Francis Thomas. C.H. Richards,
Nottingham 1924. 80pp. Original
wrappers. Minor faults, with small
loss, to wrappers, some age toning
to wrappers otherwise in good
condition. Ex Brodribb Collection
and signed to title page by him.
‘Ford Collection’ handwritten to top
border of front wrapper - cricket 

£60/90

623 ‘Cricket’s Prime. History Before the
Days of Hambledon’ by H.P.-T. Percy
Francis Thomas. C.H. Richards,
Nottingham 1925. 52pp. Original
wrappers.  Minor age toning to
wrappers otherwise in good
condition. Ex Brodribb Collection
and signed to title page by him -
cricket £60/90

624 ‘More Old Cricket. Treating of the
Game in the Public Schools, on the
Stage........’ by H.P.-T. Percy Francis
Thomas. C.H. Richards, Nottingham
1927. 72pp. Original wrappers.
Some age toning to wrappers
otherwise in good condition. Ex
Brodribb Collection and signed to
title page by him - cricket £60/90

625 ‘Five Years’ Averages of our Leading
Cricketers’. Issues for 1924 (1919-
1923), 1925 (1920-1924) & 1926
(1921-1925). Printed and published
by Walter Jennm of Kentish Town.

Qty 3. Good condition - cricket 
£50/70

626 ‘The Autocrat of the Cricket Field
and The Old Crocks. Being a record
of the proceedings of the Rambling
Wandering C.C.’. Arthur Stephen
Gardiner. Original green boards with
gilt titles. London 1917. Photograph
plate detached but neatly taped in,
some foxing and browning
throughout book, breaking to front
internal hinges otherwise in good
condition. Ex Brodribb collection and
signed to front end paper by him -
cricket £20/30

627 ‘A History of Queensland Cricket’.
E.H. Hutcheon. Brisbane 1946.
Original mauve boards with titles in
gilt. Some ‘light fading’ around the
spine area. Sold with rare ‘Errata’
eight page booklet. Ex Woodhouse
collection £40/60

628 ‘Long Innings- The Autobiography’.
Sir Pelham Warner. London 1951.
Limited edition of 260, this being
number 206. Signed in ink by
Warner. G/VG £50/70                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

629 ‘The Two Maurices Again. M.C.C.
team South Africa 1930/31’. M.
Turnbull & M. Allom. London 1931.
With original dustwrapper, some
wear and staining with minor loss to
dustwrapper. G £40/60

630 ‘South Australian Cricket 1880 to
1930. A Jubilee Record’. C.B.
O’Reilly. Foreword by Clem Hill.
Adelaide 1930. Original wrappers.
Odd minor faults otherwise in
good/very good condition. Ex
Brodribb collection £40/60

631 Bat v Ball. The book of Individual
Cricket Records 1864-1900. J.H.
Lester. London 1900. Original
pictorial stiffened wrappers. Minor
wear to top border of front
otherwise in very good condition.
Sold with ‘Cricket Books- The 100
Best’. Charles J. Britton. Birmingham
1929. Ex Brodribb collection and
signed by him. Qty 2.  £30/50

632 ‘25 Years behind the Stumps’.
Herbert Strudwick. London 1926.
Signed to frontispiece photograph in
ink by Strudwick. Original
dustwrapper, a little worn with some
loss. Sold with ‘The Games the
Thing’. M.A. Noble. London 1926,
with original dustwrapper, some
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wear to extremities and small loss.
Qty 2 £40/60

633 ‘Green Shadows’. A.H. Kardar.
Karachi 1958. Original dustwrapper
with odd minor faults otherwise in
good/very good condition £30/40

634 ‘Cricket Without Challange’. Qamar
Ud Din Butt. Lahore 1955. Original
dustwrapper with odd minor tape
faults to corner otherwise in
good/very good condition. Ex
Woodhouse collection £30/40

635 ‘A Bibliography of Cricket’. E.W.
Padwick. London 1977. First Edition
with good dustwrapper. Only 750
copies were printed. Good/very
good condition £50/70

636 Don Bradman Flicker Book. No.1
‘On Drive and Off Drive’. Flicker
Productions Ltd, London, 1930.
Some wear to cover, otherwise in
good condition - cricket £50/60

637 ‘The Badminton Library of Sports
and Pastimes, Cricket. A New
Edition’. P.F. Warner, London 1920.
Original decorative cloth. Signed in
ink to the front end paper by
Warner. Minor wear and staining,
foxing to page edges, otherwise in
good condition - cricket £50/70

638 ‘Great Batsmen. Their Methods at a
Glance’. G.W. Beldam and C.B. Fry.
London 1905. 1st edition. Original
pictorial boards. Gilt to top edge.
Some wear and bumping to spine
and board extremities, odd tears to
internal pages otherwise in good
condition - cricket £50/70

639 ‘Forty Seasons of First Class Cricket’.
Richard Gorton Barlow. Manchester
1908. Original pictorial boards.
Padwick 7298. Minor light fading
and bumping to spine and covers,
some foxing to endpapers, otherwise
internally in very good condition -
cricket £40/60

640 ‘With Bat and Ball’. George Giffen.
London 1898. Original hardback
with decorative boards with gilt. Loss
to front endpaper, otherwise in good
condition. Sold with ‘Annals of the
Free Foresters 1856-1894’. W.K.R.
Bedford and W.E.W. Collins.
Edinburgh and London 1895 and
‘Cricket Memories’. A Country Vicar.
London 1930. Qty3. G - cricket 

£20/30

641 ‘Recollections and Reminiscences’.
Lord Hawke. London 1924. Second
Impression. Original decorative
covers with bright gilts. Minor wear
to covers otherwise in very good
condition. Sold with ‘For Yorkshire
and England’. Herbert Sutcliffe.
London 1935. Original dust jacket
with wear, tears and tape repairs.
Qty 2 - cricket £30/50

642 ‘Wickets and Goals. Stories of Play’.
J.A.H. Catton (Tityrus), London
1926. Minor ageing to boards and
foxing to page edges, otherwise in
good condition £20/30

643 ‘Long Innings- The Autobiography’.
Sir Pelham Warner. London 1951.
Signed limited edition of 260, this
being number 195. Signed in ink by
Warner to limitation page. Minor
ageing to spine otherwise in good/
very good condition - cricket £50/70                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

644 ‘Second Innings’. Neville Cardus.
London 1950. Signed and inscribed
in ink by Cardus and dated to front
end paper ‘May 1972’. Sold with
‘Cricket - the Silver Lining’. Cyril
Washbrook. Sportsguide
Publications, London 1950. Signed
in ink to front endpaper by
Washbrook. Both books with odd
nicks and fading to dustwrapper,
otherwise in good condition. Qty 2 -
cricket £30/50

645 ‘Autobiography’. Neville Cardus.
London 1947. Nicely signed in ink to
front endpaper by Cardus.
Dustwrapper with tape repairs. Sold
with two copies of ‘Australian
Summer, by Cardus, London 1937,
one copy with original dustwrapper
with some loss, the other lacking the
dustwrapper. Qty 3. G - cricket 

£30/40

646 ‘The Book of Cricket- A New Gallery
of Famous Players’. C.B. Fry. Editor.
London 1899. A complete set of
sixteen individual weekly issues.
Original pictorial wrappers.
Illustrated. Some wear to covers,
covers detached on issue XVI,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£40/60

647 ‘The Art of Cricket’. Don Bradman.
London 1958. ‘Autographed copy’
with original label laid down to front
end paper, signed by Bradman.
Some tears and repair to original
dustwrapper otherwise in good

condition - cricket £60/90

648 ‘Thomas Verity, Architect of Lord’s
Pavilion’. Irving Rosenwater. London
1998.Limited edition copy 61 of
seventy five copies produced, signed
by Rosenwater. VG - cricket £50/70

649 ‘Old Trafford’s Century’. By Neville
Cardus (1957). Published by the
Lancashire County Cricket Club
Library to commemorate the 150th
anniversary of the first match at Old
Trafford which took place on the
10th June 1857. Printed in a
numbered edition of 150, this being
number 25. G - cricket £20/30

650 ‘The Bradman Albums. Selections
from Sir Donald Bradman’s official
collection’. Don Bradman. Volume 1.
1925-1934, Volume 2. 1935-1949.
Chatswood (N.S.W.);  Rigby, 1987.
800pp. Deluxe Limited Edition of
500 copies, Volume 1 signed to
limitation page by Sir Donald
Bradman, this being copy number
105.  In two volumes, handsomely
bound in full calf and housed in a
green slip case decorated with the
1928/29 and 1948 Australian Test
blazer pocket badges (being the first
and last series in which Bradman
played), specially woven for this
production. The two volumes give a
detailed and profusely illustrated
account of Bradman’s great career.
Valuable for its liberal use of contem-
porary accounts from newspapers,
not easily sourced otherwise.  This
limited edition sold out quickly on
publication and only 40 copies were
sold in the UK. A scarce item.
Good/very good condition - cricket 

£250/350

651 ‘Chappelli’. Ian Chappell. Victoria
1976. Green leather covers with gilt
‘Centenary Test, Melbourne 1977’
emblem to front cover and gilt title
to spine. Limited edition no.
599/1500. Signed in ink to the
limitation page by Chappell. Very
good condition. Sold with ‘My
Cricketing Life’. Don Bradman.
London 1938. Original green cloth
board. Foxing and some staining to
internal pages, otherwise in good
condition. Qty 2 - cricket £30/50

652 J.W. McKenzie facsimile reprint
publications. Two books produced
by McKenzie, ‘Alletson’s Innings’.
John Arlott (published 1991), limited
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edition no. 147/250, signed to the
limitation page by Arlott, and
‘Curiosities of Cricket’ by An Old
Cricketer’ (1989). G/VG - cricket 

£30/50

653 ‘Jack Hobbs, Profile of a Master’.
John Arlott 1981. DW. Signed to
front end paper by Arlott. VG 

£20/30

654 Australian cricket books. ‘The Doug
Walters Story’ 1991 and ‘Shane
Warne. My Autobiography’ 2001.
Original hardbacks with
dustwrappers both signed by the
player. Sold with ‘Steve Waugh
Ashes Diary 2001’, softback with
Waugh’s signature laid down to title
page. Qty 3. G/VG - cricket £20/30

655 ‘The Lord’s Taverners Fifty Greatest’.
Heinemann-Quixote, 1983. Nicely
signed to the front endpaper by the
four contributing artists Ivan Rose,
Mike Francis, Roger Towers and Ron
Wooton, and to two player profile
pictures by Fred Trueman, Garry
Sobers (to biography page) and Ian
Botham. Some wear to dustwrapper,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/50

656 Herbert Sutcliffe and Jack Hobbs.
‘For England and Yorkshire’ Herbert
Sutcliffe, London 1935. Nicely
signed in ink to front endpaper by
Sutcliffe. Also ‘My Life Story’, Jack
Hobbs, London 1935. Signed in ink
to frontispiece photograph by
Hobbs. Qty 2. G - cricket £30/50

657 ‘M.C.C. 1787-1937’ reprinted from
‘The Times’ M.C.C. Number May
25th 1937. The Times Publishing
Company. London 1937. Original
decorative boards. Signed in pencil
to front endpaper ‘Francis E. Lacey,
June 28 1937’. Some wear and tears
to board extremities and spine,
otherwise in good condition. Sold
with ‘A Correct Account of all the
Cricket Matches which have been
played by the Marylebone Club and
all other Principal Matches from the
year 1786 to 1822 inclusive. Henry
Bentley 1823’. Published by Roger
Heavens. Cambridge 1997. Limited
edition facsimile reprint of 400
numbered copies, this being number
126. VG. Qty 2 - cricket £40/60

658 E.W. Swanton signed books. ‘West
Indian Adventure’, London 1954.
Signed to title page by Swanton.

‘Elusive Victory’, London 1951.
Signed by the author to the
dedication page in 1998. ‘Swanton
in Australia’, London 1975. Signed
to the title page. ‘Last Over’, London
1996. Signed to the title page in
1998. ‘As I Said at the Time’, London
1983. Signed to the title page by
Swanton in 1998. Qty 5. G - cricket 

£30/40

659 Yorkshire signed books. Seven
biographies of Yorkshire cricketers,
each signed by the author. Books
include ‘Fast Fury’, F.S. Trueman,
London 1961. Loss to original
dustwrapper. ‘Just My Story’, Len
Hutton, London 1956. Loss to
original dustwrapper. ‘A Yorkshire
Diary’, David Bairstow, London
1984. Good dustwrapper. ‘Cricket
Campaigns’, Norman Yardley,
London 1950. Some wear to
dustwrapper. G - cricket £30/50

660 Signed cricket biographies. Nine
biographies, each signed by the
featured player. Books include
‘Simmo’, Bob Simpson, Victoria
1979. ‘Largely Cricket’, Colin
Milburn, London 1968. Other
subjects include Alec and Eric Bedser,
Bill Edrich, Basil d’Oliveira, Godfrey
Evans etc. G - cricket £30/50

661 Kenneth Taylor. Yorkshire, Auckland
& England, 1953-1968. ‘Ken Taylor.
Drawn to Sport’. Stephen Chalke,
2006. Includes two colour prints of
drawings by Taylor laid down and
signed by the artist, and the author’s
signature on label laid down to title
page. Sold with an official benefit
brochure and a booklet of ‘Benefit
Matches’ for Taylor’s benefit year,
1968, a print of a colour drawing of
Dicke Bird, drawn by Taylor, signed
by both Bird and Taylor. Also an
original mono press photograph of
Taylor facing Charlie Griffith for
Yorkshire v West Indies, 1966. G/VG
- cricket £25/35

662 Nottinghamshire C.C.C. Handbooks
for 1949-1960, 1963 and 1964.
Good condition. Qty 14. Sold with
‘The Cricketers’ Who’s Who’.
Editions for 1999 to 2010 complete.
G/VG - cricket  £30/40

663 Yorkshire C.C.C. histories. Five
books covering the history of
Yorkshire cricket. Books include
‘History of Yorkshire County Cricket

1903-1923’, A.W. Pullin “Old
Ebor”, Leeds 1924. ‘History of
Yorkshire County Cricket 1924-
1949, J.M. Kilburn, Leeds 1950.
‘Yorkshire Cricketers 1839-1939’,
Peter Thomas, Manchester 1973,
with dustwrapper. G - cricket 

£30/40

664 Keith Crump Collection of Cricket
Memorabilia’ . Original hardback
catalogue for the auction held at
Donnington Priory Salerooms,
Dreweatt Neate and T. Vennett-
Smith, 26th September 2006. With
dustwrapper. VG. Sold with a further
auction catalogue for the ‘Library of
the late E.D.R. Edgar’ held at
Christies, 21st April 2005 - cricket 

£25/35

665 Edward Desmond Russell Eagar.
Gloucestershire, Oxford University &
Hampshire, 1935-1957. Original
auction catalogue for the ‘Library of
the late E.D.R. Edgar’ held at
Christies, 21st April 2005. VG -
cricket £15/25

Desmond Eagar was the father of
the well-known cricket photog-
rapher, Patrick Eagar

666 County cricket histories. Box
containing twenty three books,
Including ‘The Story of the Oval’,
Louis Palgrave, Birmingham 1949
with dustwrapper, ‘Surrey County
Cricket Club 1845-1945 Centenary’,
Croydon 1945. Other counties
featured include Lancashire,
Yorkshire, Middlesex, Hampshire,
Sussex, Durham etc. Generally good
condition - cricket £25/35

667 County handbooks. Box containing
fifty handbooks and annual reports
including Lancashire 1952,
Warwickshire 1958, 1962, 1964-
1969, 1971 -1973, Derbyshire 1964,
1969- 1973, Kent 1977- 1987,
Nottinghamshire 1967 and 1970,
the 1970 issue signed in ink to the
front cover by Brian Bolus etc. Odd
duplicates. Generally good condition
- cricket £30/40

668 Cricket annuals. Collection of ‘News
Chronicle’ annuals for 1948-1960
(Qty 13) and Playfair annuals for
1964, 1969, 1972- 1974, 1984,
1986-2007 and 2012 (Qty 29).
Generally good condition. Sold with
a pair of nicely made wooden
bookends in the form of miniature
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cricket stumps and bails, each with a
real used cricket ball mounted to
base, approx 5.5” high. G - cricket 

£25/35

669 Cricket tours and biographies.
Thirteen books mainly covering
cricket tours. ‘The Fight for the
Ashes in 1926’, P.F. Warner, London
1926. ‘The Fight for the Ashes in
1930’, P.F. Warner, London 1930.
‘The Fight for the Ashes 1932-3’,
J.B. Hobbs, London 1933. Also two
books on Don Bradman, ‘Farewell to
Cricket’ by Bradman, and ‘Brightly
Fades the Don’, J.H. Fingleton. Some
fading to covers, generally in good
condition - cricket £30/50

670 Don Bradman. ‘The Art of Bradman.
The Bradman Museum. A Collection
of Original Paintings and Drawings’.
Clinton and Mulvaney, Victoria
2003. Also ‘The Bradman Albums’
Don Bradman. London 1988.
Volumes 1 & 2 in slipcase. Sold with
a collection of fourteen cricket ties.
All in good/ very good condition -
cricket £30/40

671 ‘Frederick Lillywhite’s Cricket Scores
And Biographies’. Volumes I to IV.
Rebound in red boards. General
ageing and foxing to internal pages,
odd minor tears, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £50/70

672 ‘Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1855 to 1875’. Vol
V. London 1876. Original publisher’s
red cloth, gilt titles and emblem to
cover and spine. Titled ‘M.C.C.’ to
front board. Breaking to front
internal hinge, small nicks to spine,
some internal foxing, otherwise in
good condition - cricket £30/40

673 ‘Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1855 to 1875’. Vol
VI. London 1876. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt titles and
emblem to cover and spine. Titled
‘M.C.C.’ to front board. Small nicks
to spine, some internal foxing,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/40

674 ‘Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1855 to 1875’. Vol
VII. London 1877. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt titles and
emblem to cover and spine. Titled
‘M.C.C.’ to front board. Small nicks
to spine, hinges a little loose with
breaking to rear hinge, minor

internal foxing, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/40

675 ‘Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1855 to 1875’. Vol
VIII. London 1877. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt titles and
emblem to cover and spine. Titled
‘M.C.C.’ to front board. Tears to
head of spine, minor internal foxing,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/40

676 ‘Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1855 to 1875’. Vol
XI. London 1878. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt titles and
emblem to cover and spine. Titled
‘M.C.C.’ to front board. Tear to head
of spine, minor internal foxing,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/40

677 ‘Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies’ 1871 to 1873. Vol XII.
London 1879. Rebound in red
boards, original cloth and spine
covers retained with gilt titles and
emblem to cover and spine. Titled
‘M.C.C.’ to front board. Some wear
to boards, minor internal foxing,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£25/35

678 ‘Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies’ 1874-1876. Vol XIII.
London 1880. Rebound in red
boards, original cloth and spine
covers retained with gilt titles and
emblem to cover and spine. Titled
‘M.C.C.’ to front board. Wear and
ageing to original cloth, minor
internal foxing, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/40

679 ‘Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies’ 1877-1878. Vol XIV.
London 1895. Original publisher’s
red cloth, gilt titles and emblem to
cover and spine. Titled ‘M.C.C.’ to
front board. Includes ‘Index to all
First Class Matches in “Scores and
Biographies”, Vols. 1-XIV’, J.B.
Payne, Harrogate, 1903, laid down
to front end paper. Breaking to
internal hinges, crude tape repair to
front internal hinge, some wear and
tears to spine. Internally good. Fair
condition - cricket £40/60

680 ‘M.C.C. Cricket Scores & Biographies
Biographical Index’. Vol XV. London
1925. Original publisher’s red cloth,
gilt titles and emblem to cover and
spine. Minor foxing to end papers,

otherwise in good/ very good
condition - cricket £50/80

680a ‘Cricket in North Hants. Records and
Reminiscences’. Lt Colonel J. May
V.D. Basingstoke 1906. Original
boards with titles in gilt to front
centre. Minor wear to board
extremities otherwise in good
condition. Ex-Woodhouse collection 

£60/80

680b ‘A History of Winchester Cricket’.
Edmund H. Fellowes. Winchester
1930. Original boards with titles to
front centre. Good condition 

£15/25

CRICKET IN MUSIC & VERSE

681 ‘A Cricketer’s Song written by Daniel
H.C. Nelson, and sung at one of the
meetings of the East Surrey Cricket
Club, in the season of 1831’. Rare
and early small sixteen page book
containing twenty five verses and a
final page of notes. Printed by J.
Chappell of London. The poem
refers to fifteen club members,
beginning with the veteran Rich,
ending with the umpire Dick and the
author, Nelson. The sixth verse is
dedicated to Wanostrocht (‘Felix’),
‘a model for all, and the Pink of our
Club’. Hand printed annotation in
ink to front page, ‘Printed by the
Club with permission’ with the
signature of Mr C(?) Rich, the
subject of the second and third
verses. The booklet is contained in a
modern cloth slip case with the
bookplate of A.E. Winder to the
inside cover. Purchased by Winder
from the J.W. McKenzie catalogue
no. 19 of 1977. No other copies are
known - Minor faults and ageing,
otherwise in good condition for its
age - cricket £1800/2500

682 ‘Cricketing’s All The Rage. A New
Song’. c1800. Rare printed ballad
sheet comprising the lyrics to the
cricket song, and also for a political
song, ‘Fall, Tyrants, Fall!’. The cricket
song comprises five verses and refers
to ‘Durham City has been dull so
long... But now the rage of all the
throng, Is at cricketing to go’.
Previously in the collections of John
Arlott and Winder. G/VG - cricket 

£200/300

The first recorded cricket match
played in Durham was a match
between teams of the Duke of
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Cleveland and the Earl of
Northumberland, played at Raby
Castle in 1751. It is believed that
this match is the subject of the song
and quotes some lines from it.
Durham C.C. was founded in 1829

683 ‘The Cricketing Songs as Sung by the
Author, Mr Harry Sydney’. Published
by the author, ‘to be had of Fred.
Lillywhite, The Oval, Kensington,
Surrey’. Four page printed sheet
containing the lyrics for two songs
sung by Sydney, ‘Cricketers’ Dinner
Song’ at ‘The Surrey Club Dinner
(Bridge-House Hotel)’, 15th May
1862, and ‘The Cricketers’ A B C’ at
‘Weston’s Music Hall, Holborn, at
the Benefit to the Australian Eleven,
under the Patronage of the Surrey
Club’, 16th May 1862. Both songs
welcome the return of H.H.
Stephenson’s team from England’s
first tour to Australia, and all the
players are mentioned. Tipped in to
modern blue cloth with gilt titles to
spine. Padwick 6596-3. Previously
from the collection of A.E. Winder.
Horizontal and vertical folds to
original pages, otherwise in good
condition. Rare - cricket £250/300

Harry Sydney was a popular music-
hall entertainer, composing much of
his own material, and a reputed
favourite of Dickens and Thackeray

THE AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE
CRICKET TEAM 1919

684 ‘The Australian Imperial Force
Cricket Team [1919]’. Excellent
official photograph of the Australian
Imperial Force Cricket Team,
probably taken at Lord’s, seated and
standing in rows and wearing tour
blazers with rising sun emblems, the
official tour emblem. The
photograph mounted to official
photographers mount with title, in
gold, to lower border and to top left
hand corner the official emblem of
the touring team AIF rising sun, also
printed in gold. The photograph, by
Bassano Ltd of Old Bond Street,
London, signed in black ink to upper
and lower borders of the mount by
all fourteen players featured plus the
tour Manager, Howard Lacey.
Signatures are H. L. Collins, W. S.
Sterling, E. E. Pellew, W. A. Oldfield,
J. M. Taylor, C. B. Willis, W. L.
Trennery, S. G. Winning, C. T.
Docker, J. M. Gregory, E. A. Bull, J. T.

Murray, A. W. Lampard and E. J.
Long. Some fading to signatures
although all legible, some light wear
to mount. The photograph measures
10”x8”, overall 14.5”x11.75”. A
wonderful image and rare to see an
official signed photograph of A.I.F.
team - cricket £800/1200

When the First World War ended in
November 1918, thousands of
Australian servicemen were in
Europe as members of the First
Australian Imperial Force (AIF) and
many remained until the spring of
1919. In England, a new first-class
cricket season was planned, the first
since 1914, and an idea that came to
fruition was the formation of an
Australian touring side made up of
servicemen. The Australian Imperial
Force Touring XI was formed,
initially under the captaincy of pre-
war Test player Charlie Kelleway.
Kelleway departed after only six
matches following a dispute about
the fixtures list. A players’ meeting
elected future Test player Herbie
Collins as team captain for the
remainder of the tour, despite the
fact that Collins’ military rank was
lance corporal and there were seven
officers in the party. The bulk of the
team remained intact for nearly nine
months from May 1919, playing
thirty three matches in Great Britain,
ten in South Africa on their way
home and then another three in
Australia itself before disbanding in
February 1920, with only four
defeats, all of these in England. The
players lived on their army pay and
all profits from gate money went to
an AIF Sports Control Board

685 ‘The Australian Imperial Force
Cricket Team ‘2nd Eleven’ 1919’.
Official photograph of the Australian
Imperial Force 2nd Eleven Cricket
Team, seated and standing in rows
and wearing cricket attire. The
photograph mounted to official
photographers mount, signed in
pencil by the official photographer,
Bassano Ltd of Old Bond Street,
London, signed in ink to upper and
lower borders of the mount by
eleven of the players featured plus
the tour Manager, Howard Lacey.
Signatures include H. Heath, J.
McCarthy, A. J. Dougles, E. J.
Cameron, H. S. B. Love, C.
O’Connor etc. Some wear and

staining to image. The photograph
measures 10”x8”, overall
14.5”x11.75”. A rare image and
very rare to see an official signed
photograph of the little known A.I.F.
2nd XI team - cricket £400/600

The AIF Sports Control Board was
fully supported by the Australian
Board of (Cricket) Control which
appointed Major Gordon Campbell,
the former South Australia wicket-
keeper, as its representative in
meetings about a proposed AIF team
and tour. The Board of Control
retained control of the team and
awarded first-class status to most of
its matches but much of the
practical organisation, especially of
fixtures, was undertaken by Surrey
County Cricket Club and their
representative Howard Lacey
became the team manager. Lacey
had organised a charity match in
August 1918 between his own
invitation XI and an Australian XI.
The Sports Board began trials in
February 1919 and there was an
enthusiastic response from many
servicemen with first-class or grade
cricket experience. Despite the fact
that some of the players still carried
war injuries, the Sports Board was
able to form a strong team which
came to be billed as the Australian
Imperial Force Touring XI. Given the
large number of applicants, the AIF
formed a second eleven which
toured the minor cricket circuit in
England, playing against league
clubs, county club colts, public
schools and club teams. The second
eleven played 55 matches and lost
only eleven but few of its members
ever played more than first-grade
club cricket when they returned to
Australia.

686 ‘The Australian Imperial Force
Cricket Team 1919’. Small album
page very nicely signed in ink by
twelve members of the team.
Signatures are H.L. Collins, W.S.
Sterling, E.E. Pellew, W.A. Oldfield,
J.M. Taylor, C.B. Willis, W.L.
Trennery, S.G. Winning, C.T. Docker,
J.M. Gregory, J.T. Murray and A.W.
Lampard. The page measures approx
3.5”x4”. Smudge to the signature of
Oldfield otherwise in very good
condition £200/300
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687 ‘Dinner to the Australian Imperial
Force 1919 Cricket Team’ Original
four page menu for the end of tour
Dinner held at the Cafe Monico on
the 15th September 1919. The
Dinner was organised by Wisden to
celebrate the tour. The menu with
attractive printed image by Alick P.F.
Ritchie and titles to front cover, to
inside pages ‘Menu’ and ‘Toast List’
and to rear cover ‘Programme of
Music’. Lord Harris chaired the
Dinner and speakers included P.F.
Warner, F.S. Jackson, Sir Jeremiah
Colman, Lord Burnham etc. Vertical
fold otherwise in good condition. A
rare menu from this wartime tour -
cricket £200/300

Alexander ‘Alick’ P.F. Ritchie
produced many cartoons for Vanity
Fair, the Sketch, the Bystander and
many other magazines and journals.
Ritchie became well known for his
theatrical posters, and between the
wars he also produced posters for
the London Underground.

688 Jack Morrison Gregory. New South
Wales & Australia 1920-1929. Mono
real photograph postcard of
Gregory, half length, wearing cricket
attire. Nicely signed in blue ink by
Gregory. Postcard by Albert Wilkes &
Son of West Bromwich. Vertical
crease to card otherwise in good
condition - cricket £50/70

Gregory took 131 wickets on the
A.I.F. tour in 1919 at an average of
18.19

689 Australian Imperial Force Cricket
Team 1919. Four original press
photographs of members of the
1919 team. Photographs are Charles
Kelleway, Captain of the A.I.F. team
for the first six matches before
dropping out due to a disagreement,
Herbie Collins, Captain of  the A.I.F.
team after the first six matches, J.M.
Taylor and Bertie Oldfield. Each with
press stamps to back. The
photographs not taken at the time of
the tour, two marked 1925. The
photographs vary in size from 3.75”
to 5.5” to 4.75”x6.5”. Good
images. Sold with a further small
image of the team. G - cricket 

£50/70

690 William Stuart Stirling. South
Australia & A.I.F. 1908-1921.
Handwritten one page letter, dated

6th August 1934, to Mr Milne
regarding sending his autograph.
Adhesive marks to verso otherwise
in good condition - cricket £50/80

Stirling was a useful all-rounder for
A.I.F. in 1919

691 Hampden Stanley Bray Love, New
South Wales, A.I.F. & Australia
1919-1936   Handwritten one page
letter, dated 8th August 1934, to Mr
Milne regarding sending his
autograph and finishes the letter
with ‘I have had the pleasure of
visiting your country several times
after the ‘Great War’. Adhesive
marks to verso otherwise in good
condition. Sold with a mono image
of Love with Stan McCabe - cricket 

£50/80

692 The Australian Imperial Force Cricket
Team in South Africa 1919. Excellent
and unusual mono photograph of
members of the A.I.F. team sitting in
pairs in carriages with African natives
in between each carriage in full
ceremonial dress in a large and
ornate garden with large residence
to background. Some of the team in
military uniforms and some in suits.
The photograph signed to lower half
by all members of the team featured
plus the Manager E.J. Cameron and
W.A. Sewell, President of the Natal
Cricket Association. Signatures are
A.W. Lampard, W.L. Tremnery, W.S.
Stirling, C.E. Pellew, J.M. Gregory,
J.M. Taylor, E.A. Bull, H.L. Collins
(Capt), C.E. Winning, J.T. Murray,
E.J. Long, C.T. Docker, C.B. Willis
and W.A. Oldfield. Sixteen
signatures in total. The photograph
mounted and signed by the photog-
rapher, ‘The Bower Studi, Durban’.
Some light wear otherwise in good
condition, some wear and adhesive
marks to verso. The photograph
measures 10”x8”, overall
14.25”x11.75”. A wonderful image
and very rare to see a signed
photograph of the A.I.F. team in
South Africa in 1919 - cricket 
£600/800

The Australian Imperial Force
Cricket Team played ten matches in
South Africa in 1919 on their way
home from England to Australia
winning seven of the matches
played 

CRICKET PHOTOGRAPHS

693 John Dunlop Edwards. Victoria &
Australia 1880-1890. Excellent sepia
cabinet card photograph of Edwards,
three quarter length in cricket attire,
leaning on a stone post and holding
a cricket bat. Nicely signed to lower
mount of card ‘Yours truly, J.D.
Edwards’. The cabinet card
photograph by E. Hawkins of
Brighton. The card measures
4.25”x6.5”. Adhesive marks to
verso otherwise in good/very good
condition. A very rare and sought
after signed card of this early
Australia Test player - cricket 

£600/900

John Edwards toured England with
the Australian team on the 1888
tour of England, playing in three
Test matches, although he achieved
little on his only visit

694 Victor Thomas Trumper. New South
Wales & Australia 1894-1914.
Excellent sepia cabinet card
photograph of Trumper, full length,
wearing Australian cap and in
batting pose at the wicket. Nicely
signed to lower right hand corner of
image, ‘Yours truly, V. Trumper’,
slight smudge to the ‘T’ of Trumper.
The cabinet card photograph by
Bolland, Elthorne Studio, Hanwell,
West London, with full advert for
Bolland to verso. The card measures
4.25”x6.5”. Good condition. A very
rare and sought after signed cabinet
card of this iconic Australia Test
player - cricket £800/1200

Victor Trumper toured England with
the Australian team on the 1899,
1902, 1905 and 1909 tours of
England. Trumper was regarded by
many of his contemporaries as the
greatest of all Australian batsman.
His highest first class score was
300no v Sussex in 1899. He scored
almost 17000 runs at an average of
44.57. He died of Bright’s disease in
1915 aged 37 years

695 George Leach. Sussex 1903-1914.
Excellent mono cabinet card
photograph of Leach, full length,
wearing cricket attire, in batting pose
at the wicket. Nicely signed by Leach
to image ‘Yours truly, G. Leach’. The
cabinet card by Foster of Brighton
and measures 4.25”x6.5”.
Good/very good condition. Rare -
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cricket £250/350

George Leach played 225 matches
for Sussex. He was a useful all round
cricketer, a right hand batsman and
fast bowler. He scored 5,870 runs
with a highest score of 113 not out
and an average of 18.93 and took
413 wickets with a best
performance of eight for 48 

696 John Shuter. Kent, Surrey and
England 1874-1909. Bookplate
photograph of Shuter, three quarter
length, holding a cricket bat to his
side, titled ‘J. Shuter’, very nicely
signed in black ink to lower border
by Shuter. The bookplate
photograph taken from the ‘Jubilee
Book of Cricket’, Ranjitsinhji 1897.
Approx 5.25”x8.5”. A rare and early
Surrey and England players
signature. VG - cricket  £200/300

Shuter captained Surrey between
1880-1893 and was appointed
Secretary to the county club in
1919, unfortunately dying before he
had completed a year in office. He
first led Surrey to the County
Championship in 1887. They then
came first in 1888, tied with
Lancashire and Nottinghamshire in
1889, and won again in 1890, 1891
and 1892. Shuter was a batsman
and chiefly an off-side player. He
played one Test at The Oval in
August 1888 against the Australians
making 28 in England’s only innings

697 Samuel Moses James Woods,
Somerset, England & Australia 1886-
1910. Bookplate photograph of
Woods in batting pose titled ‘S.M.J.
Woods’ Pull-stroke’, very nicely
signed to lower border by Wood’s.
The bookplate photograph taken
from the ‘Jubilee Book of Cricket’,
Ranjitsinhji 1897. Approx
7.25”x10”. VG - cricket  £70/100

698 Donald George Bradman. New
South Wales, South Australia &
Australia 1927-1949. Original sepia
press photograph of Bradman,
wearing Australian cap, playing a
late cut with a fielder diving, and
failing, to stop the ball. Very nicely
dedicated and signed by Bradman
‘To Bert Sayer, with many thanks for
his kindness, Sincerely yours Don
Bradman. Mounted, framed and
glazed. The photograph measures
7.5”x9.5” and overall 11”x12.5”.

An excellent original image with
inscription. VG - cricket £100/150

699 Don Bradman. Original mono
photograph of Bradman seated next
to Bob Hawke, Australian Prime
Minister, at a dinner to honour
Bradman held at the Regent Hotel,
Sydney, 13th October 1989. Signed
in ink by Bob Hawke and his wife,
Hazel, and Don Bradman and his
wife Jesse. The photograph, laid to
trimmed card, measures 7”x5”. VG -
cricket £100/150

700 George Dawkes. Leicestershire,
Derbyshire & M.C.C. 1937-1961.
Original mono press photograph of
Dawkes in wicket keeping pose.
Nicely signed in ink by Dawkes.
Photograph by Kemsley Picture
Service, London, dated 6th May
1954. 7.5”x9”. Some creasing,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/50

701 Elias Henry ‘Patsy’ Hendren.
Middlesex & England, 1907-1937.
Excellent original mono press
photograph of Hendren, head and
shoulders, wearing M.C.C. cap and
blazer. Nicely signed in ink by
Hendren. Central Press Photos,
London. 6”x8”. Very small tear to
lower right corner, otherwise in
good/ very good condition - cricket 

£60/90

702 M.C.C. tour of Australia & New
Zealand 1946/47. Original mono
photograph of ten former cricketers,
standing in cricket attire in front of a
pavilion, possibly for a press match
played during the tour. Nicely signed
in ink by all ten players featured.
Signatures Vic Richardson, Clarrie
Grimmett, Vivian Jenkins, Arthur
Mailey, Bill O’Reilly, George
Duckworth, Brian Sellers, ???, Bill
Bowes and Jack Fingleton. 8”x6”.
VG - cricket £100/150

703 Herbert Sutcliffe. Yorkshire &
England, 1919-1945. Original
cabinet card style photograph of
Sutcliffe in batting pose. Signed in
ink to the photograph by Sutcliffe.
The photograph by ‘Sport & General
Press Agency’ of London measures
3.75”x5.75”. Laid to official photog-
rapher’s mount, framed and glazed,
overall 11”x9”. Minor fading to the
signature and silvering to
photograph extremities, otherwise

an excellent image in very good
condition - cricket £80/120

704 South Africa tour of England 1935.
Excellent sepia press photograph of
five members of the South African
team in, what appears to be, the
dressing room or pavilion at Trent
Bridge during the first Test match of
the 1935 season. The players are
Dudley Nourse, Bruce Mitchell, Ken
Viljoen, Herbert Wade and Cyril
Vincent. The photograph signed by
four of the five players in ink, lacking
Wade. All five are dressed in suits
and ties and Nourse with his coat
on!, sitting around a table. Viljoen,
Nourse and Vincent appear to
signing autographs or writing letters
and being watched by Wade and
Mitchell reading a newspaper. The
table and floors are strewn with bats
and cricket bags. Central Press
Photos Ltd. A wonderful, behind the
scenes image. Perhaps rain has rain
prevented play??. 9.5”x8” £80/120

705 M.C.C. tour of Australia and New
Zealand 1954/55. Official
photograph of the M.C.C. touring
team, standing and seated in rows,
to Australia and New Zealand
1954/55. The photograph laid down
to official card mount with title to
top and names of touring party to
lower border, with M.C.C. ribbon to
top left hand corner. Signed to the
borders by eighteen members of the
team including Hutton (Cpt),
Cowdrey, Statham, Loader, Bedser,
Simpson, Tyson, Appleyard, Andrew,
Graveney, Compton etc. Fading to
some signatures, the signature of
Wardle faded. The photograph, by
Allan Studios of Collingwood,
Australia. Framed and glazed
16”x12.25” - cricket £40/60

706 M.C.C. tour of South Africa
1964/65. Official photograph of the
M.C.C. touring team, standing and
seated in rows, to South Africa
1964/65. The photograph laid down
to official card mount with title to
top and names of touring party to
lower border. Signed to the lower
border by nineteen members of the
team including M.J.K. Smith (Cpt),
Parfitt, Brearley, Boycott, Hobbs,
Thomson, Cartwright, Barrington,
Dexter, Titmus, Parks etc. Fading to
signatures, although all legible. The
photograph, framed and glazed,
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measures 19”x15” overall - cricket 
£40/60

707 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1965/66.
Official mono photograph of the
M.C.C. team, standing and seated in
rows, wearing M.C.C. touring
blazers. The photograph laid down
to photographers mount. Players
include Cowdrey (Cpt), Smith,
Barrington, Murray, Larter, Parfitt,
Boycott, Edrich, Titmus etc. The
photograph, by Frank Boase of
Malvern, South Australia. Mounted,
framed and glazed overall
15.5”x135”. G £30/50

708 ‘F.R. Brown’s XI vs. Kenya XI Cricket
Match’ 1961. Scarce official mono
photograph of the two teams and
officials seated and standing in rows
wearing cricket attire, for the match
played at Sikh Union Ground,
Nairobi, 21st-23rd October 1961.
Players featured include F.R. Brown,
W.E. Alley, A.C.D. Ingleby-
MacKenzie, J.B. Mortimore, D.J.
Sheppard etc. Also featured is a
youthful Basharat ‘Basher’ Hassan
for Kenya, who played over 300
matches for Nottinghamshire 1966-
1985. The photograph by ‘The
Photo Studio, Nairobi’ measures
11.5”x8.5”, laid to official photog-
rapher’s mount with printed titles
and players’ names to borders.
Mounted, framed and glazed,
overall 18.5”14.5”. Excellent image.
VG - cricket £40/60

709 M.C.C. Tour to East Africa 1963.
Scarce official mono photograph for
the match between Kenya Kongonis
(Nairobi) v M.C.C., 23rd-24th
October 1963, of the two teams and
umpires seated and standing in rows
wearing cricket attire. M.C.C.
players featured include M.J.K.
Smith (captain), Willie Watson,
Micky Stewart, Peter Parfitt, Colin
Milburn, David Larter, John
Mortimore, Richard Langridge,
Robin Hobbs, Tom Cartwright etc.
The photograph by ‘The Photo
Studio, Nairobi’ measures
11.5”x9.25”, mounted in official
photographer’s mount with printed
titles, match scores and players’
names to borders. Mounted, framed
and glazed, overall 18.5”14.5”.
Rare. VG - cricket £40/60

M.C.C. won the match (not first
class) by eleven runs

710 ‘England v Australia at Old Trafford.
7th July 1977 - 4.41p.m’ 1961.
Large  original mono aerial
photograph of the Old Trafford
ground on the first day of the
Second ‘Ashes’ Test, the match in
progress with a large crowd in
attendance. The photograph
measures 16”x12”, laid to mount
with typed title to lower border.
Mounted, framed and glazed,
overall 19.5”15.75”. Good image. G
- cricket £30/40

England won the match by nine
wickets

711 Reading Collegiate School 1903 and
1912. Two official mono
photographs of the school teams.
Both photographs laid to original
photographer’s mount. The 1903
photograph by Ernest Jenkins,
Reading, measures 11”x8.25”,
overall 18”x14”. The 1912
photograph by H.W. Salmon,
Winchester measures 11.5”x9.25”,
overall 20”x15.5”. Both mounts
with printed titles to borders.
Damage to corner of the 1912
mount, the photographs in very
good condition - cricket £30/40

712 ‘Tate’s Benefit, 16th July, 1921.
Beckenham v. Blackheath’. Original
mono photograph of twenty four
players, umpires, and ‘E. Tate’ seated
in the centre. The players seated and
standing in rows in cricket attire and
blazers. Good county representation
including A.P. Day, R.N.R. Blaker, J.R.
Mason, H.E.W. Prest (Kent), B. G.
Melle (Hampshire, Western Province
& Transvaal), R. H. Bolton
(Hampshire), G. N. Foster
(Worcestershire & Kent), F. J.
Seabrook (Gloucestershire) etc.
Printed title and players’ names to
mount. No record of this match or
the beneficiary, Tate, can be found.
The photograph by Gordon Chase
Ltd of Bromley & Beckenham
measures 11.5”x7.5”, is laid to
photographer’s mount, overall
15”x11.5”. Minor surface scratches
to photograph, foxing and some
wear to mount, otherwise in good
condition. Nice image - cricket 

£20/30

713 Australia tour to England.
Coronation Tour 1953. Official
mono photograph of the Australian
touring team,, seating and standing

in rows in tour blazers. Photograph
laid down to official photographer’s
mount with title to top and players’
names printed to lower border.
Players include Hassett (Captain),
Morris, Harvey, K. Miller, Craig,
Benaud, Johnston, Lindwall,
Davidson, Langley etc. Slightly
fading inscription to top left hand
corner ‘Best Wishes, Lindsay
Hassett’. Publisher unknown. The
photograph measures 15”x12”.
Mounted, framed and glazed overall
21”x16”. Minor creasing to mount
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£70/100

714 England v South Africa, Headingley
1998. Original colour aerial
photograph of the Headingley
ground with a full crowd in
attendance during the fifth Test
Match played at Headingley, 6th-
10th August 1998. The photograph
measuring 14”x10” is laid to mount
and signed in pencil to the lower
border by the twelve members of
the England team. Signatures include
Stewart (captain), Atherton,
Hussain, Hick, Gough, Salisbury,
Ramprakash, Fraser, Flintoff etc.
Framed and glazed, overall
21.5”x17.5”. Some fading to
photograph, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/50

England won the match by 23 runs

715 Australia tour to England 1948.
Original mono press photograph of
the Australian team seated and
standing in rows in cricket attire.
Players featured include Bradman,
Hassett, Toshack, Johnson, McCool,
Tallon etc. Presumably a tour match,
location unknown. 8.5”x6.5”. A
nice image. Minor creasing,
otherwise in good/ very good
condition. A good image - cricket 
£70/100

716 Ken Kelly Warwickshire C.C.C.
photographs, 1950s. Seven original
mono press photographs, all taken
by Ken Kelly from his own collection,
each signed to the verso by Kelly, the
majority with Kelly’s own
annotations. Photographs include
Kelly’s famous photograph of Dick
Spooner stumping Viv Jackson of
Leicestershire in 1951 (Jackson’s feet
were behind the crease but both in
the air), Spooner in batting action for
Warwickshire v Worcestershire, 26th
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May 1951 (Spooner scored 122),
Tom Dollery completing 1000 runs in
the 1950 season, Eric Hollies taking
his 2000th first class wicket bowling
Dewes of Worcestershire, 12th May
1955 with press cutting laid down to
verso showing a reproduction of the
same photograph, etc. Also a copy
photograph of Percy Jeeves in
bowling action from Kelly’s
collection, originally taken at
Edgbaston in 1913. Various sizes. G -
cricket £40/60

In 1915 P.G. Wodehouse created the
character, Jeeves, of ‘Jeeves and
Wooster’ fame, named after Percy
Jeeves

Ken Kelly, renowned cricket photog-
rapher, was born in 1921 in Kirstall
Lane, Headingley, and served his
apprenticeship under Jack Slater of
the Yorkshire Evening Post. After the
War he worked for the Birmingham
Gazette & Despatch following
Warwickshire and England. He was
voted ‘Photographer of the Year’ in
1973 and in the 1990s was the
curator of the cricket museum at
Edgbaston. Kelly died in 2005

717 Ken Kelly exhibition photographs,
1950s/1970s. Mono original
photograph of Tom Dollery of
Warwickshire in batting action
during his innings of 185 v
Middlesex in 1950. Printed caption
laid down to lower border. 13”x11”.
Also eight original colour
photographs by Kelly. Photographs
include a portrait of Tiger Smith in
later years (the image was used for
the dustwrapper of Smith’s autobi-
ography published in 1981), Tony
Greig, Viv Richards, M.J.K. Smith,
Denis Amiss, Clive Lloyd etc.
9.75”x14.75”. All photographs are
exhibition mounted to boards. Qty
9. G/VG - cricket £30/50

718 Warwickshire C.C.C, 1940s/1960s.
Thirty four original mono
photographs of matches featuring
Warwickshire. All taken by Ken Kelly,
from his own collection, eight with
Kelly’s copyright stamp to verso,
date stamp, press details etc.
Photographs include Hassett and
Benaud walking off the pitch at
Edgbaston at the close of the drawn
match between Warwickshire v
Australians, 1953, the scoreboard
showing Australia’s total at 53-5,

Dick Spooner claiming his 500th
victim, etc. Other players featured
include Tom Dollery, Horner,
McDowall, Partridge, Mayer etc.
Odd duplicates. Also two reprint
photographs of W.G. Quaife in
1902, and Norman Kilner in 1930.
Various sizes. G/VG - cricket 

£50/80

719 Warwickshire C.C.C, 1940s/1960s.
Thirty two original mono
photographs of matches featuring
Warwickshire. All taken by Ken Kelly,
from his own collection, the majority
with Kelly’s copyright stamp or press
stamp to verso. Players featured
include Dollery, Horner, McDowall,
Partridge, Mayer etc. Also includes a
photograph of Abbott and Costello
at Edgbaston. Some duplicates.
Various sizes. G/VG - cricket 

£50/80

720 Warwickshire C.C.C, 1970s/1980s.
Forty eight original mono
photographs of matches featuring
Warwickshire. All taken by Ken Kelly,
from his own collection, some with
Kelly’s copyright stamp or press
stamp to verso. Players featured
include Willis, Old, Gifford,
Humpage, Murray, M.J.K. Smith etc.
Some duplicates. Various sizes.
G/VG - cricket £50/70

721 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1960s/1980s.
Six original mono press photographs
of Warwickshire teams taken at
Edgbaston, including one excellent
photograph from the 1960s with
Kelly’s copyright stamp to verso. All
taken by Ken Kelly, from his own
collection. No match details to
photographs. One duplicate. Approx
10“x8”. VG - cricket £50/70

722 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1970s/1980s.
Five original mono and one colour
press photographs of Warwickshire
teams taken at Edgbaston. All taken
by Ken Kelly, from his own
collection, one with Kelly’s copyright
stamp to verso. No match details to
photographs. One duplicate. Approx
10”x8”. VG - cricket £30/50

723 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1960s/1980s.
Forty eight original mono press
photographs of matches featuring
Warwickshire. All taken by Ken Kelly,
from his own collection, about half
with Kelly’s copyright stamp to
verso, date stamp, press details etc.

Odd duplicates. Various sizes, some
larger format. VG - cricket £50/70

724 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1970s/1980s.
Thirty original mono press
photographs of county players,
many in action pose, etc. Players
include Amiss, McVicker, Morton,
McMillan, Munton, Jameson,
Hemmings etc. All taken by Ken
Kelly, from his own collection, the
majority with Kelly’s copyright stamp
to verso, date stamp, press details
etc. Odd duplicates. Various sizes.
Sold with a selection of eleven team
photographs of Warwickshire Colts
for the period. VG - cricket £30/50

725 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1950s/1980s.
Twenty eight original mono press
photographs of county players,
many in action pose, etc. Players
include McVicker, Rouse, Reeve,
Murray, Merrick, Moles, Jameson,
Ord, Kanhai, Kallicharan etc. All
taken by Ken Kelly, from his own
collection, the majority with Kelly’s
copyright stamp to verso, date
stamp, press details etc. Odd
duplicates. Various sizes. VG - cricket

£30/50

726 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1970s/1980s.
Approximately one hundred mono
press and copy photographs of
Warwickshire players in action,
including odd earlier photographs of
Eric Hollies and Tom Dollery. Other
Warwickshire players featured
include Willis, Amiss, Humpage,
Small, Kallicharan, Smith etc. Ex Ken
Kelly collection, some with Kelly’s
copyright stamp to verso, no press
annotations. Various sizes, the
majority 10”x8”. Some duplication.
VG - cricket £50/80

727 Western and Southern Counties.
1970s/1980s. Selection of original
mono press photographs of county
players, many in action pose, etc.
Counties featured are
Gloucestershire (Qty 12), Surrey (3),
Glamorgan (6), Somerset (2),
Middlesex (5), Kent (8), Sussex (5),
Essex (5), and Hampshire (4). Players
include Zaheer Abbas, Proctor,
Knight, Arnold, Pocock, Shepherd,
Majid Khan, A. Jones, Lewis,
Kitchen, Rose, Radley, Price,
Marriott, Luckhurst, Woolmer,
Knott, Underwood, Jarvis, Greig,
Snow, Morley, Gooch, Lever,
McEwan, Jesty, Richards etc. All
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taken by Ken Kelly, from his own
collection, the majority with Kelly’s
copyright stamp to verso, date
stamp, press details etc. Odd
duplicates. Various sizes. VG - cricket

£30/50

728 Midlands and Northern Counties.
1970s/1980s. Selection of original
mono press photographs of county
players, many in action pose, etc.
Counties featured are
Worcestershire (Qty 15), Yorkshire
(5), Lancashire (9),
Northamptonshire (11),
Nottinghamshire (5), Leicestershire
(3), and Derbyshire (8). Players
include Hick, Randall, Rice, Love,
David Lloyd, Shuttleworth, C. Lloyd,
Lamb, Ward, J. Wright, Willis, All
taken by Ken Kelly, from his own
collection, the majority with Kelly’s
copyright stamp to verso, date
stamp, press details etc. Odd
duplicates. Various sizes. VG - cricket

£30/50

729 Worcestershire C.C.C. 1970s/1980s.
Eleven original mono press
photographs of Worcestershire
teams. All taken by Ken Kelly, from
his own collection. No stamps or
details to verso. Some duplication.
Approx. 8”x6”. VG - cricket 

£30/40

730 England cricket team photographs,
1970s/1980s. Six original mono
press photographs of England teams
taken at various grounds, all taken
by Ken Kelly, from his own
collection, two with Kelly’s copyright
stamp to verso. One duplicate. No
match details to photographs. All
approx 10”x8”. VG - cricket 

£30/40

731 England cricket team photographs,
1970s/1980s. Seven original mono
press photographs of England teams
taken at various grounds, all taken
by Ken Kelly, from his own
collection, three with Kelly’s
copyright stamp to verso. No match
details to photographs. All approx
10”x8”. VG - cricket £30/40

732 England cricket team photographs,
1960s/1980s. Good selection of
forty eight original mono press
photographs of England Test
matches, teams, players practising,
gym training, presentations to the
Queen, press conference etc. Players

features include Trueman, Cowdrey,
Greig, Brearley, Boycott, Botham,
Gower, Hayes, Knott, Taylor, Willey
etc all taken by Ken Kelly, from his
own collection, several with Kelly’s
copyright stamp to verso and the
odd photograph with annotated
details to verso. Odd duplicates,
various sizes, some larger format. VG
- cricket £50/80

733 England v Australia ‘Ashes’
photographs 1970s/1980s. Thirty
nine mono press and copy
photographs of Ashes matches in
progress. Players featured include
Botham, Brearley, Gooch, Gatting,
Gower, Knott, Boycott, Taylor, Willis,
Hughes, Lillee, Lawson, Marsh,
Border, G. Chappell, Alderman etc.
Ex Ken Kelly collection, some with
Kelly’s copyright stamp to verso, no
press annotations. Various sizes, the
majority 10”x8”. Odd duplicates.
VG - cricket £60/90

734 England v New Zealand
photographs 1970s/1980s. Thirty
eight mono press and copy
photographs of matches in progress.
Players featured include Lamb,
Gatting, Botham, Gower, Downton,
Hadlee, Bracewell, Coney, Cairns
etc. Ex Ken Kelly collection, one with
Kelly’s copyright stamp to verso, no
press annotations. Various sizes, the
majority 10”x8”. Odd duplicates.
VG - cricket £40/60

735 England v India and Pakistan
1970s/1980s. Thirty eight mono
press and copy photographs of
matches in progress. Players
featured include Hendrick, Tavare,
Taylor, Brearley, Botham, Knott,
Gower, Gooch, Dilley, Kapil Dev,
Bishen Bedi, Engineer, Zaheer Abbas,
Imran Khan, Wasim Raja, etc. Ex Ken
Kelly collection, two with Kelly’s
copyright stamp to verso, no press
annotations. Various sizes. Odd
duplicates. VG - cricket £50/70

736 England v West Indies 1970s/1980s.
Seventeen original mono
photographs of match action taken
by Ken Kelly, from his own
collection, three with Kelly’s
copyright stamp to verso. Players
featured include Botham, Bairstow,
Lamb, Gower, Downton, Lloyd,
Richards, Murray, Garner etc.
Various sizes. G/VG - cricket 

£40/60

737 England v New Zealand
1970s/1980s. Twenty seven original
mono photographs of match action
taken by Ken Kelly, from his own
collection, three with Kelly’s
copyright stamp to verso. Players
featured include Gatting, Knott,
Fletcher, Taylor, Botham, Willis,
Hadlee, M. Crowe. Cairns, Coney
etc. Various sizes. Some duplication.
G/VG - cricket £40/60

738 England v India and Pakistan
1970s/1980s. Fifty one original
mono photographs of match action
taken by Ken Kelly, from his own
collection, seventeen with Kelly’s
copyright stamp to verso. Players
featured include Greig, Illingworth,
D. Lloyd, Botham, Pringle, Gower,
Hendrick, Kapil Dev, Gavaskar,
Engineer, Vengsarkar, Bishen Bedi,
Javed Miandad, Wasim Bari,
Intikhab Alam, Imran Khan etc.
Various sizes. G/VG - cricket 

£50/70

739 England v Australia 1970s/1980s.
Thirty one original mono
photographs of match action taken
by Ken Kelly, from his own
collection, three with Kelly’s
copyright stamp to verso. Players
featured include Brearley, Fletcher,
Greig, Knott, Gooch, Gatting,
Gower, Botham, Hendrick, G.
Chappell, Border, Marsh, Hughes,
Walters etc. Odd duplicate. Various
sizes. G/VG - cricket £50/70

740 Pakistan cricket photographs,
1970s/1980s. Six original mono and
one colour press photographs of
Pakistan teams taken at various
grounds, all taken by Ken Kelly, from
his own collection, two with Kelly’s
copyright stamp to verso. No match
details to photographs. Various sizes.
VG - cricket £50/70

741 Sri Lanka cricket photographs,
1980s. Eleven original mono press
photographs of Sri Lanka players in
batting action, all taken by Ken Kelly,
from his own collection, the majority
with Kelly’s copyright stamp, press
notes etc to verso. Various sizes. VG
- cricket £25/35

742 West Indies cricket photographs,
1970s/1980s. Twenty four original
mono press photographs of West
Indies teams and players in action, all
taken by Ken Kelly, from his own
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collection, the majority with Kelly’s
copyright stamp, press notes etc to
verso. Various sizes. Some
duplication of team photographs.
VG - cricket £40/60

743 West Indies 1970s/1980s. Fifty three
mono press and copy photographs
of West Indies v England matches.
Players featured include Lloyd,
Murray, Garner, Greenidge,
Richards, Haynes etc. Ex Ken Kelly
collection, some with Kelly’s
copyright stamp to verso, no press
annotations. Various sizes, the
majority 10”x8”. Odd duplicates.
VG - cricket £50/80

744 Australia v West Indies 1975/76.
Thirteen original mono photographs
of matches in Australia taken by Ken
Kelly, from his own collection, four
with Kelly’s copyright stamp to
verso. Players featured include
Rodney Marsh, Jeff Thomson, Ian
Redpath, Viv Richards, Clive Lloyd,
Julian, Chappell etc. Approx. 8”x6”.
G/VG - cricket £50/70

745 Australian cricket photographs,
1960s/1980s. Thirty seven original
mono press photographs of
Australian players in action, all taken
by Ken Kelly, from his own
collection, the majority with Kelly’s
copyright stamp, press notes etc to
verso. Various sizes. VG - cricket 

£50/80

746 Indian cricket photographs,
1970s/1980s. Fourteen original
mono press photographs of Indian
players in action, all taken by Ken
Kelly, from his own collection, the
majority with Kelly’s copyright
stamp, press notes etc to verso.
Various sizes. VG - cricket £50/70

747 Pakistan cricket photographs,
1970s/1980s. Twenty six original
mono press photographs of Pakistan
players in action, all taken by Ken
Kelly, from his own collection, the
majority with Kelly’s copyright stamp
and press notes to verso. Various
sizes. VG - cricket £50/70

748 I.C.C. Trophy 1982 and World Cup
1983 cricket photographs,
1970s/1980s. Collection of eighty
original mono press photographs of
teams. Countries represented
include Zimbabwe, Sri Lanka,
Canada, West Africa, Kenya, Papua
New Guinea, Fiji etc. All taken by

Ken Kelly, from his own collection.
Also includes a selection of represen-
tative teams, some international.
Some photographs with Kelly’s
copyright stamp to verso. Various
sizes. VG - cricket £40/60

749 Cricket photographs 1970s/1980s.
A good selection of over one
hundred original mono photographs
of Test Matches, touring matches,
I.C.C. Trophy 1982, 1983 World
Cup etc. All photographs taken by
Ken Kelly, from his own collection,
some with Kelly’s copyright stamp to
verso. Odd duplication. Various
sizes. G/VG - cricket £50/80

750 Cricket photographs 1970s/1990s.
A good selection of over twelve
colour and fifty four original mono
photographs of Test Matches,
touring matches, I.C.C. Trophy
1982, 1983 World Cup, Australia v
South Africa World Cup final 1999
etc. All photographs from Ken Kelly,
from his own collection, some with
Kelly’s copyright stamp to verso.
Odd duplication. Various sizes.
G/VG - cricket £50/80

751 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1970s/1980s.
Twelve original mono press
photographs of Warwickshire teams
taken at Edgbaston, all taken by Ken
Kelly, from his own collection, some
with Kelly’s copyright stamp to
verso. Various sizes. Various sizes.
VG - cricket £40/60

752 England v Australia ‘Ashes’
photographs, 1960s-1980s. Over
sixty original mono press
photographs of Ashes matches taken
at various grounds, mainly action
photographs, all taken by Ken Kelly,
from his own collection, some with
Kelly’s copyright stamp to verso.
Players featured include Deness,
Gooch, Gatting, Edrich, Fletcher,
Willis, Taylor, Brearley, Boycott,
Gower, Snow, Simpson, Marsh,
Thomson, Lillee, I. Chappell, G.
Chappell, K. Hughes etc. Also
includes a photograph of Keith
Miller and Len Hutton in golfing
attire in the late 1960s, the England
team being presented to the Queen,
and a selection of a streaker at
Edgbaston being pursued and
caught by Rodney Marsh. Various
sizes. Odd duplicates. G/VG - cricket

£120/150

753 Australia 1960s. Seven mono
postcard size photographs of Ian
Redpath, Ken Mackay, John
Rutherford, Jack Wilson, Gavin
Stevens, Tom Veivers and Lindsay
Kline. Each signed by the player
featured in later years. No press
stamps to verso. G - cricket £30/50

754 Australia 1950s/1960s. Five mono
postcard size press photographs of
Graham McKenzie, Barry Shepherd,
Colin Guest, Neil Hawke and Alan
Connolly. Each signed by the player
featured possibly in later years. Press
stamps to verso on all photographs.
G - cricket £30/50

755 Australia 1950s/1960s. Five mono
postcard size press photographs of
Norman O’Neill, Gordon Rorcke,
Barry Jarman, Frank Misson and Bill
Lawry. Each signed by the player
featured. Press stamps to verso on all
photographs. G - cricket £40/60

756 Australia 1970s/1980s. Eight mono
postcard size press photographs by
Patrick Eagar of Kevin Wright, Peter
Sleep, Trevor Chappell, Greg Ritchie,
Kepler Wessels, Carl Rackemann,
Tom Hogan and Wayne Phillips.
Each signed by the player featured.
Patrick Eagar stamps to verso on all
photographs. G - cricket £40/60

757 Australia 1970s/1980s. Six mono
postcard size press photographs of
Gary Gilmore, Jeff Thomson, Alan
Hurst, Geoff Dymock, Alan Turner
and Gary Cozier. Each signed by the
player featured. Press stamps to
verso on all photographs. G - cricket 

£30/50

758 Australia 1970s. Five mono postcard
size press photographs of David
Hookes, Graham Yallop, Richie
Robinson, Ray Bright and Bob
Massie. Each signed by the player
featured. Press agency stamps to
verso on all photographs. G - cricket 

£30/40

759 Australia 1970s/1980s. Ten mono
postcard size press photographs of
Rodney Hogg, Phil Carlson, Allan
Border, Andrew Hilditch, Dav
Whatmore, Jeff Moss, Bruce Laird,
Mike Whitney, Julien Wiener and
Graeme Beard. Each signed by the
player featured. Press agency stamps
to verso on all photographs. Sold
with another five signed mono
photographs of Geoff Lawson, Terry
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Alderman, Martin Kent, Dirk
Welham and Kim Hughes, without
press stamps. Qty 15. G - cricket 

£50/70

760 Australia 1950s/1960s. Five mono
postcard size press photographs of
Keith Stackpole, Peter Allan, Brian
Taber, Peter Philpott and Doug
Walters. Each signed by the player
featured. Press stamps to verso on all
photographs. G - cricket £40/60

761 West Indies 1960s/1970s. Three
mono postcard size press
photographs of Garry Sobers, Rohan
Kanhai and Conrad Hunte. Each
signed by the player featured in later
years. Press stamps to verso on all
photographs. G - cricket £30/50

762 West Indies 1960s/1970s. Three
mono postcard size press
photographs of Lance Gibbs, Wes
Hall and Charlie Griffith. Each signed
by the player featured in later years.
Press stamps to verso on all
photographs. G - cricket £30/50

763 West Indies 1980s/1990s. Three
mono postcard size press
photographs by Patrick Eagar of
Jeffrey Dujon, Carlisle Best and
Courtney Walsh. Each signed by the
player featured. Patrick Eagar stamps
to verso on all photographs. G -
cricket £30/50

764 West Indies 1980s/1990s. Three
mono postcard size press
photographs by Patrick Eagar of
Curtley Ambrose, Jimmy Adams and
Carl Hooper. Each signed by the
player featured. Patrick Eagar stamps
to verso on all photographs. G -
cricket £30/50

765 West Indies 1980s/1990s. Four
mono postcard size press
photographs, two by Patrick Eagar
of Norbert Phillip and Gus Logie,
both with Patrick Eagar stamps to
verso. Also Collis King and Andy
Roberts with press agency stamps to
verso. Each photograph signed by
the player featured. G - cricket 

£30/50

766 South Africa 1960s/1970s. Four
mono postcard size press
photographs of Jimmy Pothecary,
Atholl McKinnon, Eddie Barlow and
Colin Bland with press agency
stamps to verso. Each photograph
signed by the player featured in later

years. G - cricket £30/50

767 South Africa 1920s/1930s. Three
mono postcard size press
photographs of Tuppy Owen-Smith,
Denis Thomlinson and Herby Wade
with press agency stamps to verso.
Also one smaller mono photograph
of Bob Newson with no stamp to
verso. Each photograph signed by
the player featured in later years.
Qty 4. G - cricket £30/50

768 South Africa 1920s/1930s. Three
mono postcard size press
photographs of Jack Siedle, Sandy
Bell and Eric Dalton with press
agency stamps to verso. Also one
mono photograph of Bruce Mitchell
with no press stamp to verso. Each
photograph signed by the player
featured in later years. Qty 4. G -
cricket £30/50

769 South Africa 1960s/1970s. Five
mono postcard size press
photographs of Barry Richards,
Richard Dumbrill, Harry Bromfield,
Tiger Lance and John Traicos with
press agency or Kelly stamps to
verso. The Richards photograph by
Patrick Eagar. Each photograph
signed by the player featured in later
years. G - cricket £30/50

770 South Africa 1960s/1970s. Four
mono postcard size press
photographs of Jackie Botten, Ali
Bacher, Graeme Pollock and Mike
Proctor with press agency stamps to
verso. Each photograph signed by
the player featured in later years.
Also a sepia copy photograph of Joe
Partridge with an ink signature of
Partridge laid down to slightly larger
card. No press stamp to photograph.
Qty 5. G - cricket £30/40

771 South Africa 1930s/1940s. Five
mono postcard size photographs of
Norman Gordon, Robert Harvey,
Ronnie Grieveson, Ossie Dawson
and Tony Harris. Each photograph
signed by the player featured in later
years. No press stamps to
photographs. G - cricket £30/50

772 South Africa 1940s/1950s. Five
mono postcard size photographs of
Johnny Lindsay, Ian Smith, Lindsay
Tuckett, Dennis Dyer and Jack
Plimsoll. Each photograph signed by
the player featured in later years.
Two with press stamps, the other
three without. G - cricket £30/50

773 South Africa 1940s/1950s. Five
mono postcard size photographs of
Martin Hanley, Denis Begbie, Fish
Markham, Jack Nel and John
Watkins. Each photograph signed by
the player featured in later years. No
press stamps to photographs. G -
cricket £30/50

774 South Africa 1950s. Five mono
postcard size photographs of
Michael Melle, Paul Winslow, Ken
Funston, Anton Murray and Ronald
Draper. Each photograph signed by
the player featured in later years. No
press stamps to photographs. G -
cricket £30/50

775 South Africa 1950s. One mono
postcard size press photograph of
Tony Pithey with press stamp to
verso. Also four mono postcard size
photographs of Eddie Fuller, David
Ironside, Dick Westcott and Scotch
Taylor with no press stamps to
photographs. All five photographs
signed by the player featured in later
years. G - cricket £30/50

776 South Africa 1950s/1960s. Six mono
postcard size press photographs of
Chris Duckworth, Christopher
Burger, Peter Carlstein, Geoff Griffin,
Sid O’Linn and Kim Elgie. Each
photograph signed by the player
featured in later years. No press
stamps to photographs. G - cricket 

£30/50

777 South Africa 1960s. Five mono
postcard size press photographs of
Sydney Burke, Kenneth Walter,
Godfrey ‘Goofy’ Lawrence, Buster
Farrer and Denis Lindsay. Each
photograph signed by the player
featured in later years. No press
stamps to photographs. G - cricket 

£30/50

778 M.C.C. tour to Australia 1946/47.
Large red photograph album
containing approximately fifty mono
and sepia mainly reproduction
postcard size photographs etc. of the
full England touring party and all the
Australians who played in the series.
The photographs are either signed
by the player featured or with
signature on paper piece laid to card.
Images include real photograph
postcards of Lindsay Hassett
published by Playfair Books, an
excellent real photograph postcard
of James Langridge by Deane, Wiles
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& Millar of Brighton, a Brylcream
advertising postcard of Denis
Compton, an excellent original press
photograph of Wally Hammond
playing a cover drive, another of Bill
Edrich, and a bookplate photograph
of Doug Wright, all nicely signed by
the featured player. Other signatures
include umpires Scott and Borwick,
Bradman, Barnes, Freer, Hamence,
Harvey, Johnson, Lindwall, Tallon,
Evans, Fishlock, Hutton, Ikin, Voce,
Yardley, A. Bedser etc. Some
signatures obtained in later years.
The album also contains an official
signed M.C.C. Christmas card for
the tour (Doug Wright) and other
copy photographs of the teams and
tour activities. Nicely presented
album. VG  - cricket £140/180

779 Australia tour to England 1953.
Large blue photograph album
containing approximately forty
mono and colour mainly
reproduction postcard size
photographs etc. of the full
Australian touring party and all the
England players who played in the
series. The photographs are either
signed by the player featured or with
signature on paper piece laid to card.
Images include a mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
Denis Compton, excellent real
photograph postcards of Godfrey
Evans (Valentine & Sons) and Jim
Laker (F.C. Dick, Oval Bookstall), a
TCCB colour postcard of Tom
Graveney, and original mono press
photographs of Bill Edrich, Don
Kenyon, Brian Statham and Roy
Tattersall, all signed by the featured
player. Other signatures include
Hutton, A. Bedser, Lock, May,
Trueman, Wardle, Hassett, Archer,
Craig, de Courcy, Harvey, Johnston,
Hole, Langley, Lindwall, Miller etc.
Some signatures obtained in later
years. The album also contains an
official Australian autograph sheet
nicely signed by all seventeen
members of the 1953 touring party,
and other copy photographs of the
1953 teams and tour activities.
Nicely presented album. VG  -
cricket £100/150

780 Australia tour to England 1981.
Large blue photograph album
containing a rare complete set of
sixteen official signed mono ‘Cornhill
Insurance Test Series’ postcards of

the original Australian touring party.
Signed postcards include Hughes
(captain), Alderman, Border, Bright,
Hogg, Lawson, Lillee, Marsh etc.
Also an official ‘Australia Cricket
Team U.K. and Sri Lanka 1981’
autograph sheet fully signed by the
touring party including Mike
Whitney who was added to the
squad for the last two Test matches.
The album also includes official
colour and mono ‘Cornhill Insurance’
postcards and original mono press
photographs of all twenty players
who represented England in the
series, each signed by the featured
player. Signed England postcards
include Brearley, Botham, Boycott,
Dilley, Gatting, Gooch, Gower,
Knott, Willis, Woolmer etc. Nicely
presented album. VG - cricket 

£200/300

The 1981 Test Series was,
remembered for Ian Botham
resigning the captaincy after the
second Test, England having lost the
first and drawn the second, Brearley
being reappointed, and for the
‘famous’ third Test match, at
Headingley, Ian Botham and Bob
Willis’s match. England followed on
227 runs behind and were soon
135-7 in their second innings.
Botham and Graham Dilley then put
together a stand of 117. Botham
finished up with 149no and Dilley
56. Australia needed 130 to win.
Australia at 56-2 seemed favourites
to win the game, however Willis
with 8-43 won the game for England
by 18 runs. England won the series
3-1

781 Australia tours to England 1948-
1960s. A good selection of original
mono press photographs including
Australian players at dinner, possibly
at the Ritz, Keith Miller with Lindsay
Hassett, Hassett in batting action,
Hassett waving from the balcony of
the ship at Tilbury, Richie Benaud
presenting Neil Harvey and Colin
McDonald to H.M. The Queen at
Lord’s in 1961 etc. Various sizes,
some damage to the photographs.
Also an official colour photograph
for the Centenary Test Match.
England v Australia 1980 of the
England and Australia players, past
and present, seated and standing in
rows at Lord’s, 28th August-2nd
September 1980. Hand written

inscription to photograph ‘Happy
Birthday Frank, Judy & Bill,
7/9/1980’. Framed and glazed
overall 12.5”x10.5”. Also an official
‘N.S.W. Cricket Association’ match
ticket for England v Australia (3rd
Test), Sydney Cricket Ground, 12th
January 1966. Some wear, good -
cricket £40/60

782 Early cricket photograph. Small early
sepia photograph of a batsman
stood at the wicket, wearing early
disk like batting glove to one hand.
Mounted in period velvet covered
frame with ornate floral gold metal
decoration to top border and
corners. Overall 6.25”x4.24”.
Unusual £25/35

783 Don Bradman. Signed mono modern
reproduction postcard size
photograph, from original negative,
of Don Bradman in touring blazer.
Signed in later years by Bradman.
G/VG - cricket £25/35

784 Cricket photograph c1880s/1890s.
Early original sepia photograph of a
team seated and standing in rows in
cricket attire. Team and players
unknown. The photograph laid
down to photographer’s mount
measures 9”x6”, overall 9.5”x7.5”.
The mount tightly trimmed, small
loss and damage to one corner and
edges, not affecting the image. G -
cricket £20/30

785 Don Bradman, c1934. Mono
reproduction photograph of
Bradman, full length in cricket attire
and Australia cap, holding a bat. The
photograph signed in ink by
Bradman in later years. Mounted,
framed and glazed, overall 10”x15”.
G/VG - cricket £30/50

786 Don Bradman, c1930. Mono printed
photograph of Bradman, half length
in formal attire. The photograph
signed in ink by Bradman in later
years. Mounted, framed and glazed,
overall 11.5”x13.5”. G/VG - cricket 

£30/50

787 Len Hutton, Yorkshire & England.
Colour photograph of Hutton in
later years, standing at the crease at
the Oval in formal attire, bat in
hand, the scoreboard in the
background showing his record
score of 364. The photograph signed
in ink by Hutton. Mounted, framed
and glazed, overall 14”x11”. Sold
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with a mono reproduction
photograph of the 1939 Yorkshire
team, printed players’ names
mounted below, with a typed
description of the team’s return from
Hove to Yorkshire at the end of the
1939 season as war was breaking
out. Mounted, framed and glazed,
overall 10”x8”. Qty 2. G - cricket 

£40/60

788 Middlesex C.C.C. Two mono printed
photographs for Leicestershire v
Middlesex, June 23rd-26th 1951,
‘on the occasion of the first County
Championship match to be played
on the New Coventry Road Ground,
Hinckley’. Printed titles and players’
names to borders. The Middlesex
photograph is signed to the side
margins in ink by twelve players and
the scorer, Murrell. Players’
signatures include Bill Edrich, Leslie
Compton, Routledge, Bennett,
Moss, Brown, Sharp etc. The other
photograph of the Leicestershire
team is unsigned. Both photographs
also feature officials of the Hinckley
Town C.C. Heavy creasing, wear and
folds to both images. Also a full size
‘Denis Compton’ signature cricket
bat signed by the twelve members of
the 1951 Middlesex team and nine
Leicestershire players, and R.W.
Wightman of Hinckley C.C.,
presumably relating to the same
match. Signatures fading. Sold with
an autograph sheet of the 1982
Middlesex squad with typed title and
twenty three players’ names.
Signatures include Barlow, Brearley,
Butcher, Cook, Cowans, Daniel,
Downton, Gatting, Radley, Selvey
etc. Lacking the signatures of
Edmonds, Emburey and Hughes.
Qty 4. G - cricket £40/60

789 Northamptonshire C.C.C. Small
photograph album containing thirty
colour modern photographs of
Northamptonshire players, each
signed by the player featured.
Signatures include Hussey, Panesar,
Wright, Sales, Jaques, Bailey, Brophy,
Brown, Mel, Loye etc. Sold with a
similar album containing twenty
eight colour photographs, unsigned.
VG £25/35

SYDNEY FRANCIS BARNES
COLLECTION

S.F. Barnes was an English profes-
sional cricketer who is generally
regarded as one of the greatest ever
bowlers. He was right-handed and
bowled at a pace that varied from
medium to fast-medium with the
ability to make the ball both swing
and break from off or leg. Barnes
was unusual in that, despite a very
long career as a top-class player, he
spent little more than two seasons in
first-class cricket, representing
Warwickshire and Lancashire.
Instead, he preferred league and
minor counties cricket for mostly
professional reasons. He played for
several clubs in the Lancashire,
North Staffordshire, Bradford and
Central Lancashire leagues between
1895 and 1934. In addition, he had
two phases playing for Staffordshire
in the Minor Counties
Championship. In Test cricket,
Barnes played for England in 27
matches from 1901 to 1914, taking
189 wickets at 16.43, one of the
lowest Test bowling averages ever
achieved.

790 Sydney Francis Barnes,
Warwickshire, Lancashire,
Staffordshire, England & Wales
1894-1930. Commemorative
Staffordshire transfer printed ribbed
mug with vignette of Barnes,
wearing cap, stood at the wicket
with ball in his hand to centre, with
inscription ‘Syd. F. Barnes-Famous
International Bowler’ to reverse a
shield with ‘Brilliant bowling by
Barnes-obtained six wickets for 24
runs. The English team in Australia
1908’. Rarer round strap handle.
Chip and  hairline crack to back of
mug, slight wear to base, slight wear
to image of Barnes, ink stains to
inside and base otherwise in good
condition. Approx 4.5” high. Rare -
cricket £100/150

791 Sydney Francis Barnes,
Warwickshire, Lancashire,
Staffordshire, England & Wales
1894-1930. An 7.25” side plate with
colour transfer printed vignette of
Barnes wearing cap, in batting pose
in front of the wicket to centre, with
inscription ‘Syd. F. Barnes-Famous
International Bowler’. The plates
were produced to commemorate

Barnes taking six wickets for 24 runs
for England v Australia in Australia
1908’. Minor chip to back, odd firing
mark to surface otherwise in good+
condition - cricket £120/160

792 Sydney Francis Barnes,
Warwickshire, Lancashire,
Staffordshire, England & Wales
1894-1930. An 7.25” side plate with
colour transfer printed vignette of
Barnes in bowling pose next to the
wicket to centre, with inscription
‘Syd. F. Barnes-Famous International
Bowler’. The plates were produced
to commemorate Barnes taking six
wickets for 24 runs for England v
Australia in Australia 1908’. Minor
firing marks to plate surface
otherwise in good+ condition -
cricket £100/150

793 Sydney Francis Barnes,
Warwickshire, Lancashire,
Staffordshire, England & Wales
1894-1930. An 8” side plate with
colour transfer printed vignette of
Barnes in bowling pose at the
wicket, with inscription ‘Syd. F.
Barnes-Famous International
Bowler’. Below this in a shield
‘Brilliant bowling by Barnes-obtained
six wickets for 24 runs. The English
team in Australia 1908’. Gold lustre
to rim. Slight wear to vignette of
Barnes otherwise in good/very good
condition. Rare - cricket 

£140/180

794 Sydney Francis Barnes,
Warwickshire, Lancashire,
Staffordshire, England & Wales
1894-1930. Sepia real photograph
postcard of Barnes in cameo to
centre wearing Staffordshire cricket
cap. Handwritten message to verso
in Barnes handwriting ‘My Dear Eric,
I trust you will have a very happy
Xmas and a prosperous New Year.
Yours sincerely and fraternally S.F.
Barnes 1929’, excellent signature,
some annotation over message.
Postcard by Albert Wilkes & Son,
West Bromwich. Horizontal crease to
postcard otherwise in good+
condition. A rarely seen postcard of
Barnes with handwritten message -
cricket £60/90

795 ‘Sydney Barnes 6-63’. England v
Australia 1909. Official decorative
silk scorecard produced to
commemorate the match played at
Leeds, 1st-3rd July 1909. The
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scorecard with printed heading to
top and match details below. Slight
horizontal creases and some fraying
to top and bottom borders otherwise
in good/very good condition -
cricket £100/150

Australia won the match by 126
runs. For Australia, Gregory made
64, Ransford 45 and Macartney took
7-58 in the first innings, Armstrong
made 45, Cotter took 5-38 and
Macartney 4-27 in the 2nd innings
giving him match figures of 11-85.
For England, Sharp made 61 and
Tyldesley 55 in the first innings and
Barnes took 6-63 in the second
innings bowling 35 overs, sixteen of
which were maidens

796 Sydney Barnes. Single card menu for
the ‘North Staffs and District Cricket
League Annual Smoking Concert
1952’. The Concert was held on the
4th March 1952 at the Grand Hotel,
Hanley. Nicely signed in ink to the
back of the menu by Guest of
Honour, F.R. Brown, Sydney Barnes,
John Ikin and by the League
President Sir Ernest Johnson J.P.
Minor folds to extremities, odd
minor marks otherwise in good
condition - cricket £70/100

Australia won the match by 126
runs. For Australia, Gregory made
64, Ransford 45 and Macartney took
7-58 in the first innings, Armstrong
made 45, Cotter took 5-38 and
Macartney 4-27 in the 2nd innings
giving him match figures of 11-85.
For England, Sharp made 61 and
Tyldesley 55 in the first innings and
Barnes took 6-63 in the second
innings bowling 35 overs, sixteen of
which were maidens

797 ‘M.C.C. Team in Australia 1911-12’.
Rare and impressive large original
sepia photograph of the touring
party, seated and standing in rows
wearing formal attire with an
assortment of headware including
tour boaters, with inset image of
Mead applied to the lower right
corner. The photograph laid down to
original photographer’s mount with
printed title ‘Marylebone C.C. Team.
1911-12’ to top border. Signed in ink
by all eighteen members of touring
party. Signatures are P.F. Warner
(Captain), Hobbs, Woolley, S.F.
Barnes, Mead, Strudwick, Vine,
Kinneir, E.J. Smith, Iremonger,

Rhodes, Douglas, Foster, T. Pawley
(Manager), Gunn, Hearne, Hitch and
Capt R.C. Campbell (Hon. Scorer).
Some silvering and wrinkling to
photograph, signatures a little faded
but all legible, staining and some
wear to mount otherwise in good
condition. Excellent striking image of
this pre first War touring party in
fashionable and flamboyant garb of
the time  - cricket 

£400/600

England won the Ashes series 4-1,
Sydney Barnes broke the previous
wicket taking record with 34 wickets
in the Test series

798 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1907/08.
Mono postcard of the ‘The English
Cricket Team now playing in
Australia 1907/08’, including S.F.
Barnes. Title to lower border, players
named to top and lower borders.
Published by E.G. Flinders of
Melbourne. Rare. Odd faults, good.
Sold with two colour Will’s cigarette
cards of Barnes. Qty 3 - cricket 

£25/35

799 S.F. Barnes, Warwickshire,
Lancashire & England. ‘Famous
Cricketers’. Sepia brown circular
lapel button/badge, issued by
Cameo Cigarettes (B.A.T.) 1901/02.
Rare. VG - cricket £40/60 

800 Sydney Francis Barnes,
Warwickshire, Lancashire,
Staffordshire, England & Wales
1894-1930. A selection of books
and ephemera relating to Barnes,
‘Test Cricket. England v Australia
1877-1929’. W.P.H. Sparks. 1930,
‘Sidney Barnes’ by Wilfred S. White,
Hudson 1937, ‘S.F. Barnes: His Life &
Times’. A. Searle,  ‘S.F. Barnes:
Master Bowler’. L. Duckworth, ‘Ten
Great Bowlers’. R. Barker, ‘A Century
of Wisden 1900-1999’, a softback
edition of Wisden 1963 (100th
edition) featuring Barnes as one of
the six giants of the Wisden century
and Playfair Cricket Monthly 1963,
featuring an article on Barnes
marking his 90th Birthday by
Cardus. Qty 8. Odd faults, good -
cricket £30/50

EPHEMERA FROM THE CRICKET
COLLECTION OF SIR LEONARD
HUTTON 

801 ‘The Job of Being Captain’. Len
Hutton. Original four page typed
manuscript by Hutton for an article
in the Boys Annual, date unknown.
The article covers the subject of
captaincy and the importance and
honour of the role, ‘It is more than
an honour. It is a task of great
responsibility... a captain, in effect,
holds in trust the cricket tradition of
his school or club or county or
country’. Hutton refers to Yorkshire’s
‘great tradition of sound captaincy,
including Lord Hawke, Chichester-
Constable, under whom Hutton
played when captain of the Yorkshire
2nd XI, Brian Sellars, ‘one of the
greatest captains English county
cricket has seen’, and Norman
Yardley, ‘so I had a pretty good
upbringing in the requirements of
cricket captaincy’. He continues by
describing the qualities and
personality required, ‘He must be
able to lead. He must think ahead...
He must be cheerful, optimistic, yet
firm when an element of discipline is
required. That does not mean being
excessively bossy on the field’.
Regarding tactics Hutton states ‘The
good captain always thinks out his
batting order long before he gets to
the ground... Usually the best and
soundest batsmen should open...
[but] never be afraid to switch the
order to get more runs quickly if they
are needed... He should have a clear
idea of the general field settings for
his various bowlers... to study each
batsman, note his best strokes and
his weakest’. Regarding bowlers,
‘However well any bowler is bowling
never tire him out. Rest him so that
he can come back again’. Hutton
concludes with the importance of
seeking advice from experienced
players, attacking a new batsman,
the best position to field, and the
need to ‘insist on the highest level of
sportsmanship at all times... and set
the right example - even down to
the elementary thing of seeing that
his shoes are well studded, his bat
well cared for and his flannels and
shirt well pressed’. An intriguing
insight into Hutton’s approach to
captaincy. Some annotations and
corrections apparently in Hutton’s
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own hand. G/VG - cricket 
£250/350

802 ‘The Captain’s Job’. Len Hutton.
Original ten page typed manuscript
by Hutton for an article, date and
publication unknown. Hutton opens
with an anecdote, ‘When I returned
to the pavilion at Lord’s, bowled for
a “duck” in my first Test match, I
thought I had lost my place in
England’s team for good. An
unsympathetic remark from my
captain at that moment might have
shattered my confidence for many
matches to come. But what R.W.V.
Robins said to me was “For
goodness’ sake, Len, don’t do that
against the Aussies next year!”. It
was a shrewd and understanding
action on the part of my skipper... it
taught me the value of a captain
who has studied the character and
capabilities of each man in his team’.
Hutton then describes captains he
has played under or who influenced
his career. Captain Chichester-
Constable led the Yorkshire Second
XI ‘when I played in the Minor
Counties Championship at the age
of seventeen’ and describes the
respect in which he was held and the
team spirit, from which he learned ‘it
is better to have a lion at the head of
an army of sheep, than a sheep at
the head of an army of lions’. On
having earned his place in the
Yorkshire county side, Hutton ‘had
the advantage of the skilful
leadership and the personal encour-
agement of Brian Sellars’. He
describes Sellar’s inability to win the
toss, ‘in one season alone... he lost
the toss thirteen times in succession’
and recounts Pelham Warner’s
description of Stanley Jackson as
‘Jacker was a good tosser’. Warner’s
own captaincy is described as that of
“The General”, ‘he led his teams
“into battle” and inspired them by
personal example’. Wally Hammond
‘was a leader in the same mould’.
Hutton continues with the advice on
the need to practice ‘to improve
your own ability’, wicket inspection,
assessment of the opposition, the
decision whether to bat or bowl first,
batting order, declarations, how to
bowl and set fields, in particular to a
new batsman etc. Regarding
decision making Hutton states ‘Be
the boss. Take a firm line with

slackers... before giving a decision,
don’t neglect to consult your
bowlers, your wicket-keeper, and
other experienced members of the
team’. Regarding the suitability of
different types of players to
captaincy he says, ‘in many respects
the man behind the stumps is in an
ideal position to captain a side
himself, although for some reason
wicket-keeper captains are a rarity...
a specialist bowler is not in a good
position to act a skipper, because he
is often doubtful as to when to put
himself on to bowl and when to take
himself off... Yet I have known many
fine bowler-captains whose
judgement in this respect could not
be criticised. The article closes with
Hutton’s opinion on sportsmanship
including appealing, ‘Only the
wicket-keeper or bowler is really in a
position to judge whether a batsman
can be given out L.B.W., for
instance, and they are the only ones
who should be allowed to appeal’.
G/VG - cricket £250/350

803 ‘L. Hutton - Cricket Broadcast’.
Original four page typed manuscript
by Hutton for a broadcast, date
unknown, possibly 1950. Written in
the spring with a new season
impending, Hutton describes how
‘during the next three weeks
youngsters will be having their first
trials at the Yorkshire County Nets at
Headingley’ and his memories of his
childhood, ‘The only times we
handled a real leather ball was
during a match when the batsmen
hit a boundary and we chased after
the ball, what a scramble it was to
hold it and gaze at this real leather
cricket ball for a few moments
before returning it to the fieldsman.
Due to the many windows in the
close vicinity we were only allowed a
rubber or tennis ball, nevertheless
much of my pocket money was
spent on having broken windows
replaced’. He continues by
describing the batting grip and
stance he employed ‘[as] used by
Don Bradman, Walter Hammond,
Maurice Leyland, and many other
first class players’, and while the
position of the right hand ‘is very
nearly the same with all batsmen the
left hand varies’, quoting Bill Edrich
and Denis Compton as examples.
Hutton describes his heroes as

Herbert Sutcliffe, Jack Hobbs, and ‘In
my early days at the nets under the
watchful eye of George Hirst who
loved to have boys around him’ and
how Hirst would relate stories of
W.G. Grace, Victor Trumper and
others while travelling on the tram to
Leeds. Hutton looks forward to the
visit of the West Indian tourists and
‘the improvement in West Indian
cricket during the last twenty years...
due largely I think to the inspiration
of Headly [sic] and Constantine, two
of the greatest players the game has
yet seen’ and refers to the quality of
Everton Weekes, Frank Worrell,
Clyde Walcott, their ‘battery of three
fast bowlers with the pace of
Lindwall’ and the captain John
Goddard. Hutton closes with the
advice ‘To those of you in authority
particularly amongst schoolboys... to
provide good practice and match
wickets, and to you who use them
don’t be afraid to help with the
rolling...’. G/VG - cricket £250/350

Goddard captained the West Indies
on two tours to England, in 1950
and 1957

804 ‘England v Australia 1972’. Original
four page typed manuscript by
Hutton for an article previewing the
impending ‘Ashes’ series. Hutton
opens with his pleasure at that
Winter is over ‘and we can get back
to sanity and sunshine with our
summer games’, and remembers
supporting Leeds United ‘in the days
of Edwards, Hart and Copping, also
the Milburn brothers, I shivered
more times than I care to remember
watching the stars of those days’.
Hutton then continues with an
assessment of the forthcoming series
between the young Australians
against the more experienced
England team and how Australia will
need to adapt to the conditions,
commenting on their good fielding,
catching and how ‘their keeness [sic]
is always to be admired, and does
much to overcome technical defici-
enties [sic] which all cricketers have’.
Hutton’s opinion is that ‘overseas
cricketers develop at an earlier age
than English cricketers... Maurice
Tate advised Don Bradman to play
with a straighter bat before coming
to England in 1930’. He believes that
England will be the stronger side
‘provided of course that we do not
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suffer serious injuries to players like
Edrich, and Boycott, also Snow if he
is trying this year’, and discusses the
potential of upcoming bowlers, Alan
Ward of Derbyshire and Chris Old of
Yorkshire. Hutton compares Ernie
McCormack on the 1938 tour, also
Lindwall, Johnston and Miller, with
Lillee, Massie and Hammond ‘who
are Australia’s shock opening
bowlers’. He comments on how in
Australia ‘there are no good players
you are either a champ or a no
hoper’ and how, during a run of
poor batting form when on tour in
Australia cricketers, he was fielding
on the boundary in front of the Hill
at Sydney Cricket Ground when a
‘shirt sleeved Aussie with his
handkerchief knotted at each corner,
and placed on his head... called to
me “Don’t worry Hutton you’ll
come good’. Hutton describes
England wicket-keeper, Alan Knott,
as a “Wick” (a lively, small insect),
and the weakness of both teams’
spin attacks, including the
Australians, Mallett and Gleeson, the
latter potentially being a danger ‘if
by now he has learned to give the
ball a little more air... So I anticipate
a good dosage of seam bowling’.
Some annotations and corrections
apparently in Hutton’s own hand.
Attached is a single page hand
written letter to “Cliff”, dated 6th
April 1972, offering ‘some views on
the tour’. Nicely signed ‘Len’. G/VG
- cricket £250/350

CRICKET CERAMICS & METALWARE

805 Staffordshire sporting mug. Victorian
Staffordshire mug with strap handle,
transfer printed in brown, with a
cricket scene of batsman, wicket-
keeper and two fielders with pavilion
and trees to background. To verso, a
football scene involving four players
with house and trees to background.
Floral decoration to inner rim and to
handle. Approx 4.25” tall with oval
‘F. & R. Sports’ (Ford & Riley, circa
1882-1893) to base. Larger and
smaller chip to base, two minor
hairline cracks to top of mug (1”),
four minor hairline cracks to base of
mug, some wear to rim and some
pitting to handle otherwise in good
condition. A rare mug - cricket 

£150/250

806 Cricket mug/beer stein. Attractive
tall ceramic mug glazed in cobalt
blue with image of a batsman
wearing cap and with moustache in
classic batting pose. Decoration to
lower rim and handle. The letter ‘B’
to base and the number ‘6779’ to
base. 6.25” tall Maker unknown,
probably German/ continental -
cricket £80/120

807 Cricket cup/beaker. Attractive early
Victorian Staffordshire cup/beaker
moulded in relief with a set of cricket
stumps with bails, two bats and a
cricket ball. 4.5” tall, the letter ‘J’
impressed to base. Minor chipping
to base and rim £80/120

808 Bowler and batsman. Original
Victorian Staffordshire group
comprising a bowler and batsman,
the batsman wearing an orange cap,
a light brown jacket and an orange
striped shirt, the bowler wearing a
cobalt blue jacket with a red spotted
white shirt and pink trousers, each
standing wither side of a wicket, on
a naturalistic base with flowers
(possible restoration to bowler’s
hand). Approx 7” tall. G/VG. Ex
Crump collection, lot 376 - cricket 

£400/600

809 Julius Caesar and George Parr. A pair
of original large Staffordshire
cricketing figures, believed to be of
Caesar and Parr. The figure of Caesar
standing beside a set of brown
cricket stumps holding a cricket bat,
wearing an orange/red cap and a
spotted bow tie to neck, and blue
shirt with green cricket blazer to
right hand side. Parr standing before
a wicket holding a cricket ball in his
right hand, wearing a blue cap and a
pink bow tie to neck, and green and
white shirt with cricket blazer to left
hand side. The figures probably
made by Sampson Smith c1865. The
figure of Caesar approx 14” tall has
original firing cracks to base, down
the length of the blazer and to lower
part of blazer, chip to naturalistic
base and some loss to glaze on the
cap and the figure of Parr approx
13.75” tall has an original firing
crack to the base, minor wear to
base and some wear to the hand
which holds the ball otherwise both
in good condition. Both figures have
some minor wear to painted
surfaces. A rare pair of early cricket

figures £500/700

Two sizes of these figures are
generally known, approx 10” and
14”

810 M.C.C. 1787-1937. Minton cream
glaze ceramic tankard/mug
produced to commemorate one
hundred and fifty years of the
M.C.C. With M.C.C. colours in red
and gold to rim and the wording
‘1787 M.C.C. 1937’ to both sides of
the mug. 5.25”. Minton stamp to
base and impressed mark H328.
Very good condition - cricket 

£180/250

811 ‘Good for Fifty’ Royal Doulton Black
Boy jug, entitled ‘Good for Fifty’
printed with a boy in red shirt and a
floppy hat in batting pose in front of
the wicket to one side and to the
other, a crest with ‘The All Black
Team’. Green floral decoration to
rim. Twist style handle. 5.5” tall.
Doulton backstamp and number
‘D2864’ to base. Good/very good
condition. A rare Black Boy piece -
cricket £400/600

812 Burleigh Ware art deco ceramic
cricket jug circa 1930. The jug with
cricket field and pavilion design to
body with batsman handle in yellow,
green, blue and brown. The design
of the batsman was apparently
based on Don Bradman in order to
commemorate his innings of 334 v
England at Headingley in 1930. The
jug is 7.5” tall with ‘beehive’
Burleigh stamp and No. 5333 to
base. Fading to dotted patter on rim
otherwise in good/very good
condition. A rare cricket jug 

£600/800

813 Cricket jug. A light blue mid 19th
century Staffordshire salt-glaze jug,
the hexagonal bulbous body divided
into six panels with cricketers
wearing top hats, probably
Lillywhite, Pilch and Box. Above and
below are stylised floral decorations
and scrolled handle on hexagonal
foot. 7.25” tall. Repair to handle and
some light staining, very minor chip
to foot otherwise in good condition.
Rare £250/350

814 Westerwald blue stoneware cricket
jug, moulded in relief with eight
cameo panels of a batsman, believed
to be W.G. Grace, in different poses
coloured in dark mauve. The body
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decorated with vine and sprig
decoration in cobalt blue on a grey
background. The handle decorated
with boater and boots  Approx
9.75” high. German circa 1890.
Number ‘486’ impressed to base.
Slight chip to some decoration and
to edge of boater otherwise in good
condition. Three white rings to base
probably from original firing. Rare -
cricket £350/450

815 Royal Doulton bowl circa 1909.
Royal Doulton ‘Uncle Toby Series-
Old English Games’ bowl with silver
plated mount. Printed to the entire
outer surface of the bowl, a cricket
match scene featuring Uncle Toby
batting, with fielders, wicket keeper,
bowler, umpires and spectators
watching. To inside of bowl features
five further scenes of men drinking,
running and walking etc. 8.25”
diameter. Douton Lambeth
backstamp and series stamp and
painted number D3121F. A rare pair
of original silver plated serving
spoons with ceramic ‘Uncle Tom
Series’ handles accompanies the
bowl, both 11.5” long. Repaired
damage to one ceramic handle. Rare
to find the bowl and two spoons
together. Good condition - cricket  

£400/600

816 ‘Out First Ball’. Kinsella porcelain
caricature spill vase of a young boy
holding bat with broken wickets
having been bowled. Printed title
below wickets and bat. ‘Copyright’
stamp impressed to base. German,
circa early 1900’s. 5.5” tall. Minor
chip to underside of white hat, some
minor wear and some fading to
trousers otherwise in good condition
- cricket   £120/160 

817 ‘The Boss’. Kinsella porcelain
caricature spill vase of a young boy
dressed as an Umpire in white coat.
Printed title below spill vase.
‘Copyright 482317’ to base.
German, circa early 1900’s. 5.5” tall.
Damage to sprigs of foliage to rear
of figure with  loss to tops otherwise
in good condition. A rarer Kinsella
figure - cricket  £100/150 

818 ‘How’s That?’. Kinsella porcelain
caricature spill vase of a young boy,
in wicket keeper pose, holding ball
with broken wickets appealing for a
stumping. Printed title below
wickets. ‘Copyright 489712’ stamp

impressed to base. German, circa
early 1900’s. 5.5” tall. Some minor
wear to painted areas of figure,
appears to have had restoration to
the spill vase and possibly the
stumps? otherwise in good
condition. A rarer Kinsella figure -
cricket   £100/150 

819 ‘Good Enough For His County’.
Kinsella porcelain caricature spill vase
of a young boy, in bowling pose,
holding the ball in front of the
wickets. Printed title below wickets.
‘Copyright 482318’ stamp
impressed to base. German, circa
early 1900’s. 5.5” tall . Very minor
chip to underside of white hat, very
minor chip to sprig of foliage, minor
staining otherwise in good condition.
A rarer Kinsella figure - cricket   

£140/180 

820 ‘The Catch Of The Season’. Kinsella
porcelain caricature spill vase of a
young boy, taking a high catch with
foliage and sopill vase behind.
Printed title below foliage.
‘Copyright 489711’ stamp
impressed to base. German, circa
early 1900’s. 5.75” tall. Very minor
wear to blue trousers otherwise in
very good condition. This figure is
regarded as the rarest Kinsella figure
and is much sought after by
collectors - cricket   £500/700 

821 Doulton Lambeth salt glazed mug,
with silver rim, and three moulded
relief vignettes of W.G. Grace in
three different batting poses in white
on a brown background with white
beaded surround. 5.25” tall. Incised
to base with Doulton Lambeth and
makers mark for Harriett E. Hibbut,
senior assistant and dated ‘1882’.
Sterling silver mount to rim with
hallmarks. Excellent example of this
rare cricketing ceramic. Very good
condition - cricket £400/600

822 Doulton Lambeth stoneware tyg
with three moulded relief vignettes
of cricketers, a batsman, bowler and
wicket keeper, Abel, Woods and
McGregor, in white on a green
cameo background, with impressed
flower motifs, the handles in the
form of cricket bats, ball, each with a
boater to top. Approximately 6” tall.
Incised to base with Doulton
Lambeth and makers mark for Mart
A. Goode, senior assistant and dated
‘1881’. Silver mount to rim with

inscription ‘T.R. Christmas 1886’.
The tyg has been restored and has a
handle completely replaced, it has
also been coated in a brush on
colourant which has now started to
flake off. Apart for the restoration in
good condition £200/300

823 W.G. Grace. Doulton Lambeth
stoneware jug with pale body and
dark brown rim, decorated with
three portraits/roundels of W.G.
Grace, K.S. Ranjitsinhji and George
Giffen within scrolling foliage. Two
tone brown strap handle. Produced
in 1896. Approx 7” high. Impressed
Doulton Lambeth stamp and factory
mark to base ‘325’. Good/very good
condition - cricket  £300/500

824 Doulton Lambeth stoneware jug, of
bulbous form, with five moulded
relief vignettes of cricketers, all
different, three batsman (one
possibly W.G. Grace), one bowler
and a cricketer catching the ball in
brown glaze. 8.25” tall. Incised to
base with earlier Doulton Lambeth
makers mark and unknown mark ‘X’,
this makers mark was used between
1869-1872. Minor firing crack to
base. An early and rare cricketing jug
- cricket £600/900

825 Doulton Lambeth stoneware jug, of
bulbous form, with three moulded
relief vignettes of cricketers, a
batsman, bowler and wicket keeper,
Abel, Woods and McGregor in white
on a brown background. With
stylised floral leaf Art Nouveau
decoration to top, in between and
beneath in green, brown, white and
blue glaze. Strap handle in darker
brown glaze. 5.75” tall. Incised to
base with Doulton Lambeth and
clear makers mark for Nellie
Harrison, senior assistant undated
circa 1880’s. Hairline crack to the
Abel panel, some discolouration to
one panel otherwise in good/very
good condition. Previously sold
Phillips Auctioneers. Excellent
example of this rare cricketing
ceramic - cricket £350/450

826 Doulton Lambeth tall tapering
stoneware jug with three moulded
relief vignettes of cricketers, a
batsman, bowler and wicket keeper,
Abel, Woods and McGregor in white
on a brown background. With
stylised floral leaf and flower Art
Nouveau decoration to top, in
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between vignettes and beneath in
green, white and blue glaze. Strap
handle in darker brown glaze. 8”
tall. Sterling silver mount to rim with
hallmarks for Sheffield 1899,
possibly H. Wilkinson. Incised to
base with Doulton Lambeth and
clear makers mark for Fanny Sayers
and L.B. (unknown) and stamped
number ‘8236’, undated circa
1880/90’s. Minor wear otherwise in
good condition. Excellent example of
this rare cricketing ceramic - cricket 

£400/600

827 Doulton Lambeth large stoneware
jug, of bulbous form, with three
moulded relief vignettes of
cricketers, a batsman, bowler and
wicket keeper, Abel, Woods and
McGregor in white on a brown
background. With stylised floral leaf
and flower Art Nouveau decoration
to top, in between vignettes and
beneath in green, white and blue
glaze. Strap handle in darker brown
glaze. 8.5” tall. Incised to base with
Doulton Lambeth and clear makers
mark for Fanny Sayers and stamped
number ‘164’, undated circa
1880/90’s. Some minor pitting and
slight discolouration otherwise in
good/very good condition. Excellent
example of this rare cricketing
ceramic - cricket £500/800

828 Doulton Lambeth large stoneware
jug, of bulbous form, with three
moulded relief vignettes of
cricketers, a batsman, bowler and
wicket keeper, Abel, Woods and
McGregor in white on a brown
background. With stylised floral leaf
and flower Art Nouveau decoration
to top, in between vignettes and
beneath in green, white and blue
glaze. Strap handle in darker brown
glaze. 9.5” tall. Incised to base with
Doulton Lambeth and clear makers
marks for Fanny Sayers and Rosina
Harris and stamped number ‘164’,
undated circa 1880/90’s. Odd minor
faults otherwise in very good
condition. Excellent example of this
rare cricketing ceramic - cricket 

£600/800

829 Doulton Lambeth large and
impressive brown glazed tappered
stoneware jug with six moulded
relief vignettes of cricketers, three
batting and three bowling  in white
on a green background, with two

smaller raised figures on either side.
With an impressed floral motif
overall and beaded decorative bands
to lip and base. The handle modelled
with three bats, boots, stumps and
ball with boater on top. 9.5” tall.
Incised to base with Doulton
Lambeth and clear makers marks for
Mary M.S. Lilley, Junior Assistant
and dated 1881. Sold together with
two Doulton Lambeth lemonade
beakers, making a full set. The
beakers, similar in decoration to the
jug, with three moulded relief
vignettes of cricketers in white, all
batting on a green background, with
an impressed floral motif overall. The
beakers have very similar, but not
quite the same decoration. Odd
minor faults otherwise in very good
condition. Excellent examples of
these rare cricketing ceramics -
cricket £1000/1500

This set of a lemonade jug and two
beakers was sold at the M.C.C.
Bicentenary Auction held at Lord’s
on the 13th April 1987, all three
with stencilled M.C.C. reference
number to base and label stating
‘Given to G.O. Allen [Middlesex &
England 1921-1950] by Sir E. Lewis’

830 Cricket jug. A light blue mid 19th
century Staffordshire salt-glaze jug,
the hexagonal bulbous body divided
into six panels with cricketers
wearing top hats, probably
Lillywhite, Pilch and Box. Above and
below are stylised floral decorations
and scrolled handle on hexagonal
foot. 6.5” tall. Very minor chip to
foot otherwise in good/very good
condition. Rare - cricket £250/350

831 Harold Larwood. A Staffordshire
mug, printed with a sepia vignette
portrait of Harold Larwood, head
and shoulders, with crossed bats,
stumps and ball to reverse. Strap
handle. 3.75” tall. Some wear and
restoration. Very minor wear and
chipping to base. G. A rarely seen
mug- cricket £150/250

832 M.C.C. 1787-1937. Minton cream
glaze ceramic tankard/mug
produced to commemorate one
hundred and fifty years of the
M.C.C. With M.C.C. colours in red
and gold to rim and the wording
‘1787 M.C.C. 1937’ to both sides of
the mug. 5.25”. Minton stamp to
base and impressed mark H328.

Very good condition - cricket 
£180/250

833 Victorian Staffordshire cricket bowl.
Decorated with three transfer
printed designs of cricket scenes
with tents and church in the
background, in brown, with hand
coloured highlights in burgundy,
green and yellow, and oak leaf
decoration to the inside of the rim.
Approx 6.5” diameter. Hairline crack
to side,minor chipping and wear to
rim and under side of foot otherwise
in good condition - cricket 

£100/150

834 ‘The Ashes’. England v Australia.
Bisque souvenir ashtray, probably
produced in the 1930’s or possibly
earlier, in the form of a shell
surmounted by a lion and kangaroo
holding a cricket bat. No. 6327 to
back. Crack to base otherwise in
good condition. Approx 3.75”
diameter by 3.75” high. Rare -
cricket £100/150

835 ‘The Ashes’ England v Australia
1953. Magnificent Royal Worcester
bone china plate produced by the
factory to commemorate the Ashes
series in England 1953. The plate
bears the printed signatures in gold
of the England and the Australian
touring teams plus an image of the
Ashes urn. Signatures include
Hutton, Compton, May, Evans,
Wardle, Laker, Lock, Trueman,
Statham, Bedser, Hassett, Miller,
Lindwall, Johnston, Davidson,
Harvey, Benaud, Tallon, Morris etc.
The plate measures approx 10.5”
diameter with signatures in gold to
centre and rim with decorative gold
edging to rim. To reverse is the Royal
Worcester mark. Very good
condition. Rare  - cricket £180/250

These commemorative plates were
first produced and issued in 1938
and continued until 1973. This plate
was specially made to
commemorate the Ashes in 1953.
Each plate was limited in number by
the factory to about 50-60, one
given to each member of the team
and a few made available to
specialist collectors

836 Arthur Wood ‘Sporting Series’
cricketing mug, with colour cricket
vignettes to sides of a match in
progress with trees and scoreboard
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to background and a bowler verso.
Unusual rectangular handle. Gold
lustre to handle, base and lip,
beaded waist. Minor wear to lustre
on handle, otherwise in very good
condition. 4.5” tall - cricket £40/60

837 Melbourne Cricket Ground.
Centenary Test Match 1877-1977.
Full set of pottery carafe and six
wine goblets in blue and cream
glaze, produced by the Elischer
factory to commemorate the
Centenary Test. The carafe with
‘Melbourne Cricket Ground’ motifs
of the ground in 1877 and 1977 to
each side, and ‘A Century of Test
Cricket’ and ‘1877-1977’. The
goblets with ‘M.C.C.’ emblem and
‘A Century of Test Cricket’. The
carafe with maker’s stamp to base
measures 7” tall, the goblets 4” tall.
Rare as a full set. Sold with a
commemorative wine glass for the
Bicentennial Test, Sydney 1988, and
a glass tankard produced to
commemorate the bicentenary of
M.C.C., engraved ‘Thomas Lord,
1787 1987’ with crossed bats and
ball motif. VG - cricket £50/80

838 ‘The Ashes Centenary Tankard
1882-1982. Franklin Porcelain 1982.
6.5” tall. With brochure regarding
the sale of the tankard. G - cricket 

£25/35

839 Hambledon. Royal Grafton bone
china heart shaped box with lid. Two
early cricket bats, wicket and ball
design to lid, gold lustre to edge.
Apparently produced as a limited
edition of one hundred. 3.5’x3.5’.
VG - cricket £30/40

840 Cricket bag. Large crested china
cricket bag with colour emblem for
‘Farndon’ with rare and unusual
‘Cricket Week- Hythe’ inscription to
verso. Arcadian ware. Approx 4”
long. G - cricket £40/60

841 Len Hutton. Royal Grafton china
plate commemorating Hutton
scoring a Century of Centuries.
Limited edition of 1000 plates. With
box. Sold with two reproduction
Staffordshire figures of cricketers,
approx 10” tall. G - cricket  £25/35

842 Cricket ephemera. A bottle of
‘Drumguish’ single malt whisky, the
label featuring a reproduction of the
Vanity Fair print ‘Hampshire’
(Edward George Wynyard) with the

title ‘Dram Good Shot, Sir!’. Sold
with a collection of thirteen
miniature bottles of ‘Speyside Single
Malt’ whisky with similar Vanity Fair
reproduction labels, all different.
Also a hand coloured framed print
from Punch of ‘Our Village Cricket
Club’, a Royal Doulton ceramic
caricature toby jug of ‘The
Hampshire Cricketer’ 1985, limited
edition no. 3898/5000, and ‘The
Imps Cricket Match’ 9” diameter
plate by Allertons. Qty 5. G - cricket 

£30/50

843 Cricket napkin ring. A heavy silver
plated napkin ring by James Dixon of
Sheffield c1890/1900. The free
standing napkin ring mounted to
one side with a set of cricket stumps
with bails and to the other with a
cricket bat and ball. Stamps to base
for James Dixon of Sheffield and
number 19714/1. Approx 4” long x
2.25” wide. Good condition - cricket

£120/160

Previously sold at the Keith Crump
sale in 2006

844 Cricket clock. A Victorian brass
mantel clock. The case in the form of
a set of stumps with crossed bats
and ball on an oval naturalistic case
base with bun feet. Dial with gilded
centre with star pattern and arabic
numerals. 6.5” high by 5” wide.
French movement stamped ‘British
United Clock Company,
Birmingham, England’. Various
registration marks to back.
‘R212383’ and number 24 to base.
Good condition - cricket £300/400

845 Bert Tremlin, Essex 1900-1919.
M.C.C. Centenary 1814-1914.
Original medal presented to Tremlin
to mark 100 years of Lord’s Cricket
Ground. The bronze metal medal
with ‘M.C.C. 1814-1914, with
cricket bat and stump decoration’
and below in scroll ‘B. Tremlin’ and
to verso ‘Lord’s Ground Centenary
1914’ to outer ring and to centre ‘To
commemorate the 100th Year as a
Cricket Ground’. 1.25” diameter.
Ring suspension. In original presen-
tation box, W.O. Lewis,
Birmingham. A rare item. Sold with
what appears to be his wired and
embroidered Essex county cap
badge, wear. Good/very good
condition - cricket £300/400

846 ‘England’s Champions’. Exquisite
and rare large brass belt buckle
inscribed ‘England’s Champions’,
with registration mark to verso for
1860, embossed with portrait of
eleven grouped cricketers, the
England 1859 touring team to North
America surmounted by two sprays
of laurel, in raised relief to buckle.
Probably produced by Edward Ade
of London, although no maker’s
stamp to verso. The buckle in very
good condition. An early rare buckle 

£300/500

847 W.G. Grace belt buckle. Unusual
Victorian oval brass metal embossed
belt buckle depicting Grace standing
holding a bat, a player tying Grace’s
laces with stumps behind and a
marquee in the background. The bat
engraved ‘The Champion’. The
buckle has been adapted to verso
with metal infill and loops to form a
hanging medallion. Approx
2”x2.25”. Unusual to see a buckle
featuring Grace. G - cricket 

£80/120

848 Victorian belt buckle. Unusual oval
brass metal embossed belt buckle
depicting two cricketers, one leaning
against, the other seated on a five
bar gate. Clasp to verso with initials
‘J.H.B.’. Approx 1.75”x2”. A rare
buckle. G - cricket £80/120

849 Cricket button. Very early cricket
button, with figure of a batsman and
stumps. Circa 1840/60’s (?). ‘Extra
superb’ embossed to verso. G. Rare 

£50/80

850 Cricket button. Very early cricket
button, with figures of a batsman,
under arm bowler and stumps within
decorative circular border . Circa
1830/40’s (?). Indistinct embossing
to verso. G. Rare  £70/100

851 Yorkshire County Cricket Club. Len
Hutton. Ronson cigarette lighter
with Yorkshire rose emblem and
‘From Len Hutton’ engraved to one
side, initials ‘C.M.M.’ to the other.
Recipient unknown. Presumably
Hutton presented the lighter to a
friend or aquaintance, despite
extensive research we have not
found a first cricketers initials to
match those on lighter. A rare
personal Hutton item - cricket 

£120/160
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852 Fred Titmus. Middlesex & England
1949-1982. Attractive pair of
‘M.C.C.’ (Melbourne Cricket Club)
gold plated cufflinks, the emblem in
red, white and blue enamel.
Stamped to verso ‘9 Rodd’.
Previously owned by Titmus. VG -
cricket £50/80

JONATHAN PAYN FELLOWS-SMITH
CRICKET COLLECTION

Jonathan Payn ‘Pom Pom’ Fellows-
Smith. M.C.C., Northamptonshire,
Oxford University, Transvaal &
South Africa, 1953 - 1964. Fellows-
Smith played four Test Matches for
South Africa, all on the 1960 tour to
England. A powerful batsman and
medium pace bowler. Of his 94
first-class appearances, only 14 were
made in South Africa, for Transvaal.
He won a Blue for both cricket and
Rugby Union when at Oxford
University. Hailing from a cricketing
family, his father, Herbert, ‘Bartie’,
and uncles, Guy and Cecil Payne,
each had short first class cricket
careers for Natal

853 South Africa tour to England 1947. A
nicely compiled album/ scrapbook
covering the tour containing forty
pages of tour itineraries, original
press photographs, press cuttings
etc. The album in original protective
cloth cover with hand written title to
front. The final page is nicely signed
in ink by all seventeen members of
the South African touring party.
Signatures are Melville (captain),
Nourse, Mitchell, Tuckett, Dawson,
Harris, Rowan, Fullerton,
Ovenstone, Plimsoll, Mann, Lindsay,
Smith, Payn, Begbie and Dyer.
Seventeen original press
photographs include Lindsay having
been knocked out while keeping
wicket at Worcester, Ovenstone
taking a spectacular catch against
Surrey, Mitchell being applauded off
the field at Lord’s having scored 103
v M.C.C., also action photographs
from the Test matches at Lord’s, Old
Trafford, Headingley etc. Other
items include two tour itineraries and
a ‘Shell’ tour fixture card, and a good
selection of press cuttings from tour
matches, arrival at Southampton
Docks, presentation to King George
VI etc. An excellent record of the
tour. G - £150/250

The origin of this album is not

known, none of the Fellows-Smith
family were involved in the tour. It is
therefore likely that this album was
passed to the family by one of the
members of the touring party.
Included is a colour candid
photograph taken at the Oxford
University C.C. reunion in 2004, of
Fleetwood-Smith with the former
captain of the University team, Tony
Pawson. The tour was not a great
success for the South Africans,
England winning the Test series 3-0
with two matches drawn

854 Jonathan Payn Fellows-Smith. 1947-
1955. Photograph/ scrapbook
album covering Fellows-Smith’s early
years including his time at Oxford
University. The inside cover features
a candid photograph of Fellows-
Smith in batting pose, with a caption
below, ‘The hope of his side - aged
7’. The first eighteen pages are
dedicated to his rugby appearances,
the remainder to cricket. The album
contains thirty five original mono
team, action and candid
photographs featuring Fellows-
Smith for the period. Rugby team
photographs include v Trinity
College, Dublin, 1953 and 1955, v
Cambridge University 1954 etc.
Oxford University cricket team
photographs featuring Fellows-
Smith include v Pakistan 1954 and v
Australia 1956. Official Oxford
University cricket scorecards include
v  Australians 1953, v South Africans
1955, and county matches. Also
contains a good selection of printed
rugby and cricket fixture cards,
telegrams to his family regarding his
selection for upcoming rugby
matches at Twickenham, the cricket
Varsity Match at Lord’s 1953, press
cuttings, an M.C.C. member’s card
for 1958 etc. Also includes original
mono photographs of ‘O.U.C.C.
enjoying lunch at the Carlsberg
Brewery in Copenhagen during their
tour of Denmark (July 1954)’ and a
photograph of Freddie Brown
addressing the O.U. Authentics for
‘Jon’s introduction to his first
employer, British Timken of
Northampton’. G - £150/250

855 ‘Gentlemen v Players at Lord’s
1955’. Official mono photograph of
the Gentlemen team for the match
played at Lord’s 13th-15th July
1955. The players seated and

standing in rows in blazers. Players
featured are Insole (captain),
Goonesena, Tordoff, Cowdrey,
M.J.K. Smith, Fellows-Smith,
Pretlove, Warr, Barnett, Palmer and
Marlar. Elaborate hand painted titles
and players names to mount
borders. The photograph measures
10”x8”, laid to photographer’s
mount, framed and glazed, overall
16”x13”. A good image. Slight
ageing to mount, otherwise in good/
very good condition - cricket 

£50/70

Players won by 20 runs, Fellows-
Smith top scoring for the Gentlemen
in their second innings with 51 runs

856 ‘Oxford University v South Africans
1955’. Official mono photograph of
the two teams seated and standing
in rows in cricket attire for the match
played at Christ Church Ground,
Oxford, 25th-27th May 1955. South
African players include Cheetham
(captain), McGlew, McLean,
Duckworth, Goddard, Fuller, Smith,
Heine etc. Oxford University players
include Williams (captain), Fellows-
Smith, M.J.K. Smith etc. The
photograph with elaborate hand
painted title and players’ names to
mount borders, by Gillman & Soame
of Oxford measures 11.5”x9.5”.
Mounted and framed, overall
18”x14.5”. A nice image. Some
wear to mount, the photograph in
very good condition - cricket 

£50/70

The South Africans won the match
by an innings and 137 runs. Fellows-
Smith top scored for Oxford with 28
and 40 in their two innings

857 ‘Currie Cup Tournament 1958/59.
Winners - Transvaal’. Official mono
photograph of twenty team
members seated and standing in
rows in cricket attire with the trophy.
Players featured who represented
South Africa are Waite (captain),
Funston, Adcock, Taylor, Endean,
Carlstein, O’Linn, Walter, Fellows-
Smith, Varnals etc. The photograph
with printed title and players’ names
to mount borders, by Maurice
measures 14.5”x11”. Mounted and
framed, overall 21”x17”. Good
image. Minor wear to mount, the
photograph in very good condition -
cricket £30/50
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858 Transvaal cap. Official Transvaal
black cloth cap worn by Fellows-
Smith. The cap embroidered with the
Transvaal lion emblem and below
‘Transvaal’. Fellows-Smith’s name
handwritten to the inside of the cap.
The cap with wear and ‘sun’ fading
to cloth and peak extremities and
small tears to lining, about good
condition - cricket £140/180

859 ‘Jonathan Payn Fellows-Smith
(Transvaal)’. Original pen and ink
cartoon of Fellows-Smith by
‘Leyden’. The cartoon shows
Fellows-Smith with his distinctive
blond curly hair, tossing a cricket
ball, and a smaller caricature of him
bowling. The lengthy caption
describes Fellows-Smith’s ‘Blues’
awarded at Natal University for
cricket and tennis, and his Double
Blue at Oxford University for cricket
and rugby. It also celebrates his
various sporting achievements
including taking ‘7 wickets for 23
runs playing for Oxford v D.R.
Jardine’s XI’, scoring 50 for
Gentlemen v Players including
‘hitting Bedser for a 6’, playing
cricket for Northamptonshire and
rugby for Northampton and the East
Midlands etc. Excellent image.
Framed and glazed, overall
10.5”x12.5”. Some ageing,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£150/250

The political cartoonist, Jock
Leyden, was born in Scotland and
moved to South Africa aged
eighteen. Leyden was taken on by a
daily newspaper in Durban and soon
became renowned for his hard-
hitting political sketches, partic-
ularly those tackling the thorny issue
of apartheid

860 South Africa tour to England 1947.
Original menu for the ‘Dinner in
honour of the South African Cricket
Team in the Harcourt Rooms of the
House of Commons’ held on 12th
May 1947. The menu with
decorative covers, table list and
names of attendees from various
government departments, notably
including Clement Attlee, Lloyd
George, Anthony Eden etc. South
African cricketers in attendance
include, Melville, Nourse,
Ovenstone, Oxley, Payn, Plimsoll,
Rowan, Viljoen etc, also Plum

Warner. A rarely seen menu, unique
to those attending the dinner. Odd
faults and rusting to staples,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£80/120

861 South Africa tour to England 1951.
Original menu for the ‘Dinner in
honour of the South African Cricket
Team in the Harcourt Rooms of the
House of Commons’ held on 26th
June 1951. The menu with
decorative covers, toast list and
names of government attendees,
notably including Clement Attlee,
Anthony Eden, Selwym Lloyd,
Harold Macmillan etc. South African
cricketers in attendance include
Nourse (captain), McCarthy,
McGlew, Endean, Melle, van
Ryneveld, E.A.B. Rowan, A.M.B.
Rowan. etc. A rarely seen menu,
unique to those attending the
dinner. Odd faults and rusting to
staples, otherwise in good condition
- cricket £80/120

862 South Africa tour to England 1960.
Original menu for the ‘Dinner in
honour of the South African Cricket
Team in the Dining Room of the
House of Lords’ held on 18th July
1960. The menu with decorative
covers, toast list and names of
government attendees, notably
including Viscount Kilmur, Earl
Attlee, Viscount Hailsham etc. South
African cricketers in attendance
include McGlew (captain), Fellows-
Smith, Goddard, Pothecary, Adcock,
McLean, Tayfield, O’Linn, Pithey.
etc. Includes an official invitation to
the dinner to ‘J.P. Fellows-Smith
Esq.’ hand written in ink. A rarely
seen menu, unique to those
attending the dinner. Some staining
and rusting to staples to menu, both
menu and invitation with adhesive
damage to verso, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £80/120

863 J.P. Fellows-Smith. Official pass to
the ‘Special Gallery, East’ at the
House of Commons, date stamped
18th July 1960. Issued to and nicely
signed in ink by Fellows-Smith of the
‘S.A. Cricket Team, Park Lane Hotel,
W.1.’ Adhesive damage to verso and
vertical creasing, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £50/80

864 South Africa tour to England 1960.
Large thick scrapbook in green cloth
covers containing a comprehensive

collection of photographs, press
cuttings, and ephemera relating to
the full tour, all collected by Fellows-
Smith. The album comprises over
twenty original mono press and
candid photographs including
practice in the nets at Lord’s,
Fellows-Smith in batting action
during the match v Essex, match
action v M.C.C. at Lord’s, the team
arriving at Edgbaston for the first
Test, etc. Also official tour souvenir
brochures, typed fixture list,
telegrams sent to Fellows-Smith
congratulating him on his unbeaten
century against Essex, a hand
written note to Fellows-Smith from
M.J.K. Smith looking forward to their
meeting at Birmingham later in the
summer, Park Lane hotel postcards,
Surrey C.C.C. membership card for
1960, official scorecards, cricket
magazines, Fellows-Smith’s original
ticket for the South African Airways
return flight to Johannesburg, hand
written tour averages. The album
also includes many original menus
and table lists including for the
British Sportman’s Club luncheon at
the Savoy Hotel, 21st April 1960,
Lord’s Taverners Spring Luncheon,
held at the Empress Club, London on
2nd May 1960, other official
invitations to Fellows-Smith for
functions, theatre programmes,
official souvenir for the marriage of
Princess Margaret to Anthony
Armstrong-Jones, etc. In addition to
comprehensive coverage of the
matches played on the tour, the
press cuttings include many articles
on the question of the bowler
Griffin’s dubious bowling action. An
excellent personal record of this
notorious tour - cricket £250/350

The touring party were ‘welcomed’
by a crowd of five hundred anti-
apartheid protesters at Heathrow
Airport, and the press coverage
leading up to the tour was focussed
on the political issues more than the
cricket. David Sheppard refused to
play for England against the South
Africans as a protest against
apartheid and demonstrations
continued throughout the tour
South Africa also had problems on
the field. The fast bowler, Geoff
Griffin, was no-balled twice for
throwing in the match v M.C.C. and
eleven times in the second Test at
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Lord’s, after which he bowled no
more during the remainder of the
tour and played only as a batsman.
The tour was spoiled by a wet
summer and was a financial disaster,
being the first tour since the Second
World War not to make a profit.
England won the Test series 3-0 with
two matches drawn. Fellows-Smith
had a mixed tour, scoring 863 runs
and taking 32 wickets, and he
played in four of the five Tests
without taking a wicket

865 England v South Africa, Lord’s 1960.
Official scorecard for the second Test
Match played at Lord’s, 23rd-28th
June 1960. The complete scorecard
with printed scores is nicely signed in
ink by eighteen South African and
England players. South African
signatures include McGlew
(captain), Adcock, Fellows-Smith,
Tayfield, O’Linn, Goddard, McLean,
Griffin etc. England signatures
include Cowdrey (captain), Subba
Row, Illingworth, M.J.K. Smith,
Statham etc. Adhesive damage to
verso, otherwise in good condition -
cricket £50/70

England won by an innings and 73
runs. M.J.K. Smith top scored for
England with 99 in their only
innings. Statham had match figures
of 11-97. The South African bowler,
Griffin was no-balled for throwing
eleven times

866 South Africa tour to England 1960.
Original typed letter on ‘The Anti-
Apartheid Movement’ headed
paper, from the Deputy Director,
Keith L. Lye, to Fellows-Smith while
staying at the Park Lane Hotel,
Picadilly. Dated 14th April 1960, Lye
writes, ‘You have been greeted by
demonstrations and pickets on your
arrival in London and you will
probably be met by similar protests
later in your tour. We would like you
to understand clearly that they are
not directed at you personally, but
they are planned to show British
public indignation at the South
African Government policy of
apartheid which imposes a colour
bar upon an international cricket
side. We would be grateful if you
would make known your views on
apartheid in sport. Would you be
prepared to acknowledge that your
side cannot claim to be a represen-

tative South African team? What is
your own attitude to race discrimi-
nation in sport? Are you prepared to
allowed the principle of apartheid to
continue in South African cricket,
and are you planning any action that
will help to abolish colour bar in
international teams?’ Signed in ink
by Lye, with original envelope. Sold
with an original poster laid down to
album page, entitled ‘Apartheid isn’t
Cricket... No politics in sport’ and
refers to David Sheppard’s refusal to
‘play against or watch these all-
white tourists’. A rare and interesting
record of this historic episode in
international cricket. Adhesive
damage to verso of envelope,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£80/120

The touring party were ‘welcomed’
by a crowd of five hundred anti-
apartheid protesters at Heathrow
Airport, and the press coverage
leading up to the tour was focussed
on the political issues more than the
cricket. David Sheppard refused to
play for England against the South
Africans as a protest against
apartheid and demonstrations
continued throughout the tour

867 South Africa tour to England 1960.
Official mono photograph of the
South African touring party, seated
and standing in rows in cricket attire
at Lord’s. The photograph, laid to
official photographer’s mount,
measures 11.75”x 9.75”. Printed
titles and players’ names to mount
borders. Framed and glazed, overall
18.5”x14.5”. Some ageing to
mount, otherwise in good condition
- cricket £50/80

868 South Africa tour to England 1960.
Large official mono photograph of
the South African touring party,
seated and standing in rows wearing
official tour blazers at Lord’s. The
photograph, laid to official photog-
rapher’s mount, measures
11.75”x9.25”. Printed titles and
players’ names to mount borders.
Framed and glazed, overall
18.5”x14.5”. G/VG - cricket 

£50/80

869 Jonathan Payn Fellows-Smith. 1947-
1955. Official dark green South
Africa cloth Test cap worn by
Fellows-Smith. The cap made by L.F.
Palmer (Pty) Ltd embroidered with

the raised Springbok emblem and
below ‘S.A. 1960’. The cap is in very
fragile condition with significant
moth damage throughout, the
interior lining disintegrating. Viewing
essential - cricket £100/150

The cap was issued to Fellows-Smith
for the tour of England in 1960

870 ‘Hit Hard and Enjoy It’. T.C. ‘Dickie’
Dodds. Published by The Cricketer,
Ashurst, 1976. Original hardback
with dustwrapper. Hand written
dedication in ink to front endpaper,
‘With best wishes to the Fellows-
Smith family, and with special thanks
to Jon who helped this book see the
light of day’. Signed ‘Dickie’ and
dated 3rd June 1976. Three press
obituaries for Dodds are slipped in.
Small loss to top edge of
dustwrapper, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £30/40

CRICKET CAPS, BLAZERS, TIES &
CRICKET ATTIRE

871 Simon Jones, Glamorgan and
England. Original England one day
international shirt worn by Jones and
signed to the front by Jones. The
‘Admiral’ shirt with red front, blue
sleeves and back and white trim,
with ‘Vodafone’ sponsor’s logo to
chest, England crown and three lions
emblem with Jones’ player number
‘186’ below. ‘S. Jones 26 England’ to
back. VG - cricket £80/120

872 Fred Titmus. Middlesex & England
1949-1982. M.C.C. navy blue
touring blazer, by Simpson of
Piccadilly, worn by Titmus. The
blazer with raised emblem of the
three lions and crown of England to
breast pocket. Sold with his official
‘M.C.C. 1787-1987’ bicentenary tie.
Both items previously owned by
Titmus. Sold with two colour candid
photographs of Titmus in the 1970s,
and two official ‘Cornhill Insurance
Test Series’ postcards of Titmus, both
signed by Titmus. The blazer and tie
in good/ very good condition -
cricket £140/180

873 Neil Harvey Fairbrother. Lancashire,
Transvaal & England 1982-2002.
England navy blue touring ‘baseball
style’ cap worn by Fairbrother during
his career with emblem of St. George
and the dragon embroidered to
front. The cap by ‘Michael’ of
Chatham, signed to inside lining by
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Fairbrother. Bought by the vendor in
Neil Fairbrother’s Benefit year
auction. VG - cricket £30/50

874 Australia v England. ‘Bodyline Series’
1932/33. Victor York Richardson.
South Australia & Australia 1918-
1938. Australian green cloth Test cap
with wired and embroidered
Australian emblem to front with
‘Australia’ in scroll and wired ‘1932-
3’ below. The cap, by Farmer’s of
Sydney, with label inside with name
handwritten ‘V. Richardson’ to label
in black ink in Richardson’s hand.
Very minor wear otherwise in
good/very good condition. A cap
from the 1932/33’ ‘Bodyline’ series
must surely be the ultimate
possession of any serious cricket cap
collector. A rare and unique cap from
the iconic series which caused such
controversy and ill feeling with its leg
theory bowling has had long lasting
repercussions on both Test and
County cricket £12000/18000

Victor Richardson a talented right-
handed batsman and rated one of
the best fielder in the world made
his first-class debut for South
Australia in the 1918/19 season. In
a career that lasted twenty years he
played 184 matches for Australia
and South Australia, scoring 10,724
runs, including 27 centuries and
averaged 37.63 runs per inning. As a
measure of his fielding capabilities,
he took 211 catches and even
completed four stumpings as a
stand-in wicketkeeper. He captained
the Australian team in five Tests v
South Africa and was vice Captain
on the Australian tour of England in
1930 and the Bodyline series in
Australia 1932/33. Richardson
played in nineteen Tests for
Australia averaging 23.5 with a
highest Test score of 138 v England
at Melbourne in 1924/25 during
which he hooked Harold Larwood
for six. He was a grandfather to
three future Australian Test
cricketers, Ian Chappell, Greg
Chappell (who both also captained
Australia ) and Trevor Chappell. He
was recalled to the Australian team
for the 1932/33 series, having not
played a Test since the 1930
Australian tour of England, as his
combative batting was seen as the
answer to the English bodyline
tactics. In the 1st Test, at Sydney, his

49 assisted Stan McCabe in a fifth
wicket partnership of 129, while in
the 4th Test, at Brisbane, he made
83 out of an opening partnership of
133 with Captain, Bill Woodfull. In
the last Test, at Sydney, Harold
Larwood dismissed him without
scoring in the first over of each
innings. Apparently during the Test
series, Richardson was quoted as
exclaiming to his team mates
“which of you bastards called
(Harold) Larwood a bastard instead
of this bastard (Douglas Jardine)?”.
Richardson was a gifted sportsman
and excelled in other sports besides
cricket including State level
Australian rules football, baseball
(national and state representative),
golf (state representative), tennis
(state title winner), lacrosse,
basketball and swimming.This cap
was previously sold by Charles Leski
Auctions as lot 407 in May 2002In
nearly twenty three years of trading,
Knights have sold only three pre
second world war Australian Test
caps. The only recorded 1932/33
‘Bodyline’ series caps sold at auction
are the caps of Clarrie Grimmett
($1,200, in 1988), Bill Woodfull
($23,000, approximately £13,000,
in 1999) and Bert Oldfield
($28,000, approximately £15,000 in
2000). ‘Only eighteen [Australian]
caps dating from before 1940 have
been sold publicly in the past
twenty year’. Source. ‘The Baggy
Green’. Published 2008 by Michael
Fahey

ITEMS FROM THE REG SIMPSON ,
(NOTTINGHAMSHIRE & ENGLAND
1946-1963) COLLECTION 

875 Trent Bridge scorecards 1940-1941.
Four official wartime scorecards for
matches played at Trent Bridge.
Matches are Nottinghamshire v
Royal Air Force, 13th July 1940,
County XI v Derby Border League,
17th August 1940, Nottinghamshire
v Derbyshire, 2nd June 1941, and
Nottinghamshire v British Empire XI,
21st June 1941. Ex R.T. Simpson
collection. Odd faults, otherwise in
good/ very good condition - cricket 

£25/35

876 Hindus v Europeans. Sind Cricket
Tournament 1944. Official folding
scorecard for the semi-final match
played at Karachi, 30th September-

1st October 1944. Ex R.T. Simpson
collection. Rare. VG - cricket 

£25/35

877 Reginald Thomas Simpson.
Nottinghamshire, Sind, Europeans &
England, 1944-1963. The following
eight lots are from the collection of
Reg Simpson. M.C.C..C.C. tour to
South Africa 1948/49. Official menu
for the ‘Civic Dinner in Honour of
the M.C.C. Touring Team’ held at
the Commercial Hotel, Robertson,
3rd November 1948. The menu
cover with embossed decoration and
M.C.C. colours to lower right corner.
Ex R.T. Simpson collection. G/VG.
Rare - cricket £50/70

878 M.C.C. tour to South Africa
1948/49. Official invitation card
from the West Rand Consolidated
Mines Ltd for a ‘Lunch in the Sports
Club Hall’, 9th February 1949, ‘on
the occasion of the visit to the Mine
of the M.C.C. Touring Team’. ‘R.T.
Simpson, Esq.’ typed to the
invitation. Ex R.T. Simpson
collection. G/VG - cricket £20/30

879 M.C.C. tour to South Africa
1948/49. Official folding menu for
the dinner held at the Polleys Hotel,
Pretoria, 8th December 1948. Ex
R.T. Simpson collection. G/VG. Rare
- cricket £50/70

880 M.C.C. tour to South Africa
1948/49. Official tour itinerary
published by the Western Province
Cricket Union. Ex R.T. Simpson
collection. G/VG - cricket £25/35

881 New Zealand tour to England 1949.
Official eight page table plan for the
British Sportsman’s Club luncheon
given to the New Zealand Cricket
team in 1949, held at The Savoy
Hotel, London on 12th April 1949.
Ex R.T. Simpson collection.
Horizontal fold, creasing and tears,
otherwise in fair to good condition -
cricket £20/30

882 Reg Simpson. Original mono press
photograph of Simpson batting in
the nets at Trent Bridge with
superimposed image of Simpson laid
down, stamped to verso ‘Guardian
27 Apr 1954’. Sold with an original
mono press photograph of Simpson
practising golf on a putting green. Ex
R.T. Simpson collection. Both
photographs 10”x8”. Some creasing
and small tears  to photographs,
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otherwise in good condition. Qty 2 -
cricket £20/30

CRICKET BATS, BALLS &
EQUIPMENT

883 ‘Len Hutton 364, World Record Test
score. England v Australia, 5th Test,
The Oval 1938. Stuart Surridge
‘Gem’ full size cricket bat, formerly
the property of R.J. Gregory of
Surrey, his signature is signed to the
shoulder of the bat, nicely signed in
ink to face by members of both the
England and Australian teams who
played in the match. Sixteen
signatures of the Australian touring
party to England and eleven
signatures of the England team,
lacking Compton from the full team,
but signed by Fagg, the probable
12th man plus a further unknown
signature possibly the umpire, Frank
Chester. Signatures include Len
Hutton, Hammond, Leyland, Bowes,
Farnes, Wood, Verity, Paynter, Don
Bradman, McCabe, Barnett, Brown,
Barnes, Hassett, Fingleton,
McCormick, O’Reilly etc. The
signatures in good condition, slight
scratching and wear across some of
the England signatures otherwise in
good/very good condition. To verso
are the signatures of Surrey (inc
Gregory), Middlesex, Lancashire etc
Plus the West Indies team of 1939.
Some wear to the signatures and
fading to the signatures on the back
of the bat, especially the West
Indies. A bat signed by the players
from an historic match - cricket  

£300/500

England won by an Innings and 579
runs. In this game Len Hutton made
the world record score of 364 in
England first innings. Neither
Bradman or Fingleton batted in the
match, both ‘absent hurt’.

884 England v Sri Lanka 1998. Unique
full size cricket bat with printed title
‘England vs Sri Lanka. The Oval Test.
27-31 August 1998’ with ‘ECB’,
crown and three lions emblem
below. To the face are hand painted
head and shoulders colour portraits
of the eleven members of the
England team by M Symons. Each
portrait nicely signed in ink by the
featured player. Players are Stewart
(captain), Hussain, Gough, Crawley,
Butcher, Hick, Fraser, B. Hollioake,
Cork, Ramprakash and Salisbury.

Limited edition no. 6 of only ten
produced. Artist’s signature to toe.
Mounted in attractive wooded
display box. G/VG - cricket 

£100/150

Sri Lanka won the only Test Match
by ten wickets, Muralitharan
achieving match figures of 16-220,
including nine wickets in England’s
second innings 

885 England ‘Ashes’ tour to Australia
1962/63. Full size Gray Nicholls
‘Peter Burge Autograph’ cricket bat.
Signed to the verso by the twelve
members of the Australian team for
the second Test Match played at
Melbourne, 29th December 1962 to
3rd January 1963, and the
seventeen members of the England
touring party. Australian signatures
include Benaud (captain), Harvey,
Davidson, O’Neill, Burge, Simpson,
Lawry etc. England signatures
include Dexter (captain), Sheppard,
Cowdrey, Barrington, Titmus,
Trueman, Statham, Smith, Pullar etc.
Mounted in an attractive wooden
corner cupboard. G/VG - cricket 

£100/150

England won the second Test Match
by seven wickets. Cowdrey and
Sheppard both scored 113 in
England’s first and second innings
respectively

886 John David Benbow ‘Jack’
Robertson. Middlesex & England,
1937-1959. Original leather cricket
bag, by Stuart Surridge, with metal
fittings. M.C.C. colours painted to
each end, ‘J.D. Robertson’ printed to
one side, ‘J.D.R.’ printed to the
verso. Faded remnants of a M.C.C.
sticker. Colours and names faded,
leather worn and with damage to
ends. Enclosed are three short
handle bats, one Gray Nicholls
‘Super Steel Spring’ bat, and a
Lillywhite Frowd ‘Jack Roberston
Autograph’ bat, both probably used
by Roberston, one signed to
shoulder by Robertson, with another
similar unused bat, as new, in
original Lillywhite Frowd brown
paper wrapper, ready to use - G -
cricket £140/180

CRICKET SCORECARDS,
PROGRAMMES, F.D.C.’s,
MAGAZINES ETC

887 Ashes scorecards. Official early
scorecards for the England v
Australia Tests of July 1888, at
Lord’s, July 1890, at Lord’s and the
August 1902 Test at The Oval.
Printed and handwritten scores. All
three scorecards with faults, minor
damage, folds and creasing. Viewing
essential. Qty 3 - cricket £80/120

In the low scoring 1888 Test, which
saw three innings all totalling 62 or
under per innings, Turner took ten
wickets and Peel eight wickets in the
match. Australia won by 61 runs. In
another low scoring match in 1890,
England won by seven wickets,
Lyons was man of the match scoring
55 & 33 and taking 5-30 in
England’s first innings. The 1902
Test was a close and historic Test
won by England by one wicket.
Australia won the series 2-1 

888 Players of England v Australians
1888. Rare early scorecard for the
match played at The Oval on 31st
May, 1st and 2nd of June 1888.
Printed and handwritten scores.
Advert for F.H. Ayers to verso.
Vertical crease to card, minor age
toning otherwise in good condition -
cricket £100/150

The Players won by ten wickets. The
Players scored 231 in their first
innings, Australia replied with 127
all out, followed on and made 114,
leaving the Players to make 12 runs,
which they duly did, without losing
a wicket. Barnes and Lohmann did
the damage, Barnes taking nine
wickets and Lohmann taking seven
wickets in the match

889 Essex v Australians 1893. Rare early
scorecard for the match played at
the County Ground at Leyton on
3rd-5th August 1893. Fully printed
detail. Advert for Stansfield & Co,
Brewers of Fulham to verso. Odd
minor marks and foxing otherwise in
very good condition - cricket 

£120/160

The match was drawn. Bruce top
scored for the Australians with 56,
Bannerman 34 & 29, Carpenter top
scored for Essex making 42. Walter
Mead took seventeen wickets in the
match, 9 wickets for 136 runs in the
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first and 8 wickets for 69 runs in the
second. Trumble took 6 wickets for
87 runs in the Essex first innings

890 Essex v Australians 1899. Rare early
scorecard for the match played at
the County Ground at Leyton on
11th-13th May 1899. Printed and
handwritten detail. Advert for Collier
Brothers, Brewers of Walthamstow
to verso. Odd minor faults, marks
and age toning to scorecard
otherwise in good/very good
condition - cricket £100/150

Essex won the match by 126 runs.
Turner top scored for Essex with 54
in the second innings, Lucas 46no in
the first, Trumble took twelve
wickets in the match including 8-79
in the Essex first innings. For
Australia, Clem Hill was one of only
six batsman who got into double
figures in both innings and top
scored with 36 in the first, Young
took eleven wickets and Mead six in
the match

891 Essex v Australians 1905. Rare early
scorecard for the match played at
the County Ground at Leyton on
22nd-24th June 1905. Fully printed
detail. Advert for Collier Brothers,
Brewers of Walthamstow to verso.
Minor wear to corners otherwise in
good/very good condition - cricket 

£100/150

Essex won the match by 19 runs.
Reeves top scored for Essex scoring
37 in the second innings, Douglas
making 28 & 22, Laver taking 10
wickets in the match. For Australia,
Hopkins top scored with 67no in the
second innings, Noble 42, Cotter 38
and Buckenham with six wickets in
each innings and Tremlin with four
wickets in each innings bowled
Essex to victory

892 Herbert Sutcliffe and Percy Holmes
‘Record Opening Stand’ 1932.
Official scorecard for the Essex v
Yorkshire match played at Leyton on
the 15th-17th June 1932. Sutcliffe
and Holmes set a Yorkshire record
first wicket stand of 555, Sutcliffe
scored 313 and Holmes 224no. This
is still the record opening stand for
Yorkshire and is second in the overall
record for the first wicket. Neat hand
written scores in ink. Some
horizontal centre creasing, otherwise
in good condition. Rare - cricket 

£80/120

893 Don Bradman’s first Test Match in
England. Australia tour to England
1930. Official scorecard for the first
Test played at Trent Bridge 13th-
17th June 1930, printed during play
on the fourth (final) day during
Australia’s second innings. Very
nicely signed in ink by Bradman.
Light creasing, otherwise in very
good condition - cricket £50/80

Having set Australia a target of 429
runs to win the Test Match, England
bowled Australia out in their second
innings for 335 with Bradman top
scoring with 131 on his Test debut,
England winning by 93 runs

894 Nottinghamshire v Surrey, 1890.
Early official scorecard for the
County Championship match played
at Trent Bridge, 26th-28th May
1890. Horizontal fold and foxing,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£50/70

Nottinghamshire won the match by
108 runs, Gunn top scoring with 83
in Nottinghamshire’s first innings,
and Shacklock taking ten wickets in
the match

895 Don Bradman. England v Australia,
The Oval 1948. Official scorecard for
the fifth and final Test at the
Kennington Oval, 14th-18th August
1948. Printed and handwritten
detail. Vertical and horizontal folds
otherwise in good condition £30/40

Don Bradman, needing four runs to
take his aggregate to 7,000 runs and
his average to 100, was out for
nought, 2nd ball, bowled by Hollies
in Australia’s only innings therefore
finishing with a Test average of
99.94. Australia won the Test by an
innings and 149 runs

896 England v Australia scorecards,
1930-1953. Official scorecards for
Test matches played at Trent Bridge.
Matches are 13th-17th June 1930,
8th-12th June 1934 (Qty 3), 10th-
14th June 1938, 10th-15th June
1943, and 11th-16th June 1953.
Also M.C.C. v Australians, Lord’s,
22nd-25th May 1948 (with file
holes), and England v Australia,
Headingley, 23rd-28th July 1953.
Hand written ink or pencil
annotations to all scorecards. Some
folds, ageing and wear, otherwise in

good condition. Qty 9 - cricket 
£30/40

897 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1980s/1990s.
Red album containing over thirty
official scorecards, the majority
featuring Warwickshire or Edgbaston
Test matches, many signed.
Signatures include Dennis Amiss on
scoring his 101st First Class century,
Andy Moles having scored 145no v
Somerset, the Warwickshire team on
beating Kent to win the 1995
County Championship, Gladstone
Small and Dermot Reeve having
taken 5 wickets and 4 wickets
respectively against Yorkshire, Tony
Merrick achieving the best bowling
figures for Warwickshire of 13-115 v
Lancashire, Robin Smith, man of the
match for England v Australia,
Texaco Trophy, Edgbaston 1993 etc.
The scorecards heavily annotated,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/40

898 Surrey v Glamorgan 1976. Official
scorecard for the match played The
Oval, 28th-30th April 1976. Signed
in felt pen by twelve Glamorgan
players. Signatures include Majid
Khan (captain), Llewellyn, Solanky,
Williams, Jones, Armstrong, Cordle
etc. Some fading. G - cricket £20/30

899 Official first day cover to
commemorate 200th Anniversary of
England and Australian links issued
in 1988. Six signatures in ink to the
front including Don Bradman,
Lindsay Hassett, Alan Davidson, Bill
Brown, Arthur Morris and Ian Craig.
Date stamped 21st June 1988.
G/VG - cricket £50/70

900 Don Bradman. ‘Centenary of the
Ashes 1982. Cootamundra NSW
Birthplace of Bradman’. First day
cover nicely signed in ink to front by
Bradman. Date stamped 24th
February 1982. Limited edition no.
293/650. G/VG - cricket £30/40

901 Charles Bowmar Harris.
Nottinghamshire, 1928-1951.
Official ‘Benefit Souvenir’ folding
card for Harris. Signed to the front in
ink by Harris, and to the internal
autograph page by thirteen
Nottinghamshire players, including
Harris, Butler, Voce, Jepson, Harvey,
Giles, Sime, Meads etc. Odd faults
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/50
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902 Lancashire C.C.C. One Hundred
Years at Old Trafford 1884-1984. A
blue presentation album containing
commemorative covers, post card,
photographs of the England and
West Indies Test teams 1984, the
Lancashire squad 1984, scorecard
for the test match vs West Indies,
cuttings relating to the “Laker Test
Match 1956” and the Old Trafford
pavilion. Each item laid down to a
page with signatures to the borders.
Signatures include umpires Dickie
Bird and Don Oslear, twenty three
past Lancashire captains and players
including Statham, Wharton, Place,
Hayes etc, players from the West
Indian test team including Lloyd,
Holding, Haynes, Marshall, Walsh,
England players including Gower,
Ellison, Lamb, Fowler, squad
members of the 1984 Lancashire
county side, and players from the
‘Laker’ Test Match including Laker,
Statham, Cowdrey, Sheppard etc.
One hundred nice signatures in total.
Limited edition number 29 of 100
issued. VG - cricket £150/200

West Indies won the match by an
innings and 64 runs

903 Worcestershire C.C.C. Basil
D’Oliveira testimonial brochure,
1990, signed in ink by D’Oliveira.
Official scorecard for Worcestershire
v Northamptonshire, 21st-24th June
2006, signed to the front by Graeme
Hick (Hick scored 139). David
Leatherdale Benefit Year brochure,
2003, signed by Leatherdale. Official
programme for Worcestershire
Royals v Middlesex Crusaders, 14th
September 2008, Hick’s last match
for Worcestershire. Qty 4. VG -
cricket £25/35

904 India. A selection of scorecards,
books, photographs etc relating to
Indian cricket. Books are ‘Tiger’s
Tale. The Story of Nawab of
Pataudi’, Delhi 1969. Owner’s name,
C.J.C. Rowe (Kent cricketer) to front
end paper. ‘Playing it My Way’,
Sachin Tendulkar, London 2014. Also
an official programmes for the World
Cup final, Lord’s 25th June 1983,
India v West Indies, a 1959 official
tour brochure, ‘Cricketers from
India’ 1959. Three original mono
press photographs, one signed by
Uday Joshi of Sussex. Also official
scorecards for England v India,

including Old Trafford, and The
Oval, 1959, Lord’s 1974, Old
Trafford 1982, (signed by S.M. Patil
who scored 129no), and India v
Zimbabwe, World Cup 1983 at
Tunbridge Wells, (Kapil Dev scored
175no) etc. G - cricket £30/50

905 ‘W.G. Grace. 150th Anniversary of
the Birth of W.G. Grace 1848-1998’
Commemorative green album
produced by Stamp Publicity in 1998
containing various modern postcards
of Grace,  twenty four official
M.C.C. first day covers with Grace
stamps and postmarked for various
grounds he played on, with wording
by David Frith. The front title page
hand signed by Dominic Grace,
Great- great grandson of W.G. and
also comes with original letter from
Stamp Publicity confirming that the
production was a complete sell out.
Limited edition 113 of 150 copies
produced - cricket £70/100

906 ‘The Centenary Test Match 1880-
1980’. Official album containing
eleven official first day covers
franked with postal stamps and nine
team postcards/ copy scorecards of
county and England and Australian
teams plus various sporting stamps
as issued. Limited edition number
475 of 1400 produced. G - cricket 

£20/30

907 ‘100 Years of English County
Cricket’. Official file containing
eighteen first day covers from each
County and date stamped 1973.
Plus eighteen postcards of the
County teams. The initials ‘E.W.S.’ in
gilt to corner of the file cover. (E.W.
Swanton?). Sold with an official
medallic first day cover (1973) with
silver commemorative medal in
official folder which accompanied
the folder  £30/50

908 ‘England tour of Australia 1986-
1987. A souvenir collection’. Official
binder containing a series of first day
covers for the Tests, printed
scorecards, picture of Botham etc as
issued. Limited edition 48 of 70
produced. Issued by Stamp Publicity
- cricket £25/35

909 Cricket first day covers 1989 and
1993. Two commemorative covers.
One to commemorate the Old
Trafford Pavilion Restoration Appeal,
Fourth Test Match v Australia, 1989

attended by the Duke and Duchess
of York. Signed in ink to the front by
Allan Border, David Gower and Cyril
Washbrook. Dated 27th July 1989.
Limited edition no. 68/100. Also a
‘Benham’ cover for ‘Allan Border
becomes the World’s Greatest Ever
Test Batsman’, signed to the front by
border. Date stamped 26th February
1993. Qty 2. G/VG - cricket 

£20/30

910 Commemorative and first day covers
1977-1995. Two albums containing
over one hundred and thirty covers
including ‘Pakistan Cricket
Champion of the World’, World Cup
1992, ‘England v India Geoffrey
Boycott - New World Record’,
limited edition no. 113/200, ‘1st Test
South Africa vs SAB English XI
Johannesburg 12th-15th March
1982’, ‘Australian Champions’ 1984,
signed by Rod Marsh, etc. G/VG -
cricket £50/70

911 I.C.C. Cricket World Cup, England
1999. Blue folder published by
‘Stamp Publicity’ containing printed
fixture list, postcards of each match
venue, also team captain postcards
laid to page with squad list, limited
edition covers for each match with
printed score for the match. Limited
edition no. 2/100. VG - cricket 

£30/50

912 ‘100th Test Match’ at Lord’s 2000.
Blue folder published by ‘Stamp
Publicity’ to commemorate the
match for England v West Indies,
Lord’s, 29th June-3rd July 2000. The
album contains printed history,
official M.C.C. first day cover,
printed scorecard for the match,
postage stamps, statistics, records
etc. Signed to the title page by
Nasser Hussain and Alex Stewart of
England and Jimmy Adams of West
Indies. Limited edition no. 50/250.
VG - cricket £30/50

England won the match by two
wickets. Nasser Hussain was unable
to play in the match due to a broken
finger, so Alec Stewart captained the
England side

913 First Day Covers. Brown album
containing a selection of commemo-
rative covers and ‘special envelope
cachets’. Players featured on labels
include Bill O’Reilly, Bill Edrich, Bill
Voce, Eddie Paynter. Some cachets
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stamped ‘Specimen’, one envelope
stamped ‘Reject’. G - cricket 

£25/35

914 Matchbox covers c1930s. Collection
of matchbox labels including ten
‘Duncan’s 60’s’ green labels of
Australian cricketers. Players
featured include Fingleton,
Bradman, Barnett, Barnes,
Chipperfield, Waite etc. Sold with
another twenty one cricket related
labels including ‘the Cricket Match’,
‘Test Match’ etc, and twelve non-
cricket matchboxes. G - cricket 

£30/40

915 Stamps. A collection of Cinderella
labels including three copies of
cancelled Indian Revenue stamps for
1928/29, 1929/30 and 1930/31,
each featuring a portrait of
Ranjitsinhji, from Staffa, Scotland, 
£2 with bat and ball, Batum
miniature sheet of four sports
including one cricket, sold with an
individual version of the cricket
stamp. Also an official miniature
sheet for the 1996 World Cup in Sri
Lanka G - cricket £40/60

916 Cricket commemorative stamps
1980s/1990s. Selection of
commemorative stamps and
miniature sheets, the majority
Commonwealth, including
Bangladesh, ICC Cricket World Cup
1999, Christmas Island ‘25 Years of
Cricket’, Australia Test Centenary,
1877-1977, Sri Lanka ‘First Test
Match’ 1982, St. Vincent etc. G -
cricket £20/30

917 Cricket stamps. Album containing a
collection of individual stamps and
miniature complete sheets, the
majority West Indies cricket related.
Sheets include ‘Australia Test Cricket
Centenary 1877-1977’, Jamaica
‘M.C.C. tour of West Indies 1968’,
St Vincent, St Kitts, Guyana etc.
G/VG - cricket £30/40

918 Ashes Test Series 2005. Full set of
five official match programmes. VG -
cricket £15/25

CRICKET PRINTS, ORIGINAL ART
WORKS & PAINTINGS

919 ‘He should never have tried to turn
that one’. Harry Hargreaves.
Original mono pen and ink drawing
of a cricket match with the wicket
keeper and two fielders inspecting

shattered stumps and a broken bat
lying on the ground, in the
background the batsman is being
carried away on a stretcher. Signed
by Hargreaves to lower border and
also to verso. The drawing was
published in Hargreaves book
‘Googlies’ in 1971. Overall
7.25”x8.5”. VG  - cricket £100/150

Harry Hargreaves (1922-2004),
cartoonist from Manchester, had his
first cartoon published in the
Manchester Evening News when he
was 14 and at 17 was drawing for
the Beano and Dandy. He became a
freelance cartoonist in 1954 and his
work was published in Lilliput,
Blighty, Punch, The Cricketer, The
Telegraph etc

920 ‘Googlies’. Harry Hargreaves.
Original mono pen and ink drawing
of a bowler returning to his mark
past the umpire, ball in hand, rolling
up his shirt sleeve, his boots caked in
mud and turf from a very wet
wicket. Signed by Hargreaves to
lower border. Hargreaves address
stamp to verso. The drawing was
published in Hargreaves book
‘Googlies’ in 1971. Overall
8”x10.5”. VG - cricket £100/150

921 ‘Peace be with you’. Harry
Hargreaves. Original mono pen and
ink drawing of a bearded Indian
batsman standing at the wicket left
arm raised toward the bowler,
wearing a turban and local costume,
one leg guard, sandals, and an
ornately decorated rifle for a cricket
bat, the stumps formed by three
swords. Typed poem to lower border
reads, ‘Peace be with you, Bowler...,
Strength be in your arm..., Courage
be in your heart..., Wisdom be in
your head..., But one more bumper
from you -, And my gun will sing in
your ears.’ Signed by Hargreaves to
lower border and to verso. The
drawing was published in the ‘Indian
Cricket’ section of Hargreaves book
‘Googlies’ in 1971. Overall 7”x7.5”.
Horizontal folds, small holes to top
left corner, otherwise in good
condition - cricket £100/150

922 ‘Brighter Cricket Sketches No. 21’.
Harry Hargreaves 1960s (?). Original
coloured ink and watercolour
drawing showing the view of an
elderly moustachioed umpire
wearing a straw boater, finger raised,

seated in a three wheel motorised
contraption comprising an abacus
with six counters, parasol in M.C.C.
colours, cap hung on a hook, and a
rail with three clothes hangers from
which two sweaters are hanging.
Title in pencil in Hargreaves’ hand to
lower corner with his name and
addresses to verso. 5.5”x8”. VG.
Excellent image - cricket £120/180

923 Royman Browne. Pen and ink
drawing/sketch entitled ‘Mr.
Inferiority Complex’ depicting a
nervous cricketer carrying his bag,
the bat handle protuding, to which is
attached a label with ‘Handle with
extreme care’. Below is a typed
caption, ‘The 13th. man we don’t
want to see at Trent Bridge, Lord’s,
Old Trafford, Headingley or the
Oval!’. Date unknown. 7”x9.5”.
Excellent image. VG - cricket 

£100/150

Royman Browne. Cricket artist and
illustrator, produced many cartoons/
illustrations for Playfair Cricket
Monthly in the 1950/60’s

924 ‘R. Tyldesley, Lancashire’. Original
pen, ink and watercolour caricature,
by the artist C. Hunt. The image
measures approx 4”x6”, mounted,
framed and glazed overall
9.5”x11.5”. Attractive image. VG -
cricket £50/80

925 ‘A.A. Mailey. New South Wales’.
Original pen, ink and watercolour
caricature, by the artist C. Hunt. The
image measures approx 4”x6”,
mounted, framed and glazed overall
9.5”x11.5”. Attractive image. VG -
cricket £50/80

926 ‘J.M. Gregory. New South Wales’.
Original pen, ink and watercolour
caricature, by the artist C. Hunt. The
image measures approx 4”x6”,
mounted, framed and glazed overall
9.5”x11.5”. Attractive image. VG -
cricket £50/80

927 ‘The National (Dis)grace
Testimonial’. c1893. Rare large and
attractive original print of a political
cartoon by Tom Merry (William
Mecham), printed and published by
Henderson & Spalding of London.
The cartoon depicts a perspiring
William Gladstone at the crease
being bowled out. The three stumps
are labelled ‘Welsh
Disestablishment’, ‘Home Rule’ and
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‘Local Veto’, and the ball ‘Brodrick
Motion’. ‘Bowled!’ to lower border.
Framed and glazed, overall
16”x23”. Minor damp staining to
lower edge, otherwise in good
condition. Sold with an original
colour print of “The Batsman of the
Future” from the original by James
Hayllar. Mounted, framed and
glazed, overall 17”x20”, and a
reproduction of a “Young Boy with
Cricket Bat” by Pears. Framed and
glazed, 24”x28.5”. Qty 3 - cricket 
£100/150

William Gladstone was elected
Prime Minister in 1892 for a fourth
time. In 1893 he introduced the
Second Home Rule bill featuring
Home Rule and the disestablishment
of the Scottish and Welsh Churches.
The bill was passed in the House of
Commons, but overturned by a vote
of 419 to 41 in the House of Lords.
W.G. Grace was granted a
Testimonial around this time and
hence the theme of the cartoon
William Mecham (stage and pen
name, Tom Merry) was a British
cartoonist and performer who was
active in the 1880s and 1890s

928 ‘Vitai Lampada’. Henry Newbolt.
Original pen and ink illustration,
c1900, of a young cricketer being
sent out to bat by his captain. In the
background a fielder is picking up
the ball, the bowler is standing
beside the stumps, arms folded,
awaiting the arrival of the new
batsman, the umpire behind. The
illustration appears to have been
produced for publication in a book,
the artist and book are not known.
Pencil inscriptions to borders include
‘Vitai Lampada p103’ to lower left
corner, and instructions to the
publisher, ‘Give variety in tones to
this picture otherwise it will be much
too flat. JH(?)’. Also ‘We think these
three figures near the wickets should
be better defined’. The illustration
with corresponding minor press
masking. 11”x10”. Minor wear and
ageing not affecting the main
subject, otherwise in good condition
- cricket £80/120

Henry Newbolt was an English poet,
novelist and historian. ‘Vitai
Lampada’ (The Torch of Life),
written in 1892, is one of Newbolt’s
most famous poems. The poem

refers to how a schoolboy, a future
soldier, learns selfless commitment
to duty in cricket matches in the
famous Close at Clifton College.
The last two lines of the first verse of
the poem read, ‘But his Captain’s
hand on his shoulder smote / “Play
up! Play up! And play the game!”‘

929 ‘Hillyer’, Kent & All England 1835-
1853. Large original coloured
lithograph ‘Sketches at Lord’s No 3’
published by John Corbet Anderson
and R. Dark, Lord’s Ground on 17th
July 1850. 11”x13.5”. Slight age
toning, creasing and minor damage
to print extremities otherwise in
good condition. A nice image -
cricket £50/70

930 ‘Dr W.G. Grace’. Original sepia
photogravure, after Archibald Stuart
Wortley 1890, of the famous
painting of Grace in batting pose at
Lord’s, which hangs in the Long
Room at Lord’s. Published by
Manson, Swan and Morgan,
Newcastle upon Tyne, 1st May
1891, printed in Berlin, with cricket
ball remarque and date, 1890.
Unsigned. The photogravure attrac-
tively mounted, framed and glazed
and measures overall 28.5”x33.5”.
The print appears to have some
restoration/ cleaning, otherwise G -
cricket £80/120

931 ‘The Long Room’. Original mono
print from the original pen and ink
drawing of the Long Room at Lord’s
by Hanslip Fletcher, 1949. Printed by
Emery Walker Limited, London.
Overall 19.5”x15.25”. Excellent
image. VG - cricket £40/60

932 Yorkshire C.C.C. prints. Twenty
seven colour prints of Yorkshire
cricketers by Glenn Hall. Players
include Hirst, Trueman, Lord Hawke,
Sellers, Hutton, Haigh, Denton,
Emmott, Peel, Ulyett, Jackson etc.
Each 11.75”x9”. Odd faults,
otherwise in good condition - cricket

£30/50

933 Cricket prints. Three limited edition
colour prints by Alan Fearnley. ‘The
County Ground, Taunton’, limited
edition no. 636/850, ‘The County
Ground, Hove’, 17/850, and ‘The
Oval’, 734/850. Each printed signed
in pencil by the artist. Sold with a
Fearnley print of ‘Lord’s’ signed in
pencil by Denis Compton. Each print

measures 24”x20”. Qty 4. G -
cricket £40/60

934 ‘The Return Match’. E. Hacker, after
J. Mogford. Attractive original
engraving of a cricket match scene
published by Rogerson & Tuxford,
Strand 1862. Mounted, framed and
glazed, overall 12”x10.5”. Small
crease to lower edge, otherwise in
good/ very good condition. G -
cricket £30/50

935 Two individually made oval wooden
‘Arts and Crafts’ pictures frames,
each containing a colour
reproduction of a famous cricket
scene. The frames measure
18”x14.75” with carved leaf and
flower designs and decorative
borders. Some loss to border
designs, otherwise in good condition
- cricket £50/70

936 Jack Russell. ‘Last Man Out’. Colour
limited edition print from the original
by Russell showing Jack Russell and
Dickie Bird at Lords during the
England v India 1996 Test. Russell
had made 124 runs before being
given out LBW by Bird, Bird’s last
decision in Test cricket before his
retirement. Limited edition 84/250,
signed by Russell and Bird.
Attractively mounted, framed and
glazed. Overall 17.5”x16”. Sold
with a mono limited edition print
entitled ‘Nat-West Triumph’ 1999.
Signed by Russell and by
Gloucestershire Captain, Mark
Alleyne. Framed and glazed. Overall
15”x13”. Qty 2. VG £30/50

937 Jack Russell. ‘The Last Stand’. Colour
limited edition print from the original
by Russell showing Jack Russell and
Micheal Atherton during their epic
stand during the South African v
England 2nd Test played at
Johannesburg in 1995. Limited
edition 58/351, signed by Russell
and Atherton. Attractively mounted,
framed and glazed. Overall
17”x17”. Plus a selection of various
framed pictures, reproduction
cigarette cards etc. Qty 7. VG 

£25/35

938 Vanity Fair 13th September 1884.
Original fifteen page issue for the
week of the 13th September (taken
from a bound volume) featuring the
colour chromolithograph of George
John Bonnor. New South Wales &
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Australia, ‘Australian Cricket’.
September 13th 1884 by APE
including the original biographical
page. The chromolithograph with
hand stamp for ‘The Law Society,
London to right hand corner
affecting the image and two stamps
to back. Sold with a similar issue for
the 20th September 1884 featuring
Hon Alfred Lyttleton, Middlesex.
‘English Cricket’. 1884 by APE, again
with hand stamp for ‘The Law
Society, London to right hand corner
affecting the image and two stamps
to back. Qty 2. G/VG  - cricket  

£30/50

939 Cricket prints. Four limited edition
prints by Alan Fearnley from original
pencil sketches. ‘Sussex County
Ground Scenes’, limited edition no.
217/850, ‘Middlesex at Uxbridge’,
427/850, ‘The Pavilion, Taunton’,
760/850, and ‘Oval Scenes’,
435/850. Each printed signed in
pencil by the artist, the Middlesex
print also signed in pencil by Mike
Brealey. Each print measures
18”x13”. G - cricket £30/50

940 Jack Russell. ‘Archdeacon Meadow’.
Large colour limited edition print
from the original by Russell showing
the ground in all its glory during the
Gloucester Cricket Festival. Limited
edition 131/500, signed by Russell.
Attractively mounted, framed and
glazed. Overall 28”x24.5”. VG 

£40/60

SPORTING EPHEMERA, GOLF,
TENNIS, RUGBY, BOXING ETC

941 Gordon Richards, Jockey. Ceramic
mug with transfer printed image of
Richards in jockey cap to one side
with wording ‘With the
Compliments of Gordon Richards’
and to the other side ‘To
commemorate the achievement
gained in the year 1933 rode 259
winners’. Very minor chip to edge
and to base otherwise in good
condition £25/35

942 Horse racing. Early ornate original
metal Kempton Park Membership
pin badge. Enamel decoration and
date ‘1895’, stamped to verso with
membership number ‘1169’ and
makers’ stamp, H. Lewis of Bond
Street. Rare. Minor wear, otherwise
G/VG. 0.75” diameter - horse racing

£50/80

943 Golf brooch/pin badge. Silver metal
rectangular brooch/pin badge with a
stylised cut out image of a lady
golfer in driving pose. Date
unknown. 1”x1.5”. G - golf £25/35

944 Motor racing. Four colour
reproduction prints from originals by
Geo Ham. Each approx. 27”x40” -
motor racing £50/80

Ham, French painter and illustrator,
is known for his illustrations of
aeroplanes and automobiles which
appeared in L’Illustration in the early
20th century.

945 Sporting Programmes 1970s-1990s.
Black box containing a selection of
programmes covering Interational
and European football, Formula 1,
Le Mans, rugby league, boxing etc.
Include an official newspaper style
programme and two original joined
match tickets for the third round
U.E.F.A. Cup tie, Bohemians Prague
v Tottenham Hotspur, 12th
December 1984. Also two albums of
modern rugby union collectors’ cards
in albums, two signed rugby
photographs. Odd items signed. G -
football £30/40

946 John Ireland caricatures. Complete
set of the six ‘Characters’ series of
hardback books published 1987-
2000 with original dustwrappers,
featuring caricatures by John Ireland.
Books are Cricket (volumes 1 and 2),
Golf, Snooker, Racing, and the rarer
Rugby (two copies). G/VG - cricket 

£20/30

947 Anthony 'Tony' Bellew. Boxing.
Large deep frame containing a
mounted pair of 'Ringside Training'
boxing shorts and a 'Green Hill'
boxing glove both signed and
dedicated to 'Callum' by Bellew. The
shorts and glove probably worn by
Pellew. The frame measures
23"x34" and is 6" deep. VG 

£80/120

Anthony 'Tony' Bellew is an English
professional boxer and actor. He is
the current EBU and former WBO
International Cruiserweight
champion, as well as a former
Commonwealth, British and WBC
Silver Light heavyweight champion.

948 Harry Carpenter, commentator.
Wimbledon programmes 1978-
1990. Two boxes containing an

almost complete set of programmes
for the Championships for 1977
(Centenary year), 1978-1985, 1986
(lacking days 1-3, day 6 incomplete),
1988 (day twelve incomplete), and
1990. The majority signed to the
front cover ‘Harry’ or ‘Harry
Carpenter’, some with internal
annotations in Carpenter’s hand.
Also a collection of ‘Tennis World’
magazine in official binders. Three
boxes. G - tennis £80/120

Harry Carpenter was a BBC sports
commentator from 1949 until his
retirement in 1994. His speciality
was boxing, but he also anchored
the BBC’s Wimbledon tennis
coverage. This collection was
originally sold in the 2001 Bonhams
and Brooks auction of Carpenter’s
library

949 Golf balls. Three early golf balls,
including one marked ‘The Colonel’
with patent number to other side.
The other two, not marked. Some
wear, good £80/120

950 Golf medals. Three hallmarked
ornate silver medals for ‘Newburgh
Golf Club’ 1921, 1925 & 1926. Two
with initials to face. G £40/60

Newburgh Golf Club is situated
north of Aberdeen and was founded
in 1888, one of the oldest golf
courses in Scotland

951 Golf match holder. Early ceramic
match holder with attractive and
decorative painted image of a golf
bag containing various clubs and
what appears to be three ‘starlike’
golf balls. Indistinct registration
number to base. Circa 1890’s and
probably produced by Kepple or
Macintyre. Worn lustre to rim and
some crazing to base otherwise in
good condition G £60/90

952 Tiger Woods. Colour print of Woods,
head and shoulders, in white golfing
cap, the original painting by Craig
Campbell 2007, signed by Woods to
lower border. Mounted, framed and
glazed. Overall 10"x15.5". G - golf 

£180/250

The print was previously sold by
Bonhams in 2010 and the lot
description noted that Tiger Woods
signed this print in December 2008
for a donation that was made to the
Tiger Woods Foundation
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953 Golf anthologies and memorabilia
books. Box of sixteen golf books,
including ‘Antique Golf Collectibles’,
‘The Encyclopedia of Gold
Collectibles’, ‘Piccadilly World of
Golf’, 1972, 1973-74, 1974-75 (Qty
2) etc. G. Golf - £30/50

954 The Rugby Football Annual 1919-20
(3rd edition), 1921-22 to 1923-24,
1925-26, 1926-27, 1928-29 to
1939-40. Original decorative
wrappers/boards. An almost
complete run of eighteen editions of
this rarer annual, the first sixteen
editions with original blue
wrappers/boards, the 1938-39 and
1939-40 editions with original yellow
boards. Odd faults including ripped
page to the 1931-32 edition with loss
to lower half, the 1919-20 edition
rear wrapper becoming detached
otherwise in good condition. Sold
with Playfair Rugby Football Annuals
1948/49 to 1955-56, 1956-57 to
1972/73. Almost complete run of
twenty five editions of the Annual
from the first edition onwards and in
addition, Rothmans Rugby
Yearbooks for 1972, 1973-74 to
1976-77 and 1985-86. Sold with
official programme for the Scotland v
Ireland International played at
Murrayfield 1949, two official tickets
and song sheet for the Rugby League
Cup Final 1949, Bradford v Halifax
and official Directors Box tickets (2)
and programme and two tickets for
the Workington v Rochdale Rugby
League match played in April 1949.
A comprehensive collection. Odd
faults otherwise in good condition. G 

£500/700

The Rugby Football Annual was
founded by Charles Marriott in
1913 and ran for twenty three issues
to 1939-40 and was the primary
reference for rugby in this period

955 Castleford v Salford. Rugby League
Cup Final 1969. Selection of
photograph album pages containing
the official programme for the Final
signed boldly to front cover by
Castleford winning Captain Alan
Hardisty, community singing sheet
from the final, newspaper cuttings
and pictures covering the Final and
various album pages, Castleford
1952 (14 signatures), New Zeal;and
Rugby League tourists 1955 with
five signatures, page from a

programme signed by fifteen
members of the St. Helen’s team of
1957/58 and a card signed in 1956
by Castleford legend Arthur
Atkinson. Three table tennis
signatures included in the pages.
Good condition £30/40

Castleford beat Salford 11-6

956 Rugby photographs c1910s. Two
official mono photographs of rugby
union teams including ‘Liverpool
University R.F.C. 1919-20’ by
Medrington’s Ltd of Liverpool, laid
to official photographer’s mount,
overall 16”x14”. Minor silvering,
otherwise in good condition. Also a
photograph of ‘Old Gaytonians 2nd
XV 1913’, mounted framed and
glazed, overall 21”x17”. Sold with a
mono photograph of an unknown
team ‘F.D.F.C. 1923-24’ laid to
photographers mount. Rugby union,
football - £30/50

957 England Rugby Union. Official
autograph sheet for England v
France, 16th March 1991 signed by
all twenty one members of the
England team. Signatures include
Carling (captain), Andrew, Leonard,
Dooley, Winterbottom, Guscott,
Underwood, Moore, Richards etc.
Sold with an official programme for
Northern Division v New Zealand,
Otley, 17th November 1979 signed
to the centre pages by nine players,
also four signed photographs
celebrating England winning the
2003 Rugby World cup, of Martin
Johnson, Jonny Wilkinson, and two
signed by Will Greenwood including
a formal photograph of the winning
team seated with H.M. The Queen.
VG - cricket £25/35

958 Leicestershire Rugby Union 1900s-
1930’. A selection of five original
posters. Colour poster, circa 1930’s
(?), advertising forthcoming matches,
Medway Athletic v Anchor (Senior
Cup Final), Oadby Juniors v Keck’s
Victoria (Junior Cup) etc. Printed by
Willson’s Printing Work’s Leicester.
Approx 17”x22”. Odd faults,
generally good condition. Also an
original  poster for a ‘Grand Rugby
Match, Rolleston Charity Cup Semi
Final, Anchor v Belgrave Premier
Works’, 12th March 1910. Printed by
Shardlow Bros, Leicester, 18”x22”.
Some tears and ageing. ‘Leicester
Rugby Union Grand Smoking

Concert’, Drill Hall, Magazine Square,
23rd April 1904, Hill Brothers,
Leicester, 11”x17.5” in very good
condition. ‘Leicestershire Rugby
Union v Northamptonshire Rugby
Union’, 17”x22”. ‘Rugby Football! A
Meeting’, Coach & Horses Hotel,
Ansty, 13th December 1906, printed
by W. Wheelhouse, Leicester in very
good condition, 10”x15”. Five in
total - rugby £50/70

FOOTBALL MEMORABILIA

959 World Cup 1966. Eighteen ‘The
Guardian Souvenir Envelope’
commemorative covers issued for
matches played in the group stages
of the tournament. Teams featured
are West Germany, Argentine, Spain
and Switzerland (Group 2), Portugal,
Hungary, Brazil and Bulgaria (Group
3), and Russia, North Korea, Italy
and Child (Group 4). Each cover is
stamped with the date and venue of
the match. G - cricket £40/60

960 Huddersfield Town 1953/54. Album
page nicely signed by thirteen
members of the team in ink.
Signatures include Watson, Mills,
Metcalfe, Davie, Kelly, Glazzard,
McAvoy etc. Names annotated to
page. G £20/30

961 Sheffield United 1953/54. Album
page nicely signed by fifteen
members of the team in ink.
Signatures include Jones, Coldwell,
Ridge, Hagan, Ringstead, Granger,
Rawson etc. Irregular trim to page
edge. G £20/30

962 Wolverhampton Wanders 1953/54.
Album page nicely signed by ten
members of the team in ink.
Signatures include Billy Wright,
Broadbent, Hancock, Swinbourne,
Mullen, Williams etc. Names
annotated to page. To verso are
seventeen signatures of the Sheffield
Wednesday team 1953/54 including
Gannon, Butler, Leemley, Curtis,
Sewell etc. Sold with further album
pages signed by one or more players
including Jackie Milburn, Webster,
Beard and Hughes of Bolton etc. Plus
a horse racing programme signed by
Bobby Robson. G £20/30

963 Stoke City and Manchester United,
1974/75. Duncan Fearnley
‘Supreme’ full size cricket bat, signed
to the face by sixteen Stoke City
players, and to verso by fifteen
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Manchester United players. Stoke
signatures include Terry Conroy,
Denis Smith, John Mahoney, Jimmy
Greenhoff, Peter Shilton, Alan Dodd
etc. Manchester United signatures
include Lou Macari, Alex Stepney,
Sammy McIlroy, Stuart Pearson,
Stewart Houston, Paddy Roche,
Mick Martin, Gerry Daly. G - football

£40/60

964 Wolverhampton Wanderers
1948/49. Ten signatures in ink and
one in pencil of on album page laid
down to slightly large page.
Signatures include Billy Wright, Bert
Williams, Jesse Pye, Jimmy Dunn,
Sammy Smyth, Bill Crook, John
Hancocks etc. G - football £40/60

Wolverhampton Wanderers won the
F.A. Cup in 1948/49 beating
Leicester City 3-1. Ten of these
signatures are of players who
featured in the winning side

965 Chester City F.C. 1948/49. Album
page with fifteen signatures in ink
and pencil laid down to slightly
larger page, with two additional
signatures on pieces laid down
below. Signatures include Davies,
Westwood, Scales, Burgess, Butcher,
Mansley, McNeil, Elliot, Harrigan etc.
Sold with a trimmed album page
with three Stockport County
signatures in pencil, 1948/9. G -
football £20/30

966 No lot

967 Football biographies. Box containing
a good selection of twenty five
biographies and autobiographies of
players and managers. Subjects
include Danny Blanchflower, Liam
Brady, Malcolm Macdonald,
Malcolm Allison, Tommy Docherty,
Alan Ball, Kevin Keegan, Brian
Clough etc. G/VG - football £30/50

968 Southampton F.C. 1930/31. Official
mono photograph of the team and
officials, seated and standing in
rows. Players featured include
Shelley, McIlwane, Woodhouse,
Luckett, Hough, Bradford, Adams,
Scriven, White, Keeping, Roberts
etc. The photograph, probably by
Chandler of Southampton, is laid to
large photograph album page with
player’s names on printed label laid
to lower border of mount. Overall
14”x10.5”. Minor damage to album
page, the photograph in very good
condition. Excellent image - football 

£50/80

969 Southampton F.C. 1931/32. Official
mono photograph of the team and
directors, seated and standing in
rows. Players featured include
Shelley, McIlwaine, Luckett,
Bradford, Adams, Scriven, White,
Keeping, Roberts, Woodhouse,
Arnold, Coates etc. The photograph,
probably by Chandler of
Southampton, with printed title and
players’ names to lower border.
11”x7”. Some staining and wear,
otherwise in good condition. Sold
with an original sepia press
photograph of the Southampton
team taken at Bradford Park Avenue,
4th October 1930. The photograph
with Overend Press, Eccleshill,
Bradford press stamp to verso.
Horizontal crease, otherwise in good
condition. Qty 2 - football £50/80

970 Southampton F.C. 1931/32. Official
mono photograph of the team and
officials, seated and standing in
rows. Players featured include
Shelley, McIlwaine, Luckett,
Bradford, Adams, Scriven, White,
Keeping, Roberts, Woodhouse,
Arnold, Coates etc. The photograph,
probably by Chandler of
Southampton, is laid to large
photograph album page with title
and players’ names on printed label
laid to lower edge of photograph.
Laid down to verso, a mono printed
postcard of the 1904/05
Southampton team, and a mono
photographic image of twelve
players from the “St. Mary’s Football
Club, Southampton, 1894-5” team.
Overall 14”x10.5”. G/VG - football 

£50/80

971 West Bromwich Albion, late 1960s.
Five large format mono press
photographs for the period featuring
Jeff Astle, and the victory parade
following the ‘Baggies’ 1968 F.A.
Cup Final win, the players in an open
top coach, preceded by fans on
mopeds and bicycles with large
crowds in attendance. Ex Ken Kelly
collection, some with Kelly copyright
stamp to verso. All photographs
14.5”x11.5”. Excellent images. VG -
football £50/80

West Bromwich Albion won the
1968 F.A. Cup, beating Everton 1-0
in the Final at Wembley

972 Manchester United. George Best &
Denis Law 1960’s. Mono reprint
photograph of Best and Law in
training kit. Nicely signed by both
players in ink to lower border.
8”x10”. VG - football £50/70

973 Liverpool UEFA Champions League
winners 2005. Large colour
photograph mounted colour
photograph of Carragher and
Gerrard celebrating Liverpool's UEFA
Champions League win in 2005, the
photograph signed by both players.
Attractively mounted, framed and
glazed with details to lower border in
window of mount. Overall 16"x24".
VG - football £50/70

974 Wayne Rooney. Everton 2002-2004.
Everton training/casual short sleeved
round necked blue shirt with
Everton emblem and 'Puma' logo to
chest. Signed by Rooney.
Attractively mounted, framed and
glazed with signed colour
photograph of Rooney in Everton
shirt. Overall 34.5"x32.5". Good
condition. The shirt was given to the
son of the vendor when a youngster
at the training ground by Rooney
when 16/17 years old - football 

£120/160

975 Leon Osman. Everton 2000-2016.
Everton away/change away short
sleeved grey shirt with Everton
emblem and  'Le coq sportif' logo
with large 'Chang' sponsors logo to
centre and 'Barclays Premiership'
patches to sleeves. Signed to front
by thirteen members of the Everton
squad. Attractively mounted, framed
and glazed. Overall 26"x29". Good
condition. The shirt given to the son
of the vendor when a youngster
after a match - football £150/250

Chang became the sponsor of
Everton Football Club in 2004

976 Benedict Saul "Benni" McCarthy.
Blackburn Rovers 2006-2010.
Blackburn Rovers home short
sleeved blue and white shirt with
'McCarthy' and number '10' to back
and 'Barclays Premiership' patches to
sleeves. Signed and dedicated to
'Callum' by McCarthy and signed by
him. Attractively mounted, framed
and glazed. Overall 26"x29". Good
condition. The shirt given to the son
of the vendor when a youngster -
football £100/150

END OF SALE
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14th & 15th May 2016

COMMISSION SHEET

Name:  … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

Address:  … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

 … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

Telephone:  … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …

Signature:  … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … Date: …………………………………

Please post this sheet to: 
Knight’s Sporting Limited, Cuckoo Cottage, Town Green, Alby, Norwich  NR11 7PR
Office: 01263 768488     Mobile: 07885 515333

knights

Lot No. Bid in £ Brief description
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